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pmm 134.DUDLEY, Robert. Arcano del Mare. Diviso in libri sei. Florence, Giuseppe Cocchini pour Jacopo Bagononi et Anton Francesco

Lucini, 1661.

In 1963, the Earls Court Exhibition Centre held an exhibition
entitled Printing and the Mind of Man. Four years later, its catalogue
became a milestone in the history of printing that is still used in
current bibliophily.
The catalogue aimed to measure « the impact of print on the
evolution of Western civilisation during five centuries », by
examining the influence of outstanding books on the construction
and diffusion of knowledge.
The selection of PMM books presented here intend to highlight
the importance of emulation between scholars, humanists and
bibliophiles.
The descriptions of the books described in this catalogue consist
of two parts, arranged in columns.

The left-hand column contains
a detailed and accurate technical
description of the work exhibited.

The right-hand column reproduces
the text of the PMM exhibition
catalogue.
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One of the greatest literary
monuments of classical
antiquity

ALL THE KNOWLEDGE
OF THE ANCIENTS

PLINIUS SECUNDUS, Caius. Historia naturalis.

The ‘Natural History’ of Pliny the Elder is more than a

Rome, Conradus Sweynheym & Arnoldus Pannartz, 7
may 1473. Folio (382 x 267 mm) 400 un. ll. (first and last

natural history: it is an encyclopaedia of all the knowledge of the ancient world. The famous story of Pliny’s

blank removed by the binder). Eighteenth century light
brown calf, blind stamped ruled on covers, spine with
raised bands, red morocco lettering piece, red edges.		
				
250 000 €

death while trying to observe the eruption of Vesuvius
at closer quarters than was prudent is often, and justly,
cited as an example of the devoted curiosity on which the

PMM, 5 (1469 edition) ; BMC, IV, 17 ; Goff, P-789 ;
GW, 34308 ; CIBN, P-460 ; ISTC, ip00789000.

furthering of knowledge depends, and to the Romans his

The extremely rare and majestic edition of Pliny’s
famous encyclopedic work printed by the German
proto-typographers of Italy Conrad Sweynheym
and Arnold Pannartz. It is the fourth edition of
Pliny’s Historia Naturalis, edited by Niccolò
Perotti, Archbishop of Siponto.

in small esteem, as he modestly says, by his countrymen).

Aside from Gutenberg and his immediate associates,
there are no figures more important in the early history
of printing than Sweynheym, who had probably learned
the craft of printing in the shop of Fust and Schoeffer
in Mainz, and Pannartz, the earliest printers in Italy. First
at the Abbey of Subiaco in 1464 and later in Rome
from 1467, they produced an imposing catalogue of
first editions of ancient authors, which for the first
time systematically exploited the potential of the new
technology as a means for disseminating humanistic texts
to a large audience. Their press runs were normally only
275 copies, consequently, their books are now extremely
rare on the market.

time allowed him by a busy administrative career was

writing on the natural sciences was pioneer work (held

He was a compiler rather than an original thinker, and
the importance of this book depends more on his exhaustive reading (he quotes over four hundred authorities,
Greek and Latin) than on his original work. All the spare

devoted to reading; he began long before daybreak, his
nephew the younger Pliny recorded, and grudged every
minute not spent in study; no book was so bad, he used
to say, as not to contain something of value. When he
died the ‘Natural History’ (the sole extant work out of
one hundred and two volumes from his pen) was still
incomplete. It comprises thirty-seven books dealing with
mathematics and physics, geography and astronomy,
medicine and zoology, anthropology and physiology,
philosophy and history, agriculture and mineralogy, the

The Natural History, divided into 37 libri, or “books,”
was completed in 77 CE. In the preface, dedicated to
Titus (who became emperor shortly before Pliny’s death),
Pliny justified the title and explained his purpose on
utilitarian grounds as the study of “the nature of things,
that is, life” (“Preface,” 13). Disdaining high literary style
and political mythology, Pliny adopted a plain style—but
one with an unusually rich vocabulary—as best suited
to his purpose. A novel feature of the Natural History
is the care taken by Pliny in naming his sources, more
than 100 of which are mentioned. Book I, in fact, is a
summary of the remaining 36 books, listing the authors
and sometimes the titles of the books (many of which
are now lost) from which Pliny derived his material.

arts and letters. He is scrupulous in his acknowledgement
of his sources (you must, he wrote, with honest humility,
declare those from whom you have profited), and the
whole of the first book is devoted to the tables of contents and authorities which bear witness to his method.
The Historia soon became a standard book of reference :
abstracts and abridgements appeared by the third century.
Bede (17) owned a copy, Alcuin sent the early books to
Charlemagne, and Dicuil, the Irish geographer, quotes
him in the ninth century. It was the basis of Isidore’s
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The Natural History properly begins with Book II,
which is devoted to cosmology and astronomy. Here, as
elsewhere, Pliny demonstrated the extent of his reading,
especially of Greek texts. In Books III through VI, On

Etymologiae (9) and such medieval encyclopaedias as the

the physical and historical geography of the ancient
world, he gave much attention to major cities, some of

be printed at Venice, the centre from which

which no longer exist and geography of the then known
countries.

dispensed, it was later translated into English by

Books VII through XI treat zoology, beginning with
humans (VII), then mammals and reptiles (VIII), fishes
and other marine animals (IX), birds (X), and insects
(XI). Pliny derived most of the biological data from
Aristotle, while his own contributions were concerned
with legendary animals and unsupported folklore.

(a notable achievement for so vast a text).

Speculum Majus of Vincent of Beauvais and
the Catholicon of Balbus. One of the earliest books to

so

much

of

classical

literature

was

first

Philemon Holland in 1601, and twice reprinted

More recently, scholars as various as Humboldt (301)
and Grimm (281) have praised and acknowledged their
debt to it. Over and over again it will be found that the
source of some ancient piece of knowledge is Pliny.

In Books XII through XIX, On botany, Pliny came
closest to making a genuine contribution to science.
Although he drew heavily upon Theophrastus, he
reported some independent observations, particularly
those made during his travels in Germany. Pliny is one
of the chief sources of modern knowledge of Roman
gardens, early botanical writings, and the introduction
into Italy of new horticultural and agricultural species.
Book XVIII, on agriculture, is especially important
for agricultural techniques such as crop rotation, farm
management, and the names of legumes and other crop
plants.
Books XX through XXXII focus on medicine and
drugs. Like many Romans, Pliny criticized luxury on
moral and medical grounds. His random comments on
diet and on the commercial sources and prices of the
ingredients of costly drugs provide valuable evidence
relevant to contemporary Roman life. The subjects of
Books XXXIII through XXXVII include minerals,
precious stones, and metals, especially those used by
Roman craftsmen.
Of this rare edition ISTC localises 24 institutional copies
including 2 in the United-States (Harvard, Countway
Library ; Loyola University, Cudahy Memorial Library).
We could trace no complete copy of this very rare
edition on any auction record database over the past 100
years.
A very fine crisp copy with very large margins.
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The Botticelli Dante

THE DIVINE COMEDY

DANTE ALIGHIERI. La Comedia, con la Vita
di Dante e il Commento di Cristoforo Landino.
Florence, Nicolo di Lorenzo, 1481. Folio (400 x
267 mm) 369 leaves (of 372 ; 3 blanks removed
by the binder). 19th century English blind stamped
green morocco, gilt edges.
180 000 €

“The Divine Comedy’ of Dante could have been written

PMM, 8 ; Goff, D-29; GW, 7966; Polain, 1223;
IGI, 360; Sander, 2312; BMC VI, 628; Pellechet
4114; Cat.Martini 145; De Batines I, 36-40:
«Prima ed. figurata, in buon car.romano tondo e
su buona carta grave, per l’esecuzione tipografica
bellissima... ediz. veramente magnifica» ; Mambelli
17-22: «stampata in bellissima veste con bellissimi
car.tondi, assai ricercata».

learning of his time, and he was himself a profound and

at no other time than at the beginning of the fourteenth
century. It was essentially an age of freedom and daring
in thought and speech, which it was natural to express in
verse. To this Dante added a deep knowledge of the

original political thinker whose ideals outran the strifes
and feuds which divided Italy, to which, however,
we owe his best work. For it was the total downfall of his
political hopes on 27 January 1302 that condemned
Dante to perpetual exile and turned him to the writing
of the epic which begins with the vision of himself lost in

First edition of the Comedia with Landino’s
commentary, first illustrated edition of
Dante and the second Florentine illustrated
book.

a forest, his way barred by a wolf, a lion and leopard on
the Thursday before Easter, 1300.
Dante’s theme, the greatest yet attempted in poetry ,

One of the most monumental illustrated printed
book of the fifteenth century. Hind and most other
authorities in alliance with Vasari’s account, have
agreed that the designs of the engravings derive
from Botticelli. The engraver has been identified
as Bacio Baldini.

was to explain and justify the Christian cosmos through

The original plan was to provide headpiece
illustrations for each of the 100 cantos, to be
pulled within spaces provided in the typographic
composition, but something interfered and only 19
of the 100 engravings were finally executed. The
reasons for the failure of the plan are not certain.
It is known that Botticelli left Florence in the
spring of 1481 for a year in Roma. All or virtually
all paper copies contain engraved illustrations,
printed directly on the page, for Inferno cantos 1
and 2. At canto 3 the planned production system
began to break down: a few copies have the correct
engraving printed directly on the page; a large
number have a faulty repetition of the plate for
canto 2; many copies have only a blank space; and
the relatively small number of “fully” illustrated
copies, of which this is one, have the illustration
pasted in.

(38). Hell is seen as an inverted cone with its point where

This copy is illustrated with 4 copper engravings
(one repeated). The first two etchings (Canto I

what he describes.

the allegory of a pilgrimage. To him comes Virgil (6),
the symbol of philosophy, to guide him through the
two lower realms of the next world, which are divided
according to the classifications of the ‘Ethics’ of Aristotle

lies Lucifer fixed in ice at the centre of the world, and the
pilgrimage from it a climb to the foot of and then up the
Purgatorial Mountain. Along the way Dante passes Popes,
Kings and Emperors, poets, warriors and citizens of
Florence, expiating the sins of their life on earth. On the
summit is the Earthly Paradise where Beatrice meets
them and Virgil departs. Dante is now led through the
various spheres of heaven, and the poem ends with a
vision of the Deity.The audacity of his theme, the success
of its treatment, the beauty and majesty of his verse, have
ensured that his poem never lost its reputation.The picture
of divine justice is entirely unclouded by Dante’s own
political prejudices, and his language never falls short of
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and Canto II) were printed in black at the same
time as the text (the first, as usual, is a little short
of the lower margin). The two other etchings
(Canto III, f. c2v et Canto XVII, f. l8r) printed in
brown ink, were pasted on some years after the text
was printed. The etching of Canto III is identical
to that of Canto II, but printed in a different ink
(cf. Hind classification, Form B, op. cit., p. 102).
The etching of Canto XVII is in its second state,
with the letters reversed in the bottom left-hand
corner (Hind, (17, II), p. 115). As it contains more
than three prints, this copy is also classified under
Form E by Hind.

The Commedia was printed and reprinted from 1472
onwards when Johann Neumeister printed the first
edition at Foligno. The 1481 edition is famous for the
remarkable series of engravings by Baldini from drawings
made by Botticelli for a manuscript of the work probably
commissioned by Lorenzo dé Medici ; it also contains the
famous

commentary

of

Christoforo

Landino.

The epithet « Divina » was not added until 1555, when it
appears on the title-page of Lodovico Dolce’s edition.

“The first Florentine edition of the Comedy
appeared 30 August 1481. [...] This monumental
book represented the Florentine attempt to
reclaim the great poet who, since the 14th century,
had become a classic throughout Italy. Accordingly,
the edition was to have been accompanied by a
figurative commentary inspired by one of the most
important Florentine artists of the time, Sandro
Botticelli. Moreover, the text appeared together
with a completely new commentary authored by
the most authoritative literary critic then teaching
in Florence, Cristoforo Landino.” Cachey &
Jordan, Rennaissance Dante in print.
A fine copy of one of the most important 15th
century Italian book.
Paper restoration in the inner margin of 2c10 with
some letters supplied in ink , marginal restoration
not affecting text in the outer margin of a2 ; spine
of the binding restored.
Provenance : contemporary manuscript annotations
on e1v and 2a7 -- Sir Mark Masterman Sykes
(1771-1823), 3rd Baronet, of Sledmere House, one
of the founders of the Roxburgh Club in 1818
and the Lorenzo of Dibdin, with his autograph
monogram and ink shelfmark on endleaf : “cat. v.

1. 2 195 mms [Mark Masterman Sykes] Sledmer”
-- Sir John Hayford Thorold (1773-1831 ; with
his boopkplates). It was lot 653 of the sale catalogue
and mentionned in the Preface : “Dante, with 4
excessively rare Engravings from design by Sandro
Botticelli” (Catalogue of an Important Portion of

the extensive and valuable Library of the late Sir
John Hayford Thorold, Baronet, removed from
Syston Park, Lincolnshire, Londres, Sotheby’s, 1884,
p. IV) -- Private collection.
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A rare Aesop in Parma dialect

AESOP’S FABLES

AESOP. Aesopi fabule cu[m] Ordine vulgari &
historiis ad communem omnium utilitatem impresse.
Parma, Francesco Ugoleto, 18 May 1526. 4to (194 x
145 mm) 44 nn.ll. 18th century flexible boards, light
brown lettering piece, housed in a modern clam-shell
box with see-through cover.		
65 000 €

Whether or not Aesop was the author of the ‘Fables’ to
which his name is attached, whether indeed-as has
sometimes been doubted-he ever existed at all, hardly
matters. The fact that the text which survives, and was
first printed (with a biography of Aesop) in the Latin

PMM, 15 (1485 edition); Sander, 92 ; Landau (1885),
I, p. 14 ; Hervieux, Les Fabulistes latins..., I, pp. 434577 ; Jacqueline de Weever, Aesop and the Imprint of
Medieval Thought..., Jefferson, 2011, p. 10 passim ; Ireneo
Affò, Memorie degli scrittori e letterati Parmigiani,
1789, pp. 17-25 ; Pezzana, II, 1827, 19-29 ; Janelli,
Dizionario biografico dei Parmigiani, 1877, pp. 360-361.

translation of Rinucius, is a collection made by Maximus
Planudes in the fourteenth century (with some oriental
additions) from a translation by Andreopoulos of a Syriac
version by Syntipas of the Greek text as turned into
choliambics by Babrius in the earlier part of the third

Rare bilingual and illustrated edition of Aesop’s
Fables.

century, is equally immaterial. Something of the fables
which, according to Plato, Socrates while in prison

Designed for educational purposes in the spirit of
the Aesopus moralisatus of Gualterus Anglicus, this
beautiful book contains, besides the text in verses
and the paraphrase of Latin prose Fables, a version
in dialect for students of Parma and its region.

turned into verse, has come down to us, and from it all
the popular fables of modern Europe are derived.
‘Moralized’, illustrated, quoted, copied, parodied and
reprinted, they have been diffused over the whole western

The text is present in the Latin translation of 64 fables
arranged in couplets and printed in a large gothic
typeface. Between these couplets are, printed in
smaller type, a Latin prose adaptation and translation
in the vernacular language of Parma. The poetic
version of the fable is attributed to Salone da Parma
(Salo Parmensis), a Latin writer of the sixth century.
A very valuable Aesop manuscript, transcribed by the
latter, is preserved at the Biblioteca Ambrosiana.

world and-who knows?-some of the oriental ‘originals’ may themselves be copied from still earlier lost
Greek sources. Innumerable imitators, from La Fontaine
to Thurber, have given new life to the form.

This issue is of great literary interest: the incessant
transition from the Late Latin Salone, and its modernized
version of Italian Parma create an exciting diachronic
context. The attentive reader - even poor Latin scholar is sure to appreciate these linguistic effects in depth. The
use of the Parma dialect invigorates the Aesopian text :
the adaptation from Latin to a lively spoken dialect opens
a window to the Italian civilization of the sixteenth
century and brings the poetry to a new level.
The remarkable illustration consists of 63 charming
woodcut figures.
Far from limiting itself to draw the typical picture
of the animal animating a fable - this book is also an
amazing bestiary - the anonymous artist has sought
to paint the human (kings, princes, jugglers, citizens,
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.

farmers, hunters, falconers merchants, horsemen or
soldiers) in their contemporary clothing. All people are
camping in landscapes or interiors and are displayed
with admirable sense of economy and proportions.
The title is decorated with three different floral
borders and a fine and large initial. The large
woodcut border (35 x 130 mm) at the bottom
of the page shows a master at class with students
sitting or standing in the scriptorium, book in hand.
The typographer Ugoleto Francesco had already
published in 1514 together with Saladi Ottaviano,
an edition of 64 Aesopian fables in the translation
by Salone: the booklet in 20 sheets, does not contain
the vernacular Italian version nor the illustrations, is
described by Sander (No. 89). See also FJ Norton,
Italian Printers 1501-1520, London, 1958, p. 72.
A very rare edition missing in most of the important
international public libraries.
We could only trace 4 copies of 1526 Parma Fabule:
three in Italy (Central Firenze, Pistoia Fabroniana,
Siena Intronati) and a single copy in the US (New
York Public Library). The latter provided the basis
for the study published by Jacqueline de Weever. The
copies kept in Siena and New York are very damaged.
A very fine copy, preserved in handsome eighteenthcentury flexible boards.
Some occasional waterstains; calculations on verso of the
last leaf.
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a monument of typography

THE ELEMENTS OF GEOMETRY

EUCLID. [Elementa Geometria]. Preclarissimus
liber elementorum Euclidis perspicacissimi: in artem
Geometrie incipit quafoelicissime. Venice, Erhard
Ratdolt, 25 may 1482. Folio, 138 un.ll. Collation: a10,
b-r8. Old limp vellum, title calligraphed on spine.

Euclid’s “Elements of Geometry” is the oldest mathematical textbook in the world still in common use today.
Its author was a Greek mathematician living about 300
B.C. who founded a mathematical school in Alexandria
in the reign of Ptolemy I.

300 000 €

The “Elements” is a compilation of all earlier Greek

Goff ,E-113; BMC, V 285; Dibner 100; PMM, 25;
Horblit, 27; Thomas-Stanford, Early Editions of Euclid’s
Elements, 1a ;Vitry, 281 ; HC *6693; BMC V, 285; GW
9428; Bod-inc. E-036; BSB-Ink. E-106; Klebs 383.1;
Norman 729; Redgrave 26; Kelly, One Hundred Books
Famous in Typography 4. See also Benjamin Wardhaugh,
Encounters with Euclid (2021).

mathematical knowledge since Pythagoras, organized
into a consistent system so that each theorem follows
logically from its predecessor, and in this simplicity lies
the secret of its success. Of the thirteen books into which
it is divided, nos. 1 to 4 are on plane geometry: 5 and 6 on

First edition of “the oldest textbook in the history
of science” (Norman).

the theory of proportion due to Eudoxus and its applica-

Read, reprinted and translated continuously, this
book has been a model for mathematical exposition
up to the present day, training over two millennia of
mathematicians from Archimedes to Anne Lister (and
beyond). Originally composed in Greek at the court
of Ptolemy in Alexandria, the present text is a Latin
translation from an Arabic recension, likely that of
Al-Ḥajjāj ibn Yūsuf ibn Maṭar (which itself does not
survive complete today). Produced as part of the Latin
scientific translation movement of the 12th century, the
translation is the work of Adelard of Bath and Robert of
Chester, which was then edited and augmented in the
1250s by Campanus of Novara to become the definitive
Latin version for the next several hundred years.

quantities; II to 13 on solid geometry culmmating in the

Ratdolt’s first edition of the Elements is not only “one
of the great classics in the history of science [but also] a
masterpiece of early typographical ability and ingenuity”
(Bühler). “Ratdolt created geometric diagrams which
are so finely wrought that the method of manufacture
still baffles historians of printing. The most accepted
theory today is that they were made from bent rules or
perhaps cast metal shapes, but we cannot be sure how
such consistent, thin and accurate lines were printed”
(Kelly). Other challenges included running out of
woodcut initial Ss (due every proposition beginning with
the same set formula) and a general shortage of capital
letters resulting from their use in labeling the over 500
marginal diagrams—all met by Ratdolt to produce the
most beautiful scientific book of the incunable period,
which became the model for much that followed.

Association is in fact a continuation of the Society for the

tion; 7 to 9 on the properties of numbers, 1o on irrational
proof that there are only five regular solids, books 14
and is were added later but are not by Euclid. He wrote
several other treatises, some of which have come down to
us, notably on optics, the elements of music, astronomy
and spherical geometry.
The ‘Elements’ remained the common school textbook of geometry for hundreds of years and about one
thousand editions and translations have been published.
In the latter part of the nineteenth century an attempt was
made to replace it by rival textbooks. The Mathematical
Improvement of Geometrical Teaching which was
founded with this object) Lobatchewsky’s book on non
Euclidean geometry, published in 1829 (293), challenged
the supremacy of the Euclidean system, a process which
has been continued in our time by Einstein’s work (408)
and by modern developments in astronomy and mathematics.
The first edition of Euclid’s ‘Elements’ is an outstandingly fine piece of printing, and the care and intelligence
with which diagrams are combined with the text made it
a model for subsequent mathematical books. It was the
first substantial book to be printed with geometrical figures.

A tall copy, with none of the diagrams cropped or shaved.
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EUCLID. Elementa [in Greek]. Basel, Johannes
Herwagen, 1533. Folio (301 x 197 mm) 6 unn.ll., 268
pp., 115 pp. 18th century mottled calf (upper blank
margin of title -- 2.7 cm -- renewed & title carefully
backed at an early date), double gilt fillet round sides,
spine richly gilt, red morocco lettering piece on spine.		
		
25 000 €

PMM, 25 (1482 edition);Thomas-Stanford, 7; Norman,
730.
Editio princeps in Greek of Euclid’s Elements. The
first printing of Euclid was a latin translation
after an Arabic manuscript in 1482, but the original
Greek text had to wait 55 years to be published.
It also contains the first edition of Proclus’s commentary
on the first book of the Elements.
This edition was edited by Simon Grynaeus, a German
protestant theologian and philologist. Grynaeus used two
manuscripts: one sent by Lazarus Bayfius from Venice
and the other supplied by John Claymond, president of
Magdalen and later of Corpus Christi College, Oxford.
The Elements occupy 268 pages, followed by 115 pages
containing the four books of the commentary of Proclus
on the first book of the Elements. This commentary

“is of considerable value for the study of ancient Greek
geometry because of the historical information which
it contains, derived from the lost works of Eudemos . . .
and Geminos.” Sarton, I, p. 403.
“Because of his interest in the principles underlying
mathematical thought and their relation to ultimate
philosophical principles, Proclus’ commentary is a
notable -and also the earliest- contribution to the
philosophy of mathematics. Its numerous references
to the views of Euclid’s predecessors and successors,
many of them otherwise unknown to us, render it an
invaluable source for the history of science.” D.S.B.
Grynaeus dedicated this edition to Cuthbert Tunstall,
Bishop of Durham and the author of the first English
arithmetic.
A fine crisp copy, title page reinforced at the time of
binding with upper margin cropped not touching text.
Provenance: Earls of Macclesfield (bookplate, blind
stamp on title, shelf numbers on fly leaf).
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First edition of the Iliad in modern Greek

31

The most lavishly illustrated edition

THE HOMERIC AGE

of any vernacular Greek work at that time

HOMERUS. [Iliad (in demotic Greek)]. Homerou
Ilias, metabletheisa palai eis koinen glossan, nyn de
diorthotheisa, kai diatetheisa syntomos, kai kata biblia,
kathos echei e tou Homerou biblos, para Nikolaou
tou Loukanou...Venice, Stefano Nicolini da Sabbio for
Damiano Santa Maria, 1526. 4to (205 x 147 mm.) 164
nn.ll. with the title page printed in red and black and
the last blank leaf ; Greek text printed in two columns,
34 lines. Contemporary binding in Greek style, brown
morocco richly decorated in blind, remains of clasps.
				
200 000 €

The Iliad and the Odyssey are the first perfect poetry of
the western world. They spring fully grown, their predecessors lost, and their magic has persisted ever since.
The legends of the siege of Troy and the return of Odyseus are the common heritage of all. The beauty of
Helen, the courage of Hector, the grief of Achilles for
Patroclus, the meeting of Nausicaa and Odysseus, the
magic of Circe, all these are now a part of the mythology
of Europe. It matters not whether they were first written

PMM, 31 (1488/89 edition) ;Adams, H-776 ; Brunet,
III, 282-283 : «rare et recherchée» ; Layton (Harvard),
23 ; Sander, 3428 : «Un des premiers monuments de
la langue grecque moderne» ; Norton, Italian Printers,
p. 150 ; Legrand, I, pp. 188-192 ; Enrica Follieri, «Su
alcuni libri greci stampati a Venezia nella prima metà del
cinquecento», in : Byzantina et Italograeca. Studi di
filologia e di paleografia, Roma, 1997, pp. 67-73 (ill.) ;

or handed down orally, whether both are by the same
poet, whether the poet was Homer-all these and many
other unanswered questions are secondary to the perennial appeal of the narrative and the poetry.The form, the
action and the words have had incalculable influence on the
form, action and words of poetry ever since; the composition of the Aeneid, the Divine Comedy, Paradise Lost,

First edition of the Iliad in modern Greek and
first illustrated edition. A wonderful copy in a
contemporary alla Greca binding.

and many others, has been determined by the Iliad and
the Odyssey.

This extremely important edition is illustrated with one
hundred thirty-eight superb woodcuts (five of them
repeated) specially realized for this edition.

Their popularity never diminishes: translations into

more and more languages abound;more than a million
copies of a recent version of the Odyssey (that by E.V.

“The Loukanias paraphrase of Homer’s Iliad was the first
translation into a vernacular language to be printed, and
it was fitting that the language was modern Greek. The
full title of the Iliad reads thus as translated by Francis
R. Walton : ‘The Iliad of Homer, transformed long ago
into the common tongue and now corrected, abridged,
and arranged book by book, as in the Homeric text, by
Nikolaos Loukanis. it is a very useful book and one that
will delight those who read it. And since many difficult,
or Homeric, words occur in it, a list has been provided
where you will find these Homeric words simply
explained. Accept therefore this book so that you may
come to know the manifold achievements of Homer’.

Rieu for the Penguin Classics) have been printed.

“The translation is based on an earlier paraphrase
made by Konstantinos Hermoniakos, who lived under
the Despot of Epirus, Ioannes Angelos Doukas (1323-
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1335). Loukanis’ version follows the Byzantine Homeric
tradition of adding at the end of the Iliad the story of the
Fall of Troy which is taken from the Byzantine Achilleid.
“Nikolaos Loukanis of Zakynthos was one of the first
students to attend the Greek school (Gymnasium)
founded by the Medici Popo Leo X in Rome in 1514
and directed by Ianos (Janus) Laskaris. other than this
nothing is known about Nikolaos Loukanis.
“Printed in red below the title is a mark, a marten (in
Greek kounadi) within a shield, which is the publisher’s
device of Andreas Kounadis. Andreas Kounadis of Patras,
a wealthy businessman residing in Venice, had founded
in 1521 or perhaps as early as 1519, a publishing firm
in order to print the liturgical books of the Orthodox
church and also a series of texts in modern Greek for
wider circulation. In order to achieve this, he engaged
the services of the printers, the brothers Nicolini da
Sabio, who had experience in the printing of Greek
texts and who at the time had been working with
Andrea Torresani, the partner and father-in-law of
Aldus Manutius. Andreas Kounadis died prematurely
at the end of 1522 but the firm continued to operate
until 1553 under the leadership of Kounadis’ fatherin-law, Damiano di Santa Maria from Spici in Illyria,
concentrating exclusively on the publication of liturgical
and modern Greek texts. The mark of Andrea Kounadis
came to symbolize Greek books for Greek readers. The
publisher of modern Greek texts and liturgical texts,
Giacomo Leoncini, purchased the mark and printing
types of Kounadis firm and in 1560 launched his own
firm, displaying the Kounadis mark along with his
own. Thereafter the mark of Kounadis was used by a
succession of printers making its last appearance on the
title page of a modern Greek edition of Alexander the
Great romance in 1600.

“The modern Greek Illiad is illustrated with one
hundred thirty-eight woodcuts (five of them repeated)
which were later used to illustrate other modern Greek
texts printed by the firm, among them editions of the
Alexander the Great romance, of the Imberios romance,
and others.The woodcuts were fashioned in the Venetian
style of the period, a fact which scandalized classical
scholars of the nineteenth century who found them
crude and inappropriate for a poem such as the Iliad.
The Loukanis Iliad, perhaps because of its length, was
not reprinted in the sixteenth century but was printed
again 1603 and in 1640” (Harvard Layton).
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“In its day, the printed edition of the Iliad of Nikolaos
Loukanis (1526) was the most lavishly illustrated edition
of any vernacular Greek work. The woodcuts in Greek
books printed in Venice are similar to those popular
Italian editions of the same period. Various woodcuts
from Loukanis’ Iliad wer used in editions of other works,
such as the Alexander Romance” (Ministry of Culture,
National Book Centre of Greece, Greece, Books and
Writer, p. 27).
A great classical text in modern greek, bound in
the so called ‘Alla Graeca Style’ and possibly one
of the most beautiful obtainable copy of this rare
book. Only three copies (including two incomplete)
were sold at auction over the past five decades. So far
only two institutional copies have been located in the
United States, one at New York Public Library and the
other at Harvard.
Provenance : College of the Oratoire of Troyes (17th
century note). – G. J. Arvanitidi (book plate), famous
collector of Greek books and works about the Near
East.
Binding skillfully restored.
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36
The first modern medical book

DISSECTION ILLUSTRATED

KETHAM, Johannes de. Fasciculus Medicinae.

This ‘Medical Miscellany’ is not a work of original

Venice, Johannes et Gregorius de Gregoriis, 28 march
1500. Folio, 34 un. leaves ; contemporary blindstamped

research but a compilation of medical texts, some medi-

pigskin, one clasp of two.

eval, all hallowed by long practice. Manuscript versions

135 000 €

of it were widespread, some as early as the thirteenth

PMM, 36 (1493/94 edition); Waller, 85; Klebs, 573,3;
BMC, V, 351; see Garrison-Morton, 363, and One
Hundred Famous Books in Medicine, 18.

century. It was from such a manuscript that the printed
book was produced and in all probability attributed by the
Italian printers to its former owner, Johannes von Kirch-

Very rare incunable edition of the most beautiful
illustrated medical book of the 15th century. A
wonderful copy in contemporary binding from the
library of jean blondelet.

heim, corrupted by them to ‘Ketham’. Johannes von
Kirchheim, born in Swabia, was a professor of medicine
in Vienna in about the year 1460.

“The work is a collection of medical texts then current
among students and practitioners, some of which had
been in use for centuries, others more recent. Among the
most important is the Anathomia of Mondino, which is
the first treatise on anatomy, but which did not appear
until the second edition of the Fasciculus Medicinae”

The book includes sections on surgery, epidemiology,
uroscopy, pregnancy and the diseases of women, herbal
and other remedies, etc. It was first published in Latin in
1491 as Fasciculus Medicinae; but as reissued in an Italian
translation by Sebastian Manilius in 1493 it underwent

(Heirs of Hippocrates, n° 126).

changes sufficiently significant to make it into what

According to Friedrich Lippmann, the drawings of
the realistic plates could be attributed to the circle
of Gentile Bellini: “There is a statuesque ease in the

Dr Singer has called the first modern medical book
imbued with the humanist spirit-perhaps a rather

arrangement of the compositions, which gives them an
appearance of relief, and harmonizes admirably with
the simple and firm outline-drawing. The scenes which
exhibit the dying plague-patient, and the consultation of
doctors, have a touch of solemn gravity which Venetian
art knew so well how to infuse into the representation
of important incidents” (The Art of Wood-engraving in

ambitious statement.

Italy in the Fifteenth Century, pp. 99-103).

acquaintance with the structures described and its con-

Diana H. Hook and Jeremy M. Norman underline the
importance of the engravings in the history of medical
illustration :“It is in the woodcuts prepared for the Italian

ciseness and systematic arrangement made it the most

The 1493 edition contains additional illustrations and
text; notably the ‘Anatomy’ of Mundinus, which had
been a popular book since the middle 1470s. Mundinus’s
work, completed in 1316, though still largely based on
Galen (33) and the Arabic writers, shows some first-hand

popular anatomy before Vesalius (71).
The typography and artistic qualities of this edition of

edition that we see the first evidence of the transition
from medieval to modern anatomical illustration. In
the 1491 edition, the woodcut of the female viscera
– like those of the Zodiac Man, Bloodletting Man,
Wound-Man, etc. – was derived from the traditional
non-representational squatting figure found in medieval
medical manuscripts. However, the illustrations for the
Italian edition ‘included an entirely redesigned figure
showing female anatomy... The scholastic figure from
1491 must have irritated the eyes of the artistic Venetians

the Fasciculus make it of interest far beyond the world of
medicine. It was the first printed medical book to be
illustrated with a series of realistic figures: these include
a Zodiac man, bloodletting man, planet man, an urinoscopic consultation, a pregnant woman and notably a
dissection scene which is one of the first and finest representations of this operation to appear in any book and,
furthermore, is one of the first three known examples of
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to such a degree that they immediately abandoned it.
After this the female figure actually sits in an armchair,
so that the traditional [squatting] position corresponds
to a real situation’ (Herrlinger, p. 66).”

colour printing, four colours having been laid on by
means of stencils.
Most of these figures have medieval prototypes, but
they are here designed by an artist of the first rank. His

The printer Giovanni de Gregorio is known to be active
in Vicenza since 1476, before moving on to Padova
and Venice. From 1483 up to 1516, he was associated
with his brother Gregorio : eight editions of Ketham’s
Fasciculus were printed at their press between 1491 and
1513. From 1517 until 1528 Gregorio continued the
printing office on his own.

identity has never been discovered; it has been suggested
–wrongly–that he was the Polifilo master; but he was
certainly an artist close to the Bellini school.
Between 1491 and 1523 fourteen editions were published, but the influence of the book, particularly through
its illustrations, long outlived them.

Bound with :
1. MANLIIS DE BOSCO, Johannes Jacobus de.
Luminare maius. Venetiis, Bernardinus Stagninus, de
Tridino, 1499. Folio, 75 un. leaves and final blank.

Klebs, 662.3; BMC,V, 368.
Fine incunable edition of the very important
pharmaceutical text, which served as base for all
pharmaceutical works until the 17th century.
Manliis de Bosco, was an Italian apothicary who died
in 1490.
2. VALESCO DE TARANTA. Practica... que alias
Philonum dicitur, una cum Joannis de Tornamira
inroductorio. Venise, Impensis & cura Petri
Liechtensteyn, 1502. Folio, 2 un. leaves and 209 num.
leaves.

NLM, 4473.
Of Portuguese origin, Valesco de Taranta studied
medicine and worked as a physician in Montpellier
from 1382. His work, started in 1418, is the results
of his long experience. It is one of the best technical
medical manual if the middle-ages.
A wonderful sammelband in absolutely perfect
and genuine condition of three important medical
works that gives a very good idea of the medical
knowledge during the italian renaissance.
From the library of convent Buxheim, with manuscript
provenance dated 1503 on the flyleaf.
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39
THE FAR EAST

The book of wonders of the World
POLO, Marco. La Description Geographique des

Marco Polo was a member of a prosperous Venetian

provinces & villes plus fameuses de l’Inde Orientale.

family engaged in commerce. He set out with his father

Paris, Jehan Longis, 1556. 4to. (208 x 147 mm), (10)

and uncle in 1271 on a journey to the East. Starting from

ff., 123 ff, (1) ff. (printer’s device on verso). Modern

Acre the party travelled through Persia and the upper

red crushed morocco, raised bands, spine in six com-

Oxus to the Pamir plateau, and then through Mongolia

partments, spine gold tooled and lettered, covers blind

and the Gobi desert to the extreme north-west of China,

tooled, gold-tooled board edges, gold-tooled dentelles,

reaching Shantung in 1275. Here they sojourned at the

blue ribbon bookmark, red sprinkled edges.

Court of Kublai Khan until 1292, finally arriving back in

120 000 €

Venice, after travelling through south-east Asia and

PMM, 39 (1496 edition); Cordier Sinica, III. 1977-78;
Adams, P-1791; Hill, p. 237.

southern India, in 1295. During his stay in China Marco

First French edition of perhaps the most influen-

country and travelled widely in the Great Khan’s service.

tial travel book of all time.

He saw or obtained knowledge of large parts of

Polo took an active part in the administration of the

China, northern Burma, Tibet, Japan, south-east Asia,

This first appearance in French should possibly be linked
to topical interest in the wider world. The description

the East Indies, Ceylon, southern India, Abyssinia,

of China in Münster’s Cosmographia is mentioned in

Zanzibar and Madagascar, Siberia and the Arctic.

the preface and one should recall that the 1550’s saw

Marco Polo himself wrote down no account of his

intensive French exploration and colonization in the

travels; but in 1298-9, while a prisoner after the victory

Americas.

of the Genoese over the Venetians in Curzola Bay, he

The account was dictated by Polo while a prisoner af-

dictated his story to a fellow-prisoner, one Rusticiano (or

ter the Venetians lost to Genoa. The text was curious-

Rustichiello) of Pisa, a literary hack. The text of “The

ly composed in French and circulated widely in man-

Wonders of the World’, apparently written originally

uscript: 138 are extant today. The first printed edition

in French, circulated widely; 138 manuscripts have sur-

appeared even more curiously in German, but it was in

vived. In printed form it appeared first in German-Buch

the Latin edition of 1483/4 and the Italian of 1496 that

des edlen Ritters und Landfahrers Marco Polo, Nuremberg,

it began to make a wider impact. The present edition is

Friedrich Creussner, 1477 (translator unknown). This

the work’s first (printed) appearance in French and was
brought out simultaneously by three different Parisian

edition, however, seems to have had little impact, and,

booksellers, issued with variant titles and different final

despite the obvious importance of the Latin edition of

leaves: the present issue, that by Vincent Sertenas, and

[1483-5] (see below) it is probable that the Italian text was

one by Etienne Groulleau.They made a similar arrange-

the most widely read by the Mediterranean navigators

ment for a 1559 translation of Machiavelli, from which

and traders whose adventurousness so greatly extended

we know positively that Groulleau did the printing.

our knowledge of the globe. Marco Polo was the first to

Very minor rubbing corners, bookplate of Jean Perette

give anything approaching a correct and detailed account

inside upper cover. Title a bit dusty, inscription on ti-

of China and the Far East, and the accuracy of his geo-

tle (‘Masson’), minor pale spotting to first few leaves, a

graphical knowledge is indicated in the correct placing of

few minor marginal stains, contemporary signature to

Far Eastern countries in the fourteenth-century Portolani

f. 80 (‘Didier Langreve’?), verso of final leaf a bit dusty.

(manuscript charts), which are clearly based on his book.
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Fra Mauro’s wall map of 1459, now in the Marciana
Library, Venice, and the Catalan Atlas (drawn up by
Abraham Cresques, a Jew of Majorca, in 1375, now in the
Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris), which give us the most
complete picture of geographical knowledge in the later
Middle Ages, and other cartographers and geographers,
all owe much to Marco Polo in their attempts at a true
representation of the known world, disregarding theories
and fables. Prince Pedro, elder brother of Prince Henry
the Navigator, on his visit to Venice in 1426, was given
a copy of this book, which thus influenced the Portuguese navigators. Toscanelli’s map of the eastern world,
which he sent to Columbus in 1474,was indebted largely
to Marco Polo, and Columbus himself owned a copy of
the undated Gouda Latin edition of Marco Polo which he
annotated and which is still preserved in the Columbian
Library at Seville. This influence prevailed until the
seventeenth century when the maps of Martini, the visits
of the Jesuits and the work of de l’Isle and d’Anville
superseded his accounts.
As a story of adventure, an account of the experiences
of one of the greatest travellers who ever lived, the book
has remained alive. Editions in all languages are innumerable, and the Everyman Library keeps the book
in print for the popular market in English to this day.
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42
THE ROUTE TO THE INDIES

The first collection of transatlantic
discoveries in French

[MONTALBODDO,

Antonio

FRACANZANO

Apart from the little Libretto, 1504, this account of ‘The

DA]. Sensuyt le Nouveau monde & navigations : Faictes
par Emeric de Vespuce Florentin. [Transl. Mathurin de
Redouer]. Paris, A l’Ecu de France [Jean Trepperel’s
widow, ca. 1515-1523]. Small 4to (177 x 120 mm) 4
unn.ll., XC (ie 88) num.ll. Collation : A4 a-d4 e8 f-l4 m8
n-s4 t8. 18th century mottled calf, spine gilt.		
220 000 €

New Found Lands’ is the earliest printed collection of
voyages and discoveries. It includes the voyages of the
following explorers:
(1) Alvise Cadamos, who on two voyages in 1455 and
1456 made extensive explorations of the West African
coast, visiting Madeira, Senegal, Gambia and discovering

PMM 42 (1507 Italian edition); Harrisse 83; Alden
515/8; Brunet V, 1159; Atkinson, 10; cf Borba de Moraes,
p. 582-583; Bechtel (Gothiques), V-89. Kemp, W., Les
editions du Nouveau Monde… (1517- v. 1534)….
Bulletin du bibliophile, no. 2, Paris, 1994.

the Cape Verde Islands. He was the first navigator to
make stellar observations using the Southern Cross and,
though others visited the same region, his account is the
most interesting one we have of West Africa at that period.

Extremely rare early edition of the first printed
collection of voyages and travels of the Age of
Discovery in the French language.

(2) Pedro Cabral, who, having left Portugal in 1499
for Africa, went off course accidentally and discovered the
Brazilian, Guianaian and Venezuelan coast. His successors

For a long time attributed to Amerigo Vespucci, it
is, in fact, a translation and adaptation of Fracanzano
Montalbodo’s Paesi Novamenti Retrovati, Vicenza,
1507. For its historically epoch-making contents, which
includes the earliest printed description of the voyage of
Vasco da Gama, as well as for the literary form it created,
the generally sober Penrose has called the work “one
of the most influential books ever published” (Travel &
Discovery, p. 277). From Montalboddo derive the classic
16th century travel anthologies whose realm of interest
was neither simply east nor west but global: Grynaeus,
Ramusio, Eden, Hakluyt, Purchas, etc. Translated from
Italian into Latin, German, Dutch and French, the work
had an enormous diffusion throughout continental
Europe during the first quarter of the 16th century.
All early editions are rare; the French (along with the
Dutch) the rarest of all others.

brought back some dye wood (resembling the Asian
brasile wood, known in the Mediterranean) after which
Brazil was named.
(3) Vincente Yanez Pinzon, who in 1500 discovered
another section of the Brazilian coast and explored the
Amazon delta. Cabral arrived in February, Pinzon in
April.
4) The first three voyages of Columbus, 1492-1500
(35) and the third voyage of Vespucci, 1501–2, to Brazil.
(5) Two letters of Girolamo Sernigi, an Italian merchant of Lisbon, with the earliest printed account of the
voyage of Vasco da Gama.
Columbus, Magellan (see 57), and Vasco da Gama

One of the most important travel books relating
to the trans-oceanic discoveries ever published,
the contents of Sensuyt le Nouveau Monde are a
veritable feast of early voyage accounts – Columbus’
three voyages, Cabral, Pinzon and Vespucci’s voyages
to Brazil, etc. Moreover, it constitutes the earliest
acquirable accounts of Columbus’ second and third
voyages and, in absolute terms, the earliest in the
French language.

accomplished the three greatest feats of navigation in
history. Vasco da Gama’s was an even more remarkable
performance than that of Columbus, who covered
2,600 miles in five weeks from Gomera to the Bahamas
compared with the 3,800 miles in three months travelled
by Vasco da Gama, from the Cape Verdes to the same
point, crossing almost completely the South Atlantic.
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Prior to the appearance of this collection of voyage
accounts, discoveries were typically communicated in
short, ephemeral, printed public letters of a handful of
leaves in length, the most famous example of which
is certainly the Columbus letter or the comparable
publications attributed to Vespucci. The present work
thus represents a dramatic change on two counts: while
still retaining a level of newsworthiness for a growing
reading public in the vernacular, the present work 1) puts
the various discoveries in an historical and geographical
context and 2) because of its format reached a much
larger circle of readers.

Leaving Lisbon on 8 July 1497, he sailed via St Helena

The present text appeared under two slightly different
titles in several editions during the first quarter of the
16th century, all very rare. The Trepperel publishers,

merchants into Europe. Thanks to Vasco da Gama and

(8 August) to the Cape of Good Hope, up the East African
coast to the Bay of Lourenço Marques, Mozambique,
Mombasa to Calcutta, where he arrived on 20 May 1498.
He returned to Lisbon in September 1499.
This voyage in the eastern hemisphere is comparable
in importance to Columbus’s in the western. It opened
the way for the maritime invasion of the east Europe.
Hitherto Moslem merchants had dominated the eastern
trade which was then channelled through the Italian

his successors the Portuguese and later other western
European nations were able to trade direct with the east,

responsible for the present edition, are credited with
producing three editions, none of them dated. The
only dated edition of the text appeared under a slightly
different title, Le nouveau monde, published by Galliot

to make permanent settlements and eventually to control the administration of the surrounding countries.
Like the discovery of America, this great navigational

du Pre in 1517. Bibliographers are not of one mind
about priority, which has shifted between the undated
Trepperel editions and the Galliot edition. Kemp gives
priority to the dated Galliot edition which is not 1516
as printed in the privilege but, in fact, 1517 because of
the new calendar; he dates the present edition c. 1523,
suggesting a hypothetical Trepperel edition of c.1518
preceding it. The authoritative John Carter Brown
Catalogue Alden/Landis writes in its entry for the 1516
(ie. 1517) edition: 1st published in Paris 1515 (516/9)
referring to the Trepperel edition. We have located two
US copies of a Trepperel edition in the US (NYPL,
Princeton).

achievement helped to shift the centre of power away
from the Mediterranean to the countries with Atlantic
seaboards.
Six Italian, six French, two German editions and many
others in the version edited by Grynaeus of ‘The New
Found Lands’ were published during the sixteenth century. It was the most important vehicle for the dissemination throughout Renaissance Europe of the news of the
great discoveries both in the east and the west.

Some contemporary marginal annotations on 4 pages;
some minor spotting, one leaf gently cleaned but
generally a very good copy of this incredibly rare book.
No copy has been offered on the market for more than
50 years.
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43
The first dated edition of the
Praise of Folly

SATIRE ON TYRANNY

ERASMUS, Desiderius. Moriae encomium…
declamatio. Strasburg, for Mathias Schuerer, August
1511. 4to, 48 un. ll. (final blank); period style blind
stamped calf.		
75 000 €

“The Praise of Folly’ was written when Erasmus (see also

PMM, 43 (1511 Paris edition); Bezzel, 1298;); Vander
Haeghen, Bibliotheca Erasmiana, 122.

mentary play on the name of his host: its subject-matter

first dated and earliest procurable edition of the
Praise of Folly, Erasmus’ most enduring work.

walks of life.The book stemmed from the decision which

This edition was preceded only by the undated edition,
printed secretly two months earlier at Paris by Gilles
de Gourmont, of which only a handful of copies now
survive, all of them in institutional libraries. The present
edition, almost as rare, is not merely a reprint of the
earlier, but contains added material, including an address
and laudatory letter to Erasmus by his fellow humanist,
Jakob Wimpfeling.

England, that no form of preferment could be obtained at

An excellent example of a classic work of paradoxical
satire, in which folly is personified and holds up a
mirror to mankind. An extremely significant work both
in its own right and for its influence on the Protestant
Reformation in general. Sir Thomas More’s magnum
opus Utopia was at least in part written as a response to

The work was first secretly printed in Paris, and, as in

Moriae Encomium.

figures in the Index Expurgatorius of 1559 (82) in Cate-

Erasmus wrote his Moriae encomium in England,
during his stay at Thomas More’s house, in the winter
of 1509-1510, and dedicated it to his host, whose name
is delicately commemorated in its title (Morus/Moriae).

gory A, which lists authors whose complete work was

Despite the risky nature of the work and its explicit and
implicit attacks on established religion and authority
figures of the time, its rapid popularity ensured that the
author and the work were left unmolested by church and
state, at least until Erasmus’ death in 1536, after which
his previously untainted reputation was diminished. By
1559, all of his works had been proscribed under the
insidious Index Auctorum et Librorum Prohibitorum.

Praise of Folly’ was re-read and reprinted. It is a sign of

All early editions are exceedingly scarce, with only three
appearing at auction in the last 100 years that we could
trace.

abhorrent.

46, 53) was staying in the house of Thomas More (47) in
the winter of 1509-10. Its title is a delicate and compli-

is a brilliant, biting satire on the folly to be found in all

Erasmus had taken when he left Rome to come to

the sacrifice of his freedom to read, think and write what
he liked. In it Kings and Popes, Princes of the Church
and temporal rulers are alike shown to be ruled by Folly,
and it seems almost inconceivable that an age of absolute
authority should have allowed him to remain unscathed.

other cases, its immediate success safeguarded him from
the consequences of his audacity. Posterity took the revenge his contemporaries could not exact: Erasmus

condemned.
Whenever tyranny or absolute power threatened, ‘The

what was in the air that Milton found it in every hand at
Cambridge in 1628.His inherent scepticism has led people
to call Erasmus the father of eighteenth-century rationalism, but his rationalist attitude is that of perfect common
sense, to which tyranny and fanaticism were alike

A fine copy of this extremely rare and important book.
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52
The masterpiece of 16th century
scholarship

THE FIRST OF THE POLYGLOTS

[JIMENEZ DE CISNEROS, Francisco]. BIBLE
– COMPLUTENSIAN POLYGLOT, in Hebrew,
Aramaic, Greek, and Latin. Alcalá de Henares, Arnald
Guillén de Brocar, 1514-1517. Six volumes bound in
seven, folio (365 x 263mm) Collation: Collation: 299 unn.
ll. (first blank removed by the binder) including 2 leaves of
errata for volume I; 260 unn.ll. including 2 errata leaves for
volume II; 202 unn.ll. for volume III; 268 unn.ll. (including
the 2 errata leaves) for volume IV; 222 unn.ll. for volume
V (the other 49 leaves were supplied at an early stage from
a former copy from the British Library and form volume
VII of the set); 222 unn.ll. for volume VI (without the 2
blancs : π1 after the title, and C4 of the Introductio artis
grammatice hebraice); 49 unn.ll. (last blank removed by
the binder) for volume VII. Hebrew, Greek, and Roman
types, titles printed in red and black, with woodcut arms of
Cardinal Ximenes in woodcut border, woodcut initials in
vol. 5, printer’s device. 17th-century French speckled calf,
spines gilt (volume VII in 20th century calf matching the
set).					250 000 €

This great Bible–The Old Testament in several tongues
now first printed; The New Testament in Greek and
Latin newly printed’ has the text of the Old Testament
in Hebrew, Aramaic, Greek and Latin. It was edited and
printed at Alcalá de Henares (near Madrid), the Latin
name for which is Complutum, and so is usually referred
to as the Complutensian Polyglot.
The first great work of co-operative biblical scholarship to be printed, it was instigated by, and produced at
the expense of, Cardinal Francisco Ximenes de Cisneros
(1436-1517), famous both as a statesman and patron of
learning and founder of the University of Alcalá. There,
under the leadership of Diego Lopez de Zuñiga (Stunica),
a group of scholars spent over fifteen years editing the
texts, beginning in 1502 and completing their task only

PMM, 52; Adams, B968; Darlow & Moule, 1412 and 4593 ;
David Stem, The Jewish Bible : A material history, pp. 177178 ; Hebrew Bible / Old Testament Alcala the Renaissance
to the Enlightenment, pp. 286-289 .

a few months before the Cardinal’s death. Unlike Erasmus
(46) they made use of a considerable number of manuscripts, some–now preserved at Madrid–having been

The first and most beautiful of the great Polyglot
Bibles—and the first printings of both the Septuagint
and the Greek New Testament.

acquired by Ximenes, and others borrowed from various
sources, including several from the Vatican.

Cardinal Francisco Ximenes commissioned this
monument to Renaissance scholarship in honor of
the birth of the future Charles V. To reconcile the
many variations in the Latin Vulgate, the team of
editors turned to the originals, consulting Greek
and Hebrew manuscripts borrowed from the Vatican
or purchased by Jimenes for the project. The printer
Guillén de Brocar modeled his Greek typeface on one
of these, cited by Proctor as “the finest Greek fount
ever cut.”

The New Testament was finished by 10 January 1514,
and was therefore printed (although not published) before Erasmus’s first edition of 1516. The Appendix was
completed in 1515, and the four volumes of the Old
Testament were printed last, the final one in 1517. Publication was delayed, however, for over five years and the
book does not seem to have been on sale before 1522.
The most probable reason for this delay is the exclusive

The Septuagint, comprising vols I-IV, was finished in
1517—a year before the Aldine Greek Bible. The fifth
volume, containing the New Testament, was actually the
first to be printed, thus predating Erasmus’s 1516 Greek
New Testament. However, although completed in 1517,
the Complutensian Bible was not officially published
until 1520, the year in which the exclusive privilege for
Erasmus’s inferior Greek New Testament expired.The Papal
privilege for the present edition was granted in March 1520
and specifies that as many as 600 copies were printed. Its

imperial privilege granted to Erasmus for four years in
1516. It meant that the Complutensian text of the New
Testament was not available to Luther (51) when he
made his translation, so that most Protestant versions
have been based on Erasmus’s less scholarly text. Full use
was made of it, however, in the 1550 edition of the Greek
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text was the basis for Robert Estienne’s 1550 Greek New
Testament, known as the ‘textus receptus’, which became
the primary text of Biblical criticism for the next three
centuries.

New Testament published by Robert Estienne in Paris,

Jimenez was the main character of the ecclesiastic reform
that began in Spain in the middle of the 15th century leading
to the creation of a religious-cultural-university policy
common to Spanish monarchy and church. Its ideology
was based in a reformer program and in a reconstruction
process of the reign according to postulates of centralization
and unification of the political power, the creation of a new
Hispanic Monarchy. Jimenez conceived the creation of a
citadel for Christianity, in which Renaissance humanism
and biblical theology would harmonize; visited by masters,
students, monks and reformer friars, writers and printers.

The Complutensian Polyglot was the first, and the

which became known as the ‘textus receptus’ and dominated New Testament criticism for three centuries.

most beautiful, of a series of great polyglot Bibles produced in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Next
came Plantin’s edition, printed at Antwerp between 1568
and 1573 under the patronage of Philip II of Spain. In
1642 came the Paris Polyglot printed in eight volumes
at the Imprimerie Royale under Sebastien Cramoisy;
and finally, between 1653 and 1657, Bishop Walton’s,

Catholic Monarchs and Jimenez were sure of the
importance of education and culture into the reformer
project undertaken by the Church and the State. Thanks
to the collaboration between monarchs Isabella and
Ferdinand, Jimenez, and the Pope Alexander VI, the project
of the creation of a new university in Spain arose, more
concretely in the reign of Toledo, meeting the necessities of
the educational ideals of new times shared by all of them.
In order to place such center, Jimenez chose Alcalá, place
upon which Toledo’s Archbishop had jurisdiction.

printed at London by Thomas Roycroft.
Aldus Manutius had proposed to print a Bible in
Hebrew, Greek and Latin before the close of the fifteenth
century, but the project was never carried out and only
a proof of one page survives in the Bibliothèque Nationale
in Paris.

Jimenez conceived the new institution of the university
as an ideal instrument to carry a reformer program, as
a response to the needs of humanistic, intellectual and
university renovation of the ecclesiastical pictures of that
time and of Castilian society. His idea was to create an
institution elevating the spiritual level of society in general
and of clergy in particular, by means of a whole organism of
teaching, from basics to deep knowledge, mainly oriented
to theology.The Complutense Polyglot Bible symbolizes
his extraordinary and universal project.
The Polyglot Bibles published in Europe between 1500 and
1700 offered some of the best expressions of the objectives
of late Renaissance humanism. Exquisitely printed, in an
increasing number of ancient and Eastern languages, edited
by the greatest biblical scholars of the day, they combined
the ideals of the bibliophile with those of the philologist.
A very fine copy with distinguished provenances : Petri
Ludovici Ruvialis (signatures on volumes I, II, III, IV and
VI) ; Andrea Solex (early inscription on title of volume V)
; British Museum (stamp at end of volume VII) ; Augustus
Frederick, Duke of Sussex (1773-1843), son of King George
III (book plate in each volume) ; Estelle Doheny (book
plate in each volume), her sale Christie’s 14 December
2001, lot 155 ; Private collection, Spain.
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59
THE GENTLEMAN

An epitome of the highest moral
and social ideas of the Italian
Renaissance
CASTIGLIONE, Baldassarre. Il libro del
cortegiano del conte Baldesar Castiglione. Venice, nelle
case d’Aldo Romano & d’Andrea d’Asola, 1528. Folio
(302 x 205 mm), 122 leaves, Roman type, 5-6 lines
initial spaces with guide letters, aldine anchor device on
title and final verso. Modern vellum over pasteboard, gilt
edges. 					 35 000 €

since. It is an epitome of the highest moral and social

PMM 59; Adams C-924; Renouard Alde, p. 102.3.
Ahmanson-Murphy, 252.

Gonzagas at Mantua, came to the Court of Urbino in

‘The Courtier’ depicts the ideal aristocrat, and it has
remained the perfect definition of a gentleman ever

ideas of the Italian Renaissance, many of them
inspired by classical examples.
Castiglione, after serving the Sforzas at Milan and the

1504. Here Guidobaldo de Montefeltre and his consort

First edition of one of the most influential works
of the Italian Renaissance.

Elizabetta Gonzaga were the centre of the most brilliant
court in Italy, which counted among its members Bembo,

Il Cortegiano is a work by the Italian diplomat, man-

Cardinal Bibbiena, Giuliano de’ Medici and many other

of-war, poet and humanist writer Baldassare Castiglione.
Aiming to describe the “ideal courtier”, the work,
divided into four books, was written according to the
discussions of courtiers at the court of Urbino in the
16th century, in which its author participated from
1504 to 1513. The book was an immediate success in
Europe when it was published (some forty editions are
known in 16th-century Italy, and a hundred in 17thcentury Europe). It was subsequently used as a manual of
manners in the European courts. Far from being a “vile
flatterer”, Castiglione’s Courtesan brings together all the
virtues that the Renaissance demands of the individual
and social man.

eminent men. His book is based on his experience of life
among these dazzling figures.
It is written in the form of a discussion between members of the court, such discussions being the most popular
literary form of the Renaissance. The virtues and the
qualities which the courtier should cultivate form the
main content of the book. The fundamental idea that
a man should perfect himself by developing all his faculties goes back to Aristotle’s Ethics (38) and many of the
Aristotelian virtues reappear-honesty, magnanimity

The chivalric ideal of the Middle Ages and the cultural
ideal of Humanism, arms and letters, come together to
form a model that will later inspire many variations.This
work advocates the moral values of courtesy through
its various characters of a new kind, each representing
the received ideas of a well-defined milieu and acting
according to sociological codes, thus drawing inspiration
from Plato’s famous proverb: “Omnia vincit politus”,
which initially referred to the utility of education.

and good manners. The ideal man should also be proficient in arms and games, be a scholar and connoisseur of
art; he should avoid all affectation, develop graceful
speech and cherish a sense of honour. The relations between the courtier and his prince are discussed and also
forms of government. Another section provides similar
rules for the conduct of a lady and the book ends with the

Castiglione uses the dialogical form in this work to
present both his own ideas and those that differ from
them, involving both men and women. The form,
common in antiquity, is opposed to that of the treatise,
which systematically and unilaterally states a point, and
was often used in humanist literature, mainly in Italy.
The Book of the Courtesan is not a theoretical book.

celebrated pronouncement on platonic love by Bembo.
This Renaissance ideal of the free development of
individual faculties and its rules of civilized behaviour
formed a new conception of personal rights and obligations in Europe and each nation produced its own version
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of the ideal figure: the caballero in Spain, the honnête

It is a conversation full of wit, grace and casualness (the
three greatest qualities of the courtly man according to
Castiglione), and poetry too, which friends exchange in
the court of the ducal palace of Urbino, one of the most
refined in Italy. For four evenings, they danced, listened
to music, joked, and above all discussed the “manners”,
good or bad, of the princes, whose favours they had to
attract, of women, of love. Castiglione had thought for a
moment of dedicating his book to Francis I.The greatest
authors, such as Rabelais, Montaigne, Cervantes and
Shakespeare, have read and retained Castiglione’s lessons.

homme in France and the gentleman in England. Castiglione’s ‘The Courtier’ became the prototype of the genus
‘courtesy book’ published in various forms during the
following century, in which rules of behaviour were
formulated.
The book was translated into most European languages
and between 1528 and 1616 no less than one hundred
and eight editions were published. It had great influence

A good copy, lightly washed, from the library of
Giannalisa Feltrinelli.

in Spain, where traces of it can be found in Don Quixote
(III), and in France where Corneille’s conception of
character was largely derived from it. But its most potent
influence was probably in England. In 1561 Sir Thomas
Hoby published an English translation which became
one of the most popular books of the Elizabethan age.
Its influence can be seen frequently in Shakespeare (122)
—particularly Polonius-Spenser, Ben Jonson, Sir Philip
Sidney and Robert Burton (120), and later in Shelley’s

Hymn to Intellectual Beauty. Its conversational form had
a great impact on the development of English drama and
comedy and in the seventeenth century two famous books
on the gentleman appeared, that by Peacham intended
for the Cavaliers and that by Brathwaite intended for
the Puritans. In spite of the changes in the character of
courts during the eighteenth century and the great attack
launched on the conception of the ‘courtier’ by the
French Revolution, the ideal of the ‘gentleman’ still
fortunately survives.
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64
Charles Estienne’s masterpiece

CICERO AND LATINITY

CICERO, Marcus Tullius. Opera. Paris,
Estienne, 1554-1555. 4 parts in 2 volumes folio (366 x
231 mm) de 12 un.ll. , 172 [=372] pp., and 762 pp., 1 un.
errata leaf for the first volume ; 572 pp., and 670 pp., 1
un. errata leaf for the second volume. Early 17th century
red morocco, gilt oval medalion on covers, spine gilt, gilt
edges.					 15 000 €

Throughout the hundreds of years when Latin was the
lingua franca of thought and communication in Europe
the works of Cicero were the most extensively read of
all the Latin classics.Thus, while primarily giving a vivid
picture of ancient Rome, Cicero’s speeches and letters, as
well as the philosophical works whose content formed the

PMM, 64 (1534-1537 edition); Adams c-1647 ;
Renouard, 109/5.

basis of so many medieval treatises, have had a deeper

A very fine monumental edition, beautifully printed
in roman type. One of Charles Estienne’s masterpiece.

the works of any other writer. When Latin was super-

influence, if indirectly, on the means of expression than

seded by the vernacular tongues, this influence was trans-

This edition of Cicero’s works represents the most
important and voluminous publication by Charles
Estienne. The first volume opens with a general title
page followed by a Latin translation of Plutarch’s ‘Life
of Cicero’ by Achille Philerote Bochio Bononiensis
[the Bolognese humanist Achille Bocchi, 1488-1562]
and with excerpts of praise from ancient authors.
Each volume then bears a specific title page, volume I
containing the Rhetoric, volume II the oratorical works,
volume III the epistles and volume IV the philosophical
works.

mitted into the new languages.
Cicero’s astonishing energy can be seen in everything
that he wrote, a body of work unparalleled among those
that have come down to us from classical antiquity. The
forensic speeches which made him the foremost lawyer
of his time show him principally as an able advocate for
the defence. His prosecution speeches, notably that
against Verres, the corrupt governor of Sicily, are equally

A fine copy bound in early 17th century red morocco,
despite a small margin mark and a small worm gallery
towards the end of the second volume.

effective, and they rise to an unequalled height in the

Provenance : Rolle (19th century bookplate).

of Macedon, which Antony never forgave and which

famous ‘Philippics’-those onslaughts on Mark Antony,
modelled on the speeches of Demosthenes against Philip

brought Cicero to his death. His political and philosophic
works have been accused of lack of originality, to which
Cicero would have been the first to confess: there were
few philosophic works in Latin, except for the Epicurean
work of Lucretius (87) which Cicero, a Stoic, opposed.
His moral treatises and dialogues are thus largely works
of translation and adaptation, but none the less influential
for that.
Perhaps the most valuable of Cicero’s surviving works
are the letters, such a vivid commentary on the last years
of the Roman Republic as we have of no other period of
ancient times. Here alone, devoid of formality, the charac-
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ter of Cicero and his contemporaries can be seen; and
a picture appears of life two thousand years ago, what
sort of people these were, how they travelled, what their
houses were like, their troubles with servants-all the
domestic detail which is elsewhere lacking. Its immediacy, too, reveals historical facts that would otherwise have been lost or deliberately concealed.
The editor of this collected edition (Cicero had been
in print since the 1460s) was Pietro Vettori, or as he is
better known,Victorius (1499-1585), the foremost Latin
scholar of his day in Italy. His recension and his commentary on the text fully revealed his capacity; the
feeling for meaning, and the sureness of his emendations
opened a new era in textual criticism.As a later editor put
it, Cicero owes more to him than all the other editors put
together. It was moreover this edition, and Vettori’s
philological notes attached to it, which made Cicero’s
Latin the universal model for style, to which schoolboys
still strive to attain in their Latin prose composition.
The old eclectic styles of latinity died hard, and not with
out diatribes against the new ‘Ciceronianism’, but
Vettori’s precise demonstration of Cicero’s precision was
irresistible.
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Perhaps the most celebrated
and most beautiful herbal ever
published

A CLASSIC HERBAL

FUCHS, Leonhard. New Kreuterbuch. Basel,
Michael Isengrin, 1543. Folio (377 x 242 mm) 444 un.l.
Contemporary German blindstamped pigskin over
pasteboard (ties lacking, minor wear at extremities).
					 75 000 €

From classical times to the early sixteenth century not
much progress had been made in medical botany. It all
stemmed from Dioscorides (20). Text and illustrations
of botanical works–both manuscript and printed—

PMM, 69 (1542 edition); Adams F-1107; Cleveland
Collections 62; Nissen BBI 659; Pritzel 3139; Stafleu &
Cowan TL2 1910 ;

were derived from classical sources and had on the whole
altered only for the worse, through continued copying
from generation to generation. Consequently the numer-

First edition in German, with amendments and an
additional 5 woodcuts not present in the Latin
edition published the previous year as De Historia
stirpium.

ous printed herbals of the fifteenth century, books such
as the Hortus Sanitatis, were crude in text and woodcuts.
But a change took place early in the sixteenth century.

The plates were printed from the same blocks, though
the captions and numbering have been changed,
many mistakes were corrected, and five additional
woodcuts were inserted, namely those depicting
‘Hunerbis’, ‘Spitziger Wegerich, ‘klein Schlangenkraut”,
“Knabenkrautweible’, and ‘Kuchenschell”.

It is first manifested in the work of Brunfels, who engaged
the artist Hans Weiditz to illustrate his Herbarum Vivae
Icones, Strasbourg, 1530-6.This in turn inspired Leonhard
Fuchs to publish his ‘Commentaries on the History of
Plants’, perhaps the most celebrated and most beautiful

Illustration comprises woodcut printer’s device on title,
large Isengrin device on final recto, full-page woodcut
portrait of Fuchs on title verso, 517 botanical woodcuts
by Viet Rudolph Speckle after Heinrich Füllmaurer and
Albert Meyer, woodcut portraits of the three artists at
end, and woodcut historiated initials in several sizes.

herbal ever published.
Fuchs was professor of medicine at Tübingen; and as
such his primary objectives were to improve the knowledge of materia medica and to show the largest possible
number of plants useful as drugs and herbs. He described

Fuchs was an eminent physician and botanist of the
early German Reformation who after completing
his medical studies in Ingolstadt and teaching in that
university, moved to Tübingen, where he served Duke
Ulrich of Württemberg. Here he contributed greatly
to the reform of the local university, which became
the first German institution of its kind to adopt a
humanist and Lutheran program. His reputation became
immortalized with a plant name and the color fuchsia
itself-being named for him. Fuchs wrote many medical
commentaries and treatises, though this herbal was by
far his major achievement. As he explains in the preface
of the work, he wished his own German translation to
reach a broader audience than Latinate scholars and
physicians, who had found in herbals a fundamental
medical tool since Antiquity and the Middle Ages and
hailed with enthusiasm the Latin first edition of the
work. Fuchs realized that his own herbal could provide

four hundred German and one hundred foreign plants
and illustrated them in five hundred and twelve superb
woodcuts. These were designed by Heinrich Füllmauer
and Albert Meyer, and executed by Veit Rudolph
Speckle, whose portraits appear in the book-one of the
earliest examples of such a tribute paid to artists in a
printed book.Yet Fuchs’s interest in plants was not wholly
pharmacological; he dilates upon the beauties of nature,
and he is enough of a true botanist to describe the
characteristics of plants, their habits, habitats, and forms.
In the text the plants are arranged in alphabetical order :
there is no classification, no plant geography, nothing
about their relations with other living things. Fuchs’s text
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that knowledge not only to the specialist but also to the
layman interested in plants and the popular remedies
derived from them, or simply interested in the natural
world surrounding him. In preparing the German
edition Fuchs took the opportunity to augment his text
with an index of illnesses treatable with herbs, enhancing
its usefulness and popular appeal.

still draws heavily on classical learning–he was a
Renaissance man–but he was acquainted with northwestern European species and even American plants like
maize. The fuchsia, when it was brought from America,
was named after him. However, the air of modernity is
clearest in the woodcuts, based on first-hand observation

Fuchs’s botanical descriptions are very accurate and
mark a significant advancement in medical botany in
respect of earlier somewhat crude herbals. This work
describes over 400 German and 100 foreign plants, each
with its own detailed illustration, and includes the first
description of several recently discovered American
plants, such as pumpkin, chili pepper, snap bean and
maize (mistakenly thought by Fuchs to originate in
Turkey).

of the living plant and establishing a standard of plant
illustration which has been followed until our own day.
Fuchs’s Herbal, as it is generally known, was an immediate success; it was frequently reprinted and freely
translated, at first in folio, but later in pocket editions.

The New Kreuterbuch was highly influential, with
many reprints and translations into the main European
vernaculars; its woodcuts were reused in all later
editions, pirated several times and copied in the works of
Hieronymus Bock, Rembert Dodoens, William Turner,
amongst others. The drawings were made from life by
Albert Meyer, largely relying on the plants carefully
gathered by Fuchs in his garden in Tübingen. Heinrich
Füllmaurer transferred the illustrations onto woodblocks,
which were later cut by Viet Rudolph Speckle. The
three artists received the unprecedented honor of having
their portraits included in the book.
Tiny wormhole in lower margins of second half of
volume occasionally touching extreme lower image.
A very attractive copy bound in contemporary
blind stamped pigskin.
Complete with the often missing plate with the portraits
of the three artists and with the last leaf bearing the
printer’s device.
Provenance: purchased from Sandbergs Bokhandel, 1962
by Arthur & Charlotte Vershbow (bookplate).
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70
The sun at the center of the
Universe

THE HELIOCENTRIC UNIVERSE

Copernicus, Nicolaus. De Revolutionibus
Orbium Coelestium Libri VI. Nuremberg, Johann
Petreius, 1543. Small folio (271 x 190mm.), 6 un. leaves,
196 num. leaves (this copy with no errata as often; see
note) ; contemporary French light brown calf, blind
fillets around sides, gilt fleurons in the corners, central
gilt floral tool in the center, small stars gilt on spine, 5
raised bands. 			
2 500 000 €

The publication of ‘On the Revolutions of the Celestial
Spheres’ in 1543 was a landmark in human thought. It
challenged the authority of antiquity and set the course
for the modern world by its effective destruction of the
anthropocentric view of the universe.We owe this book,
which was more or less completed as early as 1530, to
Georg Joachim Rheticus of Wittenberg, who persuaded

PMM 70 ; Dibner, Heralds of Science, 3; Gingerich,
I.164 ; Grolier / Horblit, 18b ; Sparrow, Milestones of
Science, 40 ; Zinner, 1819.

Copernicus to allow him to publish it ; for until 1540 the

An extremely fine copy with very wide margins
of the first edition of this landmark in human
thought, heralding the birth of heliocentrism and
changing our view of the universe forever, with
early annotations.

its publication.

“The earliest of the three books of science that most
clarified the relationship of man and his universe
(along with Newton’s Principia and Darwin’s Origin of
Species)” (Heralds of Science).

studied medicine at Padua diplomat, economist, Doctor

author himself had permitted only preliminary statements to circulate in manuscript. He died on the eve of

Nicolaus Copernicus studied at Cracow, Bologna and
Padua. Returning to his native Poland he eventually became Canon of the cathedral at Frauenberg, where he
lived quietly until his death. He was a physician-having

of Canon Law, and artist-a self-portrait survives.
Renaissance mathematicians, following Ptolemy (18*),
believed that the moon, sun and five planets were carried

Copernicus was a technical astronomer and geometrician,
and most of his book is devoted to technical matters.
Indeed, “the majority of sixteenth-century astronomers

by complex systems of epicycles and deferents about the
central earth, the fixed pivot of the whole system. In
Copernicus’s day it was well known that conventional

thought eliminating the equant was Copernicus’s big
achievement” (Owen Gingerich, The Book nobody
read (2004), p.55). But his analysis showed him that,

astronomy did not work accurately, nor did further
study of Ptolemy seem to put the matter right. Coperni-

while the old system with its epicycles and equants could
explain the motions of the planets quite adequately, a
much more economical explanation, and a much simpler
one, could be found if the planets moved around not the
earth but the sun. The heliocentric system was born.

cus, stimulated by the free entertainment of various new
ideas among the ancients, determined to abandon the
fixity of the earth, and all the complexities in the treatment of the motions of the celestial bodies that follow
from such a conception.With the sun placed at the centre,

Illustrated with 148 woodcut diagrams, including
6 repeats (Gingerich count), tables of calculations,
ornamental woodcut initials.

and the earth daily spinning on its axis and circling the sun
in common with other planets, the whole system of the
heavens became clear, simple, and harmonious.The revo-

Most surviving copies do not have the errata. They can
appear on a separate leaf, or on the verso of the main or
additional title. More often, though, they are absent, as
here; of the 279 copies of the work in Gingerich’s census
all but 86 are without errata.

lutionary nature of his theory is evident in his famous
diagram illustrating the concentric orbits of the planets.
Moreover, the new system worked mathematically as
well as the Ptolemaic though not, indeed, much better.
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This is a cardinal scientific work which, like that of
Vesalius published in the same year, ultimately, and
in the teeth of strong resistance, created the modern
consciousness, and paved the way for the scientific
revolution.

Like Ptolemy, Copernicus believed that the heavenly
motions must be perfect, uniform and circular; he still
employed epicycles. It was Tycho Brahe who finally
destroyed the heavenly spheres, and Kepler (112) who
destroyed the myth of the circle.

Some restorations to the hinges and some scratch on
the covers, flyleaves renewed, light water stains in the
margins of the first 6 leaves, but a very fine copy, the
largest we have ever handled, unwashed in a beautiful
contemporary Parisian binding. The tool of a hand
folding flowers as it is found on this binding, is very
similar to the one used on many Marcus Fugger’ plain
calf bindings. It is a lovely tool in general use by the Paris
binders of the period 1550-1560.

In the first book of the De Revolutionibus Copernicus
explains how the daily rising and setting of the heavenly
bodies is a consequence of the daily diurnal rotation of
the earth on its polar axis. The course taken by the sun
through the zodiacal constellations and the phenomena
of the seasons are shown to be due to the annual revolution of the earth about the sun. Book 2 contains the
mathematics of astronomy and a star catalogue based on

Provenance: Old signature scratched out under the
date ; Collegii Parisiensis socitat(is) Jesu ; Gustavus
Wynne Cook (1867-1940), amateur astronomer and
collector, benefactor of the Franklin Institute , with his
paper bookplate “Bequest of Gustavus Wynne Cook” ;
Franklin Institute Library accession label ; auctioned by
Sotheby’s London, 21 October 1980 to Pierre Beres ;
Placido Arango, Madrid Collector.

Ptolemy; Books 3-6 treat of the particular motions of the
earth, moon and planets. The relative distances between
the earth and the planets are now determined.
Copernicus (who dedicated his book to Pope Paul III)
expected to be ridiculed by the unthinking for supposing
that the earth moved; but he did not anticipate that it
would attract religious prejudice. The early neglect of

De Revolutionibus was due to its difficulty and strangeness; later the fundamentalist issue became critical and it
was condemned by the Church in 1616.The Church had
no objection to the Copernican system as a mere calculating device, in the manner disarmingly proposed in
the anonymous preface inserted in the first edition, without Copernicus’s knowledge, by the Lutheran minister
Andreas Osiander; it was the reality of the earth’s motion
that was at stake.
Within a century the Copernican view was generally
accepted by the leaders of science; Galileo (128) and
Gilbert (107) were strong supporters as well as Mästlin
and Kepler. Newton (161) finally established its truth and
his views were further developed by the eighteenth
century mathematicians to find their final summing up
in the Traité de Mécanique Céleste of Laplace (252).
When it was stated in modern times that the planets
were originally ejected from the sun by centrifugal forces
a new significance was given to the heliocentric
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theory, but it must be said that with the arrival
of Einstein’s theory of relativity (408) any statement
about the absolute motion or rest of bodies has become
somewhat irrelevant. But beyond these influences
on astronomical science, it is obvious that the publication
of

this

history

book

at

powerfully

that

particular

helped

to

moment
re-direct

whole outlook and thinking of mankind.
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THE BIRTH OF MODERN ANATOMY

of medical history
VESALIUS, Andreas. De Humani Corporis
Fabrica Libri septem... Basel, Ioannes Oporinus, 1543.
Folio (399 x 261 mm) 6 un.ll. including engraved title
page, 663 pp. (misnumbered 659) and 18 un.ll. (leaves
313 and 353-354 are on double page). 20th century gilt
vellum, bound to style, covers gilt, flat spine.			
			
350 000 €

Vesalius, born in Flanders but of German extraction, was

PMM, 71; Garrison-Morton, 375; Cushing, 79-88;
Heralds of Science, 122; Horblit, 98; Grolier, Medicine,
18A; Norman, 2137; Heirs of Hippocrates, 281.

lutionary effect on both the method and spirit of anatomi-

First edition of this epochal book.

fortunate physicians and surgeons of the sixteenth cen-

When Andreas Vesalius first published his radical De
humani corporis fabrica (On the Structure of the

tury were able to make use of both animal and human

(in Garrison’s words) the most commanding figure in
European medicine after Galen (33) and before Harvey
(127). He began the study of medicine when Galen’s
anatomical work was just becoming known, with revo-

cal research. Galen, as he himself complained, had been
forced to rely upon the dissection of animals; the more

subjects. The young Vesalius, with an iconoclastic zeal

Human Body), the ancient texts of Aristotle and Galen
were still judged authoritative in the medical schools
of Europe. By performing his own dissections, Vesalius
discovered errors in the ancient authors’ teachings. The
De humani corporis fabrica, which drew attention to
these flaws, initially threatened the academic medical
establishment but ultimately won Vesalius admiration
and a post as court physician to Charles V, to whom he
dedicated the volume.

characteristic of the sixteenth century, and a forcible style
all his own, endeavoured to do all that Galen had done
and to do it better.
The result was ‘The Structure of the Human Body’,
published when he was twenty-nine; a complete anatomical and physiological study of every part of the human

Carefully integrated into Vesalius’ text are over 200
woodcuts executed by a skilled group of artists that
may have included Jan Steven van Calcar (1499–1546),
who trained in the workshop of Titian. No text on
anatomy before the Fabrica had ever been illustrated
so completely or so well, and although the plates are
didactic in intent, they are also rich in aesthetic merit.
The frontispiece shows Vesalius himself lecturing to a
huge crowd in a grand interior; breaking tradition, he
stands directly beside the corpse, dissecting with his own
hands. A famous sequence of plates depicts a series of
flayed men and skeletons, standing as though in poses of
pain or contemplation, in landscapes with distant towns
and low horizons. In addition to demonstrating the
physical structures of the body, they imply concern for
more elusive aspects of the human condition.

body, based on first-hand examination and his five years’
experience as public prosector in the medical school at
Padua. The five books deal with the bones and muscles,
blood vessels, nerves, abdominal viscera, thoracic organs
and the brain. Galen was not merely improved upon: he
was superseded; and the history of anatomy is divided
into two periods, pre-Vesalian and post-Vesalian.
The Fabrica, a handsomely printed folio, is remarkable for its series of magnificent plates, which set new
technical standards of anatomical illustration, and indeed
of book illustration in general.They have generally been
ascribed to an artist of Titian’s school, long (but no

“With De humani corporis fabrica, published when he
was only twenty-nine years old, Vesalius revolutionized
not only the science of anatomy but how it was taught.
Throughout this encyclopedic work on the structure
and workings of the human body, Vesalius provided a
fuller and more detailed description of human anatomy

longer) thought to be Jan Stephen van Calcar (1499c. 1550). Vesalius’s was the most splendid and the most
comprehensive of a large number of anatomical treatises
of the sixteenth century.The second edition (1555) used
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than any of his predecessors, correcting errors in the
traditional anatomical teachings of Galen… The Fabrica
also broke new ground in its unprecedented blending
of scientific exposition, art and typography. Although
earlier anatomical books, such as those by Berengario
da Carpi had contained some notable anatomical
illustrations, they had never appeared in such number or
been executed in such minute precision as in the Fabrica,
and they had usually been introduced rather haphazardly
with little or no relationship to the text… The book
remains the masterpiece of Johannes Oporinus of Basel,
one of the most widely learned and iconoclastic of the
so-called ‘scholar-printers’, whose success with this book
apparently caused Vesalius to entrust to Oporinus all of
his alter publications… Although the illustrations have
traditionally been attributed to an associate of Titian, Jan
Stephan von Calcar who drew and possibly engraved
the three woodcuts of skeletons in Vesalius first series
of anatomical charts, Tabulae anatomicae sex (1538),
there is no reliable basis for this attribution. Modern
scholarship attributes the Fabrica woodcuts only to an
unknown artist or artists in the school of Titian.Vesalius
commissioned the illustrations and supervised their
production” (Norman).

the same plates (the woodblocks indeed survived in
Germany until the Second World War) but contains
minor variations in the text. No other work of the sixteenth century equals it, though many share its spirit of
anatomical enquiry. It was translated, reissued, copied
and plagiarized over and over again and its illustrations
were used or copied in other medical works until the
end of the eighteenth century.

Sympathetically washed, title with small restoration,
portrait restored and with strengthened inner margin,
quires 2C-2D, 2L-2M with tears and occasional loss
of text with some letters restruck in black ink, last leaf
(colophon), restored and with hole in white margin
filled in.
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72
GIVE ME A PLACE TO STAND,

Eureka, Eureka !

AND I WILL MOVE THE EARTH’

ARCHIMEDES. Opera non nulla. [Translated by
Frederico Commandino, with his commentairies.]
Venice, Apolo Manuzio, 1558. 2 parts in one
volume, folio (313 x 212 mm) 4 nn.ll., 55 num.
ll., 1 nn.l. (Aldine anchor) for the translation; 2
nn.ll., 63 num.ll., 1 nn.l. (Aldine anchor) for the
commentary; contemporary flexible vellum (small
restoration to spine).			
9 500 €

Archimedes, the greatest mathematician and engineer of
antiquity, studied at Alexandria and lived most of his life
at Syracuse. He was killed at the capture of Syracuse by
the Romans under Marcellus in 212 by a Roman soldier
whom he rebuked for trampling on a diagram he had
drawn in the sand.
Many stories circulate about Archimedes, some of
which are certainly apocryphal; but their persistence

PMM, 72 ; Ahmanson-Murphy, 540; Renouard,
173/3; Adams A-1532 & C-2468; Riccardi, I, 42.

testifies to his continuing repute.To prove to King Hiero
that a small force could move a great weight, he is said to

First edition of this new translation by the
great mathematician Federico Commandino
of writings by Archimedes on measurement of
the circle, spirals, quadrature of the parabola,
conoids and spheroids, and the possibility
of numbering the sands, together with the
commentary by Eutocius of Ascalon.

have moved a large ship on the shore easily by an arrangement of pulleys. According to Pappus of Alexandria the
discovery of this phenomenon caused Archimedes to
exclaim: ‘Give me a place to stand, and I will move the
earth’. Vitruvius tells the story that, while sitting in a
bath, Archimedes discovered that the amount of water

Overall second Latin edition, varying considerably
from the earlier ones such as the Basel edition
of 1544 by Hervagius. Federico Commandino
was a skilled mathematician in his own right and
had access to a Greek manuscript in Venice not
previously available.

that overflowed was equal to the amount by which his
body was immersed, which suggested to him one of the
fundamental laws of hydrostatics. He leapt out of the
bath and, running naked to his home, cried out in his joy:
‘Eureka, Eureka’ (‘I have found it’).
Archimedes was above all a great mathematician, de-

‘The so-called Archimedean renaissance ... gained
further impetus from Commandino’s rendering
published by Paulus Manutius at Venice in 1558’
(Stillwell).

veloping further many ideas of Eudoxus and Euclid (25).
In plane geometry he wrote on circle measurement, the
quadrature of the parabola and spirals. In his ‘The

“Commandino had been translating into Latin
and commenting on Archimedes Measurements
of the Circle (with Eutocius’ commentary, Spirals,

Method’, discovered in 1906 by the Danish scholar J. L.
Heiberg, he explains how he obtained the solution of
certain mathematical problems by comparing (with the

Quadrature of the Parabola, Conoids and Spheroids,
and Sand-Reckoner. Besides the first printed

aid of his study of centres of gravity) elements of an
unknown figure with those of a known figure, thus using

edition of the Greek text of these five works and
an earlier Latin translation of them (Basel 1544),
he had access also to a Greek manuscript in Venice,
where his patron was residing when Commandino
published this Archimedes volume in 1558” (DSB).

his knowledge of mechanics to advance his knowledge of
mathematics. It also enables Archimedes’s other method
of analysis by ‘exhaustion’ to be reconstructed. In working out these problems, Archimedes used techniques
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Good, broad margined copy, small abrasion on the
title page.

which permit him to be regarded as an important fore

Provenance: Antonius Favitinius (signature on the
title) - Giorgio di Veroli (book plate) - Helmut N.
Friedlaender (book plate, his sale, 2001, lot 244).

finitesimal calculus. One of Archimedes’s greatest achieve-

runner of the mathematicians who developed the in

ments was his calculation that the area of the surface of
a sphere is four times that of the great circle of the sphere
and that the volume of the sphere is two thirds the volume
of its circumscribed cylinder.
In the Arenarius, or ‘Sand-reckoner’, he invented a
system of numeration by which he could express any
number however large, e.g. the number of grains of sand
which could be contained in a sphere the size of the
universe. His works on theoretical mechanics and hydro
statics are classics of their kind. He is said to have invented
the water screw, but it is probable that this had already
been used in Egypt earlier for the purposes of irrigation.
Through his researches on statics he discovered the funda
mental principles relating to the lever and the centres of
gravity of triangles, parallelograms and parallel trapezia.
In hydrostatics he described the equilibrium of floating
bodies and stated the famous proposition-known by his
name-that, if a solid floats in a fluid, the weight of the
solid is equal to that of the fluid displaced and, if a solid
heavier than a fluid is weighed in it, it will be lighter than
its true weight by the weight of the fluid displaced. We
owe to Archimedes the full exposition of the doctrine of
levers and pulleys. He constructed many machines, a
planetarium, burning mirrors, a ship-launching mechanism, etc. In the Arenarius he quotes a passage from Aristarchus which is the earliest evidence we now have that
the latter had conceived the heliocentric system long
before Copernicus (70).
Archimedes-together with Newton (161) and Gauss
(257)-is generally regarded as one of the greatest mathematicians the world has ever known, and if his influence
had not been overshadowed at first by Aristotle, Euclid
and Plato, the progress to modern mathematics might
have been much faster. As it was, his influence began to
take full effect only after the publication of this first
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printed edition which enabled Descartes (129), Galileo
(113, 128, 130) and Newton in particular to build on what
he had begun.
Apart from one small tract published in 1503 and an
imperfect edition by Tartaglia (66) in 1543, the edition
cited above is the first complete edition of Archimedes’s
works.The text is in Greek and Latin, edited by Theodore
Gechauff, with commentary by Eutocius Ascolonites.
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79
One of the first technological
books of modern times

TECHNOLOGY AND MODERN GEOLOGy

AGRICOLA, Georgius (1494-1555). De re
metallica libri XII. --De animantibus subterraneis
liber. Basel, Hieronymus Froben and Nicolaus Bischoff,
March 1556. Folio (320 x 225 mm), 6 un.ll. (last blank),
502 pp. (misnumbered 538), 37 nn.ll., 2 plates depicting
instruments on a conjugate leaf between pp. 98/99.
Early vellum (rebacked).		
25 000 €

Agricola’s best-known work, ‘On Metals’, is the first
systematic treatise on mining and metallurgy and one
of the first technological books of modern times.
Agricola–he latinized his name from Georg Bauer–
studied at Leipzig, Bologna and Padua, became town

PMM, 79; Dibner, 88, Horblit, 2b; Norman, 20, Adams,
A-349, G-1508 ; Gamba, 562 ‘Rara’; Brunet, II, 1803.

physician of the mining centre of Joachimsthal in Bo-

First edition of the first systematic treatise
on mining and metallurgy and one of the first
technological books of modern times.

until his death. Living in mining regions all his life made

hemia and physician at Chemnitz in Saxony from 1534

it possible for him to study mining practices at first
hand and these direct observations made his books

Herbert Hoover, who first translated this book into
English, described this title in his autobiography as “the

particularly valuable and effective.

first important attempt to assemble systematically in
print the world-knowledge on mining, metallurgy, and
industrial chemistry. In many mining regions and camps,
including the Spanish South America, it was chained
to the church altar and translated by the priest to the
miners between religious services.”

Mining has been practised from primitive times; gold
and silver, copper and lead have been used for thousands
of years, and even iron, a late-comer, is prehistoric.
Though the actual consumption of metals was slight in
the Middle Ages as in preceding epochs, craftsmen then

The twelve books of Agricola’s De Re Metallica,
illustrated with over 270 woodcuts, embraced everything
connected with Renaissance mining and metallurgical
industries, including administration, the duties of
companies and workers, prospecting, mechanical
engineering, ore processing and the manufacture of
glass, sulphur and alum. Book VI provided detailed
descriptions of sixteenth-century mining technologies,
such as the use of water-power for crushing ore and
the improvements in suction pumps and ventilation
that became necessary as mine shafts were sunk deeper
underground; it also includes an account of the diseases
and accidents prevalent among miners, along with the
means of preventing them. It is thus a pioneering work
in occupational medicine. De Re Metallica remained
the standard textbook on mining and metallurgy for
over two hundred years.

wrote the first coherent treatises on the treatment and
fabrication of metals (e.g.the Schedula DiversarumArtium
of Theophilus Presbyter). In the late Middle Ages there
were very important advances in mining and metallurgy,
reflected first in the Probierbüchlein of c. 1510 (the first
printed book on the subject), then in Biringuccio’s fine
Pirotechnia (1540) and finally in this great work of Agricola’s, by far the most authoritative account of south
German technology.
The De Re Metallica embraces everything connected
with the mining industry and metallurgical processes,
including administration, prospecting, the duties of

The famous woodcuts depict various mining and
metallurgical machinery, men at work, and the first
illustration of a railway (p. 276: trucks containing ore
on wooden rails). The 2 plates depicting instruments
slightly cropped.

officials and companies and the manufacture of glass,
sulphur and alum.The magnificent series of two hundred
and seventy-three large woodcut illustrations by Hans
Rudolf Manuel Deutsch add to its value. Some of the

17 century manuscript provenance on the title page.
th

most important sections are those on mechanical engineer-
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ing and the use of water-power, hauling, pumps, ventilation, blowing of furnaces, transport of ores, etc., showing
a very elaborate technique.
In Book V, and also in the De Ortu et Causis Subter-

raneorum, Basle, 1546, Agricola made an important
contribution to physical geology. He recognized the
influence of water and wind on the shaping of the landscape and gave a clear account of the order of the strata
he saw in the mines.Writing on the origin of mountains,
he describes the eroding action of water as their cause
with a perspicacity much in advance of his time.
The most important of Agricola’s many other treatises
was the De Natura Fossilium (also Basle, 1546), which has
earned him the title of ‘Father of Mineralogy’. After the
classical writings of Pliny (5) and Theophrastus on the
subject, mineralogy during the Middle Ages was chiefly
concerned with the medicinal and magical properties of
stones. Agricola supplied a new scientific classification of
minerals based on their physical properties. He described
eighty different minerals and metallic ores (including
twenty new ones), their mode of occurrence and mutual
relation.
The De Re Metallica was frequently reprinted and is
said to have reached China in the seventeenth century.
Interest in it was revived in the eighteenth century by
Abraham Gottlieb Werner; and in 1912 it was translated
into English by Herbert Hoover, afterwards President of
the United States.
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The basis of all later works on the
beginning of modern history

THE FIRST HISTORY OF EUROPE

GUICCIARDINI, Francesco. La historia
d’Italia. Firenze, Lorenzo Torrentino, 1561. Folio (406 x
265mm.), 4 un.ll., 665 pp., 1 un.l. Early 19th century half
vellum, spine gilt with two morocco lettering-pieces.

“The basis of all later works on the beginnings of modern
history’ Ranke called ‘The History of Italy’ when his
Kritik (286) destroyed the reputation as an original source
which it had enjoyed for three hundred years. At the

50 000 €

same time Ranke sagaciously expounded the reasons for

PMM, 84 ; Adams, G-1508 ; Gamba, 562.

the book’s immediate and tremendous influence upon

First edition of this irreplaceable source of
information on the political life of the Italian
Renaissance.

the statesmen no less than the historians of the sixteenth to
eighteenth centuries.
For Guicciardini wrote the first history of all Italy with-

In the humanistic age, the special characteristics of
modern historiography began to take shape, a discipline
increasingly focused on the description of concrete facts
and less and less on medieval universalism. For the early
humanists, the historical process was of great importance
in describing the interruption of the ‘virtues’ and
customs of antiquity in history, in favour of the barbarity
and decadence of the dark ages and the subsequent
‘rebirth’ of the contemporary age.

in the larger context of the European system of states and
thus demonstrated the synchronistic interdependence of
political events all over the continent. He was less interested in the facts themselves (which he often derived
from quite unreliable sources) than in their causes and
effects; these he discussed with the perspicacity of a Renaissance politician and diplomatist, dissecting the inten-

In this renewed panorama, the figures of Machiavelli
and Guicciardini introduce a further element of rupture,
namely a fragmented and sometimes contradictory
vision of the world, even further removed from
universally founded schemes.The Storia d’Italia (History
of Italy), a work to which Guicciardini dedicated himself
after the rise of Cosimo de’ Medici in Florence (1537),
disarticulates the narrative of events from the chain of
cause-effect and contextualises them on a strictly secular
level (i.e. eliminates the principle according to which
the course of events is governed by transcendence)
and introduces the negative necessity of ambitions,
aspirations, errors, and power relationships that are
generated between men. Conflicts between the various
individual interests are placed as the principle of all
historical events: from this point of view, Guicciardini’s
historiographic style is still very close to the classical
style (which identifies the source of the historical
process in the initiative of the individual), but unlike
this, Guicciardini’s protagonists often appear defeated
and their initiatives fail, especially in the section of
the text dedicated to the foreign subjugation of Italy.
The chronological limits of the work are the death of
Lorenzo the Magnificent (1492) and that of Clement

tions and actions of the chief players on the European
stage and proving-to his own satisfaction and that of his
readers—that worldly passion, ambition and self-interest
are the mainspring of human activity.
Guicciardini was the scion of a noble Florentine family
and gained his first experience of world affairs as ambassador to Ferdinand of Aragon, where England, France, the
Indies and America impinged upon his horizon; served
the Medici popes Leo X and Clement VII as governor
in various parts of the papal states; became generalissimo
of the anti-imperial league of Cognac and as such was
held responsible for the sack of Rome by the Spaniards
and Germans in 1527 and dismissed. The ingenious and
ostensibly ingenuous defence of his own political and military activities is on a par with that of retired politicians
and generals of every age. Returning to Florence, where
Machiavelli (63) was his neighbour and friend, Guicciardini supported the rule of the Medici despite his oligarchic
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VII (1534). The author records and expounds, with
particular attention to detail, the political evolution that,
from independence in the late 15th century, leads the
autonomous states of Italy towards foreign subjugation.
The age of Lorenzo the Magnificent, seen as a period
of particular balance, peace and prosperity, gives way
to decline and uncertainty, to the errors of lords and
governmental institutions that, deluded by their own
singular prestige, allowed the tragedy of the occupation
and sack of Rome, the expulsion of the Medici from
Florence and the subsequent loss of liberty to unfold,
seeking to bring to light the subterranean logic
underlying all events.

inclinations, and became the chief adviser of the first
duke, Cosimo. Although a prolific writer of diaries,
memoranda, memoirs, political and historical tracts,
Guicciardini published nothing himself. L’Historia

d’Italia was edited by his nephew Agnolo twenty-one
years after his death; the first complete edition came out
in 1567 in Venice, where an abridgement had already
appeared in 1544. Within the sixteenth century at least
ten editions were issued in Italian, three each in Latin,
French and Spanish, and one in English, German and
Dutch respectively; Bodin (94) and Montaigne (95) were

Woodcut printer’s device on tile-page and on last leaf,
Guicciardini’s portrait on πA⁴ verso. Light worming,
some leaves browned, a few spots, overall a good copy
with contemporary manuscript annotations.

early among Guicciardini’s fervent admirers.
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ART HISTORY

The first modern history of art
VASARI, Giorgio. Le Vite de’ piu eccellenti Pittori,
Scultori, et Architettori, Scritte, & di nuovo Ampliate da
M. Giorgio Vasari Pit. et Archit. Aretino. Co’ ritratti loro
et con le nuove vite dal 1550. insino al 1567. Florence,
Giunti, 1568. 3 parts in 3 volumes 4to (234 x 158 mm),
28 un.ll., 523 pp. (wrongly num. 529) for volume 1 ; 20
un.ll., 370 pp., 1 un. errata leaf for volume 2 ; 42 un.ll.,
pp. 371 to 974 (wongly num. 1012), 2 un.ll. for volume
3. Seventeenth-century Italian red morocco, boards
with gilt-tooled borders and gilt rules to surround
central armorial vignettes, banded spine with title and
decoration in gilt, turn-ins with gilt tooled borders, gilt
edges. 					50 000 €

‘The Lives of the Most Excellent Painters, Sculptors and
Architects’ is the first modern history of art. It has made
Vasari’s name immortal, though in his own day he was
considered first and foremost a painter and architect (he
worked mainly in Rome and Florence where he was a
protégé of the Medici).
His book contains the biographies of Italian painters,
etc., from the thirteenth to the sixteenth century. They
are based on earlier written and printed sources, on oral
accounts, on his knowledge of works of art and his own

PMM, 88; Mortimer (Italian), II, 515 ; Julius von
Schlosser, La Littérature artistique, Paris, 1984, pp. 309
et suiv. ; Brunet,V, 1096 & Suppl., II, 845 ; Cicognara, I,
2391; de Diesbach, Bibliothèque Jean Bonna, le XVIe
siècle, 353.

large collection of drawings. Vasari travelled extensively

First complete, first illustrated and most sought
after edition of the first modern history of art.

antiquity and the Renaissance, he was in advance of his

First published in three parts in two volumes in 1550 by
Lorenzo Torrentino, Vasari had provided biographies with the exception of that for Michelangelo whomVasari
and his contemporaries idolised - of deceased artists
only. Eighteen years were to pass before Vasari issued this
second edition and he added so much new information
that this second edition is considered preferable to the
first. This second edition features woodcut portraits
of the artists, adds a further 28 lives (including that of
Titian), Vasari’s own biography, a technical treatise on
painting and updates much of the information in the
previous edition to the year 1567.

Florentine school, however, which he considered pre

to collect personal information, meeting most of the artists
of his time. Though he took the conventional view of
his day that the Middle Ages was a barren period between

time in his admiration for Cimabue and Giotto. It was the

eminent, and Michelangelo was his great hero.
“The Lives’ are freely laced with stories and anecdotes,
some of which are certainly apocryphal; so that modern
research, with its more exacting standards, has revealed
inaccuracies and critical short comings in the book.
Vasari’s excellent sense of narrative, however, and lively
style combined with his wide personal acquaintance
makes his ‘Lives’ a vital contribution to our understanding of the character and psychology of the great artists

Illustrated with woodcut pictorial title with architectural
border to each volume (the first showing the waking of
the souls of dead artists, the remainder with the Medici
arms), portrait of Vasari and 144 woodcut portraits of
artists.These portraits were designed by Vasari himself (to
his contemporaries he was first and foremost a painter
and architect) and executed by or under the supervision
of Maestro Christofano, probably either Christophoro
Coriolano or Christoforo Chreiger. They are accurate
and characterful representations of their subjects.

of the Renaissance, a term (rinascita) which he was the
first writer to use.
The book first appeared in Florence in 1550 in two
volumes with one hundred and thirty-three lives; but
the 1568 edition in three volumes, bringing the biographies up to 1567, is the first complete one, with one
hundred and sixty-one lives, and the first to be illustrated
with woodcut portraits. It also contains an autobio-
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This copy with the variant title for vol. I (see Mortimer)
with blank verso and without the Medici arms; in
copies without the variant, the block for the title, here
incorporated within the woodcut frame of the title, is
printed on the verso.

graphy and a valuable treatise on the technical methods

A magnificent copy in seventeenth-century Italian
red morocco with large margins of the first Western
history of art and one of the most important books
of the Renaissance.

schools of painting produced in Italy during the seven

employed in the arts. It became a model for subsequent
writings on the history of art and was the forerunner to
the remarkable series of studies on the various Italian

teenth and eighteenth centuries. For its period it has
remained the chief authority and new editions both
learned and popular are published regularly.

This copy was in the collection of Adélaïde Suzanne de
Vismes (1753 - 1832), a poet and intimate of Queen
Marie-Antoinette, who married the composer JeanBenjamin de Laborde, a favourite of Louis XV and son
of the financier Jean-François de Laborde, who became
a ‘fermier général’. In the nineteenth-century the Vasari
passed into the collection of John Gardiner Kinnear
(1794 - 1865), the Scottish financier, who had his arms
stamped on the boards of each volume.
Provenance: Bookplates of Adélaïde Suzanne de Laborde
(1753 - 1832) to front pastedown of each vol. with
the text ‘Bibliothèque de Madame de la Borde’; Jean
Gardiner Kinnear (1794 - 1865) with his arms to front
and rear boards of each volume.
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A prestigious copy
printed on large paper
Bound for Vittoria della Rovere
Granduchessa de Toscana
the wife of the dedicatee
VASARI, Giorgio. Le Vite de’ piu Eccellenti
Pittori, Scultori et Architetti. Bologna, Heredi di
Evangelista Dozza, 1647. 3 volumes 4to (249 x 172mm).
Contemporary Italian red morocco, covers with a very
elaborately and richly gilt décor « aux petits fers » , spine
richly gilt, painted coat-of-arms of Vittoria della Rovere,
Granduchessa of Toscana in the center, gilt edges.		
				
175 000 €

PMM 88 (1568 edition) ; Schlosser, 289 ; Davide
Ruggerini, article Manolessi dans DBI, 69 2007. Edward
L. Goldberg. After Vasari: History, Art, and Patronage in
late Medici Florence. Princeton, 1988Cicognara, 2391;
W.M. Ivins, « Vasari’s Lives » in New York Metropolitan
Museum of Art Bulletin, 25 (1930), 15-20 ; Patricia
Rubin, Giorgio Vasari : Art and History (1995).
Magnificent copy bound for Vittoria della Rovere,
wife of the dedicatee, Ferdinando de’ Medici, the
granduca di toscana, of the first critical edition
of Vasari’s Lives, in a superb richly decorated
binding with her painted arms. The very important
augmented and illustrated edition of this landmark
of art historical criticism and biography with the
copious notes by Carlo Manolessi.
Under Manolessi’s careful editorship, this Bologna
edition of the Vite signaled the shift of Vasari’s work from
a hagiography of secular saints into the nascent world of
17th century antiquarianism, connoisseurship and artistic
pilgrimages to view the works of the Masters.
This edition reprints the text and woodcut portraits of
the first illustrated edition, published by Giunta in 1568,
but adds some half dozen portraits in the Giunta style
and several hundred marginal comments not present in
the 1568 edition.
The detailed indices show the work’s transformation
into a reference tool and potential guidebook by listing
: 1- portraits ; 2- portraits in the collection of Cosimo
de Medici ; 3- curiosities in the sala of the Pitti Palace ;
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4- an extended geographical atlas of the principal towns
of Italy, listing structures where important paintings are
to be seen in shorthand annotations of “highlights” ;
5- a biographical dictionary of artists, indicating cross
references to important passages of the Vite other than
their own etc…
The liminary text entitled “Sopra l’ara dell Eternita”
is signed by the 17th century Vasari, Giovanni Pietro
Bellori. The beautiful engraved frontispice by Cornelis
Bloemaert was realised after a famous drawing by
Giovanni Angelo Canini (1617-1666) described in N.
Turner, « Drawings by Giovanni Angelo Canini », Master

Drawings, 1978, XVI, p. 392, fig. 7.
Vittoria della Rovere, Grand Duchess of Tuscany (16221694) was the wife of Ferdinando II de’Medici. She was
the daughter of Federigo-Ubaldo della Rovere (1604–
1648) and Claudia de’ Medici. She is best known as the
last heir of the art collection assembled by her family
in Urbino and as the person who, through marriage,
passed them on to the Grand Duchy of Tuscany.
Always interested in worldly and cultural affairs, she
spoke Spanish and French, knew Latin and sponsored
a variety of literati, becoming patroness in 1654 of a
literary academy in Siena called Le Assicurate, devoted
exclusively to women.
As a patron she commissioned various decorations: for
example, Baldassare Franceschini worked on a series of
commissions for her, including painting the ceiling of
the Sala delle Allegorie in the Palazzo Pitti, Florence.

Provenance : Vittoria della Rovere, Grand Duchess of
Tuscany (1622-1694) ; Tommaso Caravelli : Francesco
Ignazio Merlini Calderini (autograph signature on every
volume) ; Acquired in 1938 from Rappaport in Rome
by M. Burrus.
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92
The beauty of classical
architecture

THE PALLADIAN STYLE

PALLADIO, Andrea. I Quattro Libri dell’
Architettura. Venice, Dominico de’Franceschi, 1570. 4
parts in one volume in-folio (298 x 210 mm) 67, 78
(misnumbered 66), 46 pp., 1 un.l., 128 pp., 3 un.l.
(without the last blank). Contemporary flexible vellum
with yapp edges, tracecs of ties

‘The Four Books of Architecture’ contain the principles

70 000 €

humanist, who gave him the name ‘Palladio’ after the

PMM, 92; Fowler, 212; Brunet, IV, 320-321; Mortimer,
Italian, 352;Adams, P-101; Kat; Berlin, 2592 ; Cicognara,
594 ; Millard, Italian, 65.

angel in Trissino’s epic poem L’Italia Liberata da’ Goti,
Rome, 1547-8, who signifies the beauty of classical

First edition of the modern interpretation of
antique architecture.

Palladio’s lasting influence on architectural style in

of the architectural style which later became known as
‘Palladianism’.
Andrea Palladio was born at Padua as Andrea di Pietro.
It was his patron Giangiorgio Trissino, the Italian

architecture.

many parts of the world was exercised less through his

Palladio’s palazzi, villas, and churches are among the
unforgettable monuments of Venice and the Veneto, but
it was his “Quattro libri” that made the man and his
architecture internationally renowned. Palladio’s books
use classical antiquity as a guide for the construction of
buildings. The “Quattro libri” can be distinguished from
earlier architectural treatises by the prominent discussion
of Palladio’s own works and by the use of terms familiar
to contemporary architects and artisans. His clear, concise
prose is enhanced by extensive woodcut illustrations that
include plans and elevations of the buildings discussed as
well as cross-sections and images of details. Figures and
scales are used to indicate proportions and to provide
a sense of the absolute dimensions of each building,
giving the reader a new visual ability to comprehend
each work. As one of the last great architects of the high
Renaissance, Palladio translated the language of classical
antiquity into a flexible and distinctive vocabulary that
was used internationally by architects well into the
nineteenth century.

actual buildings than through his textbook.This is divided
into four sections: orders and elementary problems,
domestic building, public building and town planning
and temples. Palladio’s style was directly inspired by
Roman classical models through the writings ofVitruvius
(26) and Alberti (28). Its characteristics are those of
classicism: symmetry, order, fixed mathematical relations of the parts to each other and to the whole, logic
and monumentality. Though it is true that Palladio in
his later period adopted some of the mannerist vernacular,
his buildings remained essentially classical, in contrast to
the baroque style of the period in Rome and Piedmont.
Palladio followed the rules of classical Roman architecture more closely than any other architect, even sometimes at the cost of practicability and domestic comfort.

Book IV, the most illustrated of the treatise, is a selection
of the most remarkable temples in Rome and its
surroundings (Tivoli), those in Italy (Naples,Trevi, Assisi)
and outside Italy (Pola, Nîmes). Like Serlio in the Terzo
libro, he includes, alongside the most prestigious buildings
in Rome (temples of Peace, Mars Ultor, Jupiter Stator,
the Pantheon, etc.), Bramante’s Tempietto at San Pietro
in Montorio the modern paragon of good architecture.

In spite of the vogue for the baroque and the fact that
Palladio left no immediate successors, his book exerted
a powerful influence on contemporary architecture and
classical ideals until the end of the eighteenth century. In
England this was due in the first place to his enthusiastic
follower Inigo Jones (1573-1632) who designed the
Queen’s House at Greenwich in the new severe, simple,

The treatise is profusely and superbly illustrated with
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217 woodcuts, 156 of which are full-page, attributed
by Fowler to Giovanni and Christoforo Chrieger and
Christoforo Coriolano (or Lederer), all of German
origin and probably also of German training, these
masters of woodcutting were active in Venice from the
mid-1560s.

classical style. He copiously annotated his copy of the

Architettura and these notes were incorporated into the
first English translation made by Giacomo Leoni and
published in 1715-16. Lord Burlington, Kent, Campbell,
Chambers, Adam and others followed. ‘Palladianism’

A fine copy of the true first edition; title of part 4
supplied from another copy at an earlier stage, without
the two blank leaves 2K4 and 4R4.

became a party label in the world of connoisseurship and
England blossomed with buildings ‘in the Palladian
style’–two centuries after Palladio had created it. From

Provenance : Princes de Liechtenstein (book plate).

England the style made its way into Scotland, Ireland
and America.
Palladio’s influence began to wane only with the breakup of the structure of classical aesthetics under the impetus
of the new sciences and of such writers as Burke (239) and
Hume (194) in the eighteenth and Ruskin (315) in the
nineteenth century. The Palladian ideal could not be
reconciled

with

romanticism

and

its

revivals.

As a practising architect Palladio worked mainly in
Vicenza,Venice and the Venetian countryside, especially
along the Brenta River. His Villa Capra (known as La
Rotonda) near Vicenza became virtually a prototype of
the Palladian style, and it was widely and faithfully copied.
At the end of his life he left plans for that tour de force of

trompe l’œil, the Teatro Olimpico in Vicenza, which was
finished by his pupil Vincenzo Scamozzi.
Palladio also provided illustrations for D. Barbaro’s
edition of Vitruvius (Venice, 1556), and he published a
guide-book to the antiquities of Rome, L’Antichita di

Roma, 1554, often reprinted, which was related to the
earlier Mirabilia Romae (12) which it extended and helped
to replace.
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The very rare corrected edition

ENLIGHTENED SCEPTIC

MONTAIGNE, Michel de. Essais de Messire
Michel, seigneur de Montaigne, chevalier de l’ordre du
Roy, & Gentil-homme ordinaire de sa chambre, maire
& gouverneur de Bourdeaus. Édition seconde, reveuë
& augmentée. Bordeaux, Simon Millanges, 1582. 8vo
(151 x 100 mm) de 4 un.ll., 806 pp., 1 un.l. (extrait du
privilège). 19th century red morocco, gilt turn ins, gilt
edges (Chambolle-Duru).			
85 000 €

Montaigne devised the essay form in which to express his
personal convictions and private meditations, a form in
which he can hardly be said to have been anticipated.The
most elaborate essay,theApologie de Raimond Sebonde, is
second to no other modern writing in attacking fanaticism and pleading for tolerance.
He finds a place in the present canon, however, chiefly

PMM, 95 (1580 edition) ; Desan (Bibliotheca), 12 ;
Sayce & Maskell, 2; Tchemerzine-Scheler, IV, 871 : «plus
belle et plus régulièrement imprimée que la première»
; Diesbach, Bibliothèque de Jean Bonna, le XVIe siècle,
226 ; M. Françon, Les Essais de 1582, Harvard, 1969.
Manque à Adams.

for his consummate representation of the enlightened
scepticism of the sixteenth century, to which Bacon (119),
Descartes (129), and Newton (161) were to provide the
answers in the next.

Rare second edition, carefully corrected by
Montaigne himself, of his chef d’oeuvre and a
masterpiece of world literature.

The dominance of Aristotelian science (38) had been
weakened by the rediscovery of other ancient philosophers and this fostered a sceptical outlook towards the

Montaigne continuously corrected his Essais throughout
his lifetime, and modern commentators have often been
able to trace the development of his thought through
these changes, in addition to the reflections they provide
of Montaigne’s life experiences. The first of these
corrected editions is the present work, published shortly
after Montaigne’s return from a voyage to Italy.

possibility of acquiring any knowledge of the fundamental nature of reality. Montaigne was the leading exponent
of this school of thought and it is interesting to recall that
his favourite expression in voicing his doubts, ‘Que saisje?’, is now the title of the French series of paperbacks

More meticulously and beautifully printed than the
first edition, the present work incorporates some 34
additions and 16 new citations relative to the 1580 text.
Many of the new citations reference Italian sources - an
indication of the profound effect Montaigne’s travels in
Italy (1580-1) had on the author. Other corrections - in
text, style, orthography, punctuation, and the addition
or suppression of words - have also been recorded by
Marcel Françon. The edition of 1582 “permits first of
all the correction of a somewhat corrupted text. but also
represents a commercial endeavour by Millanges, who
had a great interest in associating himself with a new
political power [ie Montaigne, who had been elected
Mayor of Bordeaux in 1581].” (Desan)

corresponding to the English ‘Pelicans’.
The early seventeenth-century philosophers and scientists were primarily and expressly concerned with combating this point of view and it is possible to regard the

Discours of Descartes as a counterblast to Montaigne.
In 1588 a new edition of the Essais, the last published
in the author’s lifetime, included a third volume, and this
became the definitive text on which all later editions are
based.

Like the first edition, the present work contains the first
two books of the Essais.
A fine copy of this extremely rare book.
Provenance : A.-N. Natural (ex-libris, cat. 13 mai 1987,
n° 101).
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The definitive 1595 edition
edited by Marie de Gournay
Montaigne’s covenant daughter
MONTAIGNE, Michel Eyquem de. Les
Essais. Edition nouvelle, trouvée après le deceds de
l’autheur, revuë & augmentée par luy d’un tiers plus
qu’aux précédentes impressions. Paris, Abel L’Angelier,
1595. Folio (325 x 207 mm) 12 unn.ll., 523, 231 pp.
18th century calf-backed boards, spine gilt with raised
bands, red morocco spine label.
40 000 €

PMM, 95 (1580 edition); Sayce & Maskell, 7A ; Desan,
21 ; Tchemerzine-Scheler, IV, 876 ; Adams, M-1622.
First complete posthumous edition, partly original.
Edited by Marie de Gournay, Montaigne’s covenant
daughter.
The privilege for this edition was shared between the
printers L’Angelier and Sonnius.
After Montaigne’s death on 13 September 1592, the
discovery of a copy of the 1588 edition of the Essays,
heavily annotated by the author, led to this new,
corrected and expanded edition, given by Mademoiselle
de Gournay. This edition, in which the Bordeaux poet
Pierre de Brach collaborated and which included
1,409 additions taken from Montaigne’s personal copy,
established the definitive text of the Essays.
Edition entirely corrected and edited by Marie de
Gournay
Having learned, that this edition had already been
printed Marie de Gournay rushed to printers in order
to check the production and make corrections where
needed: “It is clear that exceptional care was taken to
ensure the accuracy of this edition. This was no doubt
partly due to the vigilance of the printer [L’Angelier had
in fact already printed an earlier edition in 1588, and
he produced 4 further ones until 1604] but especially
due to the zeal of Mlle de Gournay. “Probably working
on the sheets before binding, she corrected by hand
about twenty further errors and these ink-corrections
are found in almost all copies. Since Mlle de Gournay
explains and lists these ink corrections at the end of her
preface we may assume that the last page of the preface
was printed after the first series of ink-corrections. ”
(Sayce).
It is also due to Marie de Gournay’s efforts that his edition
contains the introduction as written by Montaigne but
that had been lost since his death. “Montaigne’s Au
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lecteur, corrected by the author, was not available when
printing started. Mlle de Gournay explained this later
when was at the Château de Montaigne and was able to
supply the corrected text to printers who might produce
new editions of the Essais: ‘Cette préface corrigée de
la dernière main de l’autheur ayant esté égarée en la
première impression depuis sa mort, a naguere esté
retrouvée. Montaigne’s Au lecteur is lacking in the
Sonnius copies but it was made good in nearly all the
L’Angelier ones” (Sayce).
Having befriended Montaigne since 1584, Marie de
Gournay “had found in his thoughts a kindred mind. A
year and half after Montaigne death his widow Françoise
de La Chassaigne sent to Marie de Gournay in Paris one
of the final drafts of the Essais to have them printed.
Françoise also included Marie de Gournay’s novella,
which had been found in his papers, and invited to
visit her and her daughter Léonor. Marie published her
Novella that year, and in the following year produced
the 1595 posthumous edition of the Essais with a long
preface by herself as editor. Her literary career begun,
she spent about 16 months from early 1595 to 1597
at the Château of Montaigne. Here she continued her
friendship with Montaigne through friendship with his
widow and daughter and through long hours of work
in the tower lined with the thousands of volumes which
had inspired Montaigne’s essays. Eight more editions
where to appear through her editorship” (Maryanne
Cline Horowitz, Marie de Gournay, Editor of the Essais
of Michel de Montaigne, in : Sixteenth Century Journal,
XVII, 3).
Authograph Corrections
This copy contains at least 17 autograph corrections by
Marie de Gournay.
Cancels for pages 63-64 et 69, the errata leaf is in first
state (with 46 errors) and bears the printed title Fautes

à corriger en l’Impression de quelques Exemplaires,
pages 87-88 are misnumbered 96-97, and page 92
misnumbered 76. The verso of the title with the
printer’s privilege dated 15 Octobre 1594. The Avis by
Montaigne, not present in all copies, is here to be found
on the verso of the last index leaf of the index.
Some occasional spotting or staining but generally a fine
copy.
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97
The first attempt to classify
plants in a systematic manner

PLANT CLASSIFICATION

CESALPINO, Andrea. De plantis libri XVI.
Florence, Giorgio Marescotti, 1583. 4to (225 x 151
mm), 20 un. ll, 621pp., 5 un.ll., with woodcut printer’s
device on title and final page. Contemporary vellum
dated 1585, manuscript title on spine.

During the Middle Ages and the early Renaissance
botanical literature was largely confined to herbals closely
related to pharmacology and books restricted to the
botanical knowledge of the ancients. With the know-

35 000 €

ledge of new fauna and flora coming into Europe from

PMM, 97; Norman, 432; Dibner, Herald of Science 20.

the New World and the East, the creation of many

First edition of the foundation text of Systematic
Botany, the first true textbook of botany.

new botanical gardens, the need was felt for a more

Cesalpino’s ‘ideas governed the development of botany
in the 17th century and his influence estende into the
18th. He was perhaps the first great theorist in botany
… The doctrine of metamorphosis, later expounded by
Linnaeus and Goethe and through them leaving a heavy
imprint on modern botany, was a part of Cesalpino’s
philosophy. He was the first to describe in accurate
detail the parts of flowers, seeds and fruits, and based his
analytical classification on these parts. He was perhaps to
first to wrestle in print with the concept of species; and
his solution like those of many modern botanists, was
based on the capacity of a group to reproduce its kind’.
(Hunt, Catalogue of botanical books, pp. Xxvii-xxviii).

tions of plants followed at first a ‘natural’ pattern, based

Light foxing at the beginning, a few small spots, a
very good copy from the Library of Regii Gymnasii
Joachimici (stamp on title verso).

had been made by Gesner (77) but was not published until

scientific classification of plants. Illustrations and descrip-

on their form and structure, naming as many characteristics as possible and classifying them accordingly.
With Andreas Caesalpinus a new era begins. He was
professor of materia medica and director of the botanical
garden at Pisa and later professor in Rome and physician
to Pope Clement VIII. His book ‘On Plants’ was the
first attempt to classify plants in a systematic manner
based on a comparative study of forms; a similar study

the eighteenth century. The traditional division into
trees, shrubs, half-shrubs and herbs is retained, but they
are now subdivided into different categories according
to their seed, fruit and flower.
The first section contains the general system, while the
other fifteen sections describe 1,520 plants in fifteen
classes. Caesalpinus’s philosophy is Aristotelian: plants
have a vegetable soul which is responsible for nutrition
and for the reproduction of organisms. Nutrition was
believed to come from the roots in the soil and to be
carried up the stems to produce the fruit. Hence, the
roots, stems and fruit are the main characteristics selected
by Caesalpinus as the basis for his classification. His descriptive terminology was finally based on the fruits of
plants. Lower plants such as lichens and mushrooms,
having no reproductive organs, were believed to arise
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by spontaneous generation from decaying matter. They
were placed at the lower end of the hierarchy of plants,
providing the link between plants and inorganic nature.
Sex in plants had not yet been discovered; and leaves
were considered simply as a protection for the seed.
Imperfect as it was, Caesalpinus’s was the first rational
system of plant classification by which their ever-growing
number (six thousand were known in 1600, but nearly
twenty thousand by the beginning of the eighteenth century) could be described. The discovery of sex in plants
by Camerarius (165) further supported Caesalpinus’s
method, as reproductive organs could now be used as
classifying elements in greater detail. His influence on his
contemporaries was not at first very great; they continued to use empirical descriptions. His chief follower
was J. Jung (1587-1657). Within one hundred years,
however, the need for a system based on comparative
morphology was clearly recognized, culminating in the
work of Linné (192) who was greatly indebted to this
book as well as to Bauhinus (121). A modern basis for
classification of plants was eventually provided by the
theory of organic evolution.
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The father of electricity

THE EARTH A MAGNET

GILBERT, William. De magnete, magneticisque
corporibus, et de magno magnete tellure; Physiologia
nova, plurimis & argumentis, & experimentis demonstrata.
London, P. Short, 1600. Folio (288 x 187 mm), 8 un.ll., 240
pp., one folding plate. Contemporary limp vellum, title in
ink on spine (lacking ties, neat repairs to headcap); custom
box. 					 65 000 €

The magnetic properties of the lodestone were known in
ancient Greece, but it was only in the later Middle Ages
that knowledge of the magnetic compass spread to
Europe from China, where also the mysteries of magnetism had long been studied. But it is with Gilbert, who
was physician to Queen Elizabeth I, that the modern

PMM 107 ; Horblit 41.
First edition of the first major English treatise based
on experimental methods.
Gilbert was an English physician and scientist, the first man
to research the properties of the lodestone (magnetic iron
ore), publishing his findings in the influential ‘De Magnete’
(‘The Magnet’). He also invented the term ‘electricity’.
William Gilbert was born into a prosperous family
in Colchester, Essex. He was educated at Cambridge
University, where he received a BA, MA and MD, after
which he became a senior fellow. He practised as a doctor
in London for many years and in 1600 became president of
the Royal College of Physicians. He served as physician to
Elizabeth I in the last few years of her reign.
‘De Magnete’ was quickly accepted as the standard work on
electrical and magnetic phenomena throughout Europe. In
this work, Gilbert distinguished between magnetism and
static (known as the amber effect). He also compared the
magnet’s polarity to the polarity of the Earth, and developed
an entire magnetic philosophy on this analogy.
Gilbert’s findings suggested that magnetism was the soul of
the Earth, and that a perfectly spherical lodestone, when
aligned with the Earth’s poles, would spin on its axis, just as
the Earth spins on its axis over a period of 24 hours. Gilbert
was in fact debunking the traditional cosmologists’ belief
that the Earth was fixed at the centre of the universe, and
he provided food for thought for Galileo, who eventually
came up with the proposition that the Earth revolves
around the Sun.

development of electricity and magnetism really starts.
His book ‘On the Magnet’ was the first major English
scientific treatise based on experimental methods of research. Gilbert was chiefly concerned with magnetism ;
but as a digression he discusses in his second book the
attractive effect of amber (electrum), and thus may be
regarded as the founder of electrical science. He coined
the terms ‘electricity’, ‘electric force’ and ‘electric
attraction’. His ‘versorium’, a short needle balanced on
a sharp point to enable it to move freely, is the first
instrument designed for the study of electrical phenomena, serving both as an electroscope and electrometer.
He contended that the earth was one great magnet; he
distinguished magnetic mass from weight; and he worked
on the application of terrestrial magnetism to navigation.
Gilbert’s book influenced Kepler (112), Bacon (119),
Boyle (141),

Newton (161) and,

in

particular,

Galileo (128), who used his theories to support
his own proof of the correctness of the findings
of Copernicus in cosmology. It was printed eleven
times, four in Latin, six in English and once in Russian.

Woodcut printer’s device on title with Gilbert’s arms on
verso; folding woodcut diagram; woodcut illustrations in
text.
Occasional spots, neat repair to fold of folding plate, a
blank lower corner of one leaf reattached nevertheless a
very fine copy.
Provenance: armorial stamp on title verso – Kenneth E.
Hill (bookplate).
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111
The definitive edition revised

DON QUIXOTE

by Cervantes
CERVANTES, Miguel de. El Ingenioso Hidalgo
don Quixote de la Mancha. Madrid, Juan de la Cuesta,
1608. 4to (185 x 132 mm) 12 unn.ll., 277 pp., 3 unn.ll.
19th century red janseniste morocco by F. Niedrée, spine
with raised bands, gilt run-ins, gilt edges.			
					250 000 €

PMM, 111 (1605 edition); Palau, 51982 ; Maggs, Spanish
Books, 176 ; Ford-Lansing, p. 5 Rius, Bibliografia critica
de las obras de Miguel Cervantes, I, n° 8 ; Salva 1549.
Third Madrid edition, the best printed by Cuesta,
of the first part of Cervantes’s masterpiece. Widely
believed to have been revised by the author – who
was living “two steps away from the printing shop”
(Rico, p. xcii) – this edition contains additions and
alterations of fundamental importance for the
modern critical editions.
For Cervantes and the readers of his day, Don Quixote
was a one-volume book published in 1605, divided
internally into four parts, not the first part of a two-part
set.The mention in the 1605 book of further adventures
yet to be told was totally conventional, does not indicate
any authorial plans for a continuation, and was not
taken seriously by the book’s first readers. The second
part, which is more serious and philosophical about the
theme of deception and “sophistry”, was not published
for a decade after the first part, in 1615, the year before
Cervantes’s death.
«Esta edición de Cuesta aparece mas cuidada que las
anteriores, y hasta se habia dicho que la corrigió el
mismo Cervantes, pero los modernos estudios lo niegan.
Suelta tiene gran valor comercial” (Palau).
“In a review of a BBC radio version of Don Quixote
in 1980,Val Arnold-Foster observed that, after the Bible,
Don Quixote was one of ‘the most widely published
translated and commented upon books of all time…
[and] also one of the great unread’. He went on to say,
significantly: ‘No of course, that we don’t know about
Quixote: windmills, old gents on rickety horseback,
even a familiar adjective’.
“Cervantes’ novel has in recent years benefitted from
a critical appreciation of its relevance to a range of
contemporary issues, from the themes of the human
relationship to technological change, to the idea of
cultural clash and commonality in an age of globalization.

Cervantes was born at Alcalá de Henares and died after
a long and adventurous life at Madrid. His first verses, on
the death of Philip II’s third wife, appeared in 1569, but
from then on he served as a soldier, fighting with great
bravery at Lepanto, and in several actions thereafter. In
1575 he was given leave to return to Spain, but en route
his ship was captured by Barbary corsairs and he was taken
prisoner to Algiers. After several attempts to escape,
which seem to have won him the respect of his captors,
he was ransomed and returned to Spain at the end of 1580.
For the next ten years he tried without much success to
make a living as an author, and his increasing responsibilities (he had married in 1584) forced him to enter
government service: with even less success, for between
1597 and 1602 he was more than once imprisoned;
and it was in prison, it seems, that his masterpiece was
begun.
The first part of Don Quixote came out in 1605.What
had begun as a simple satire on the tedious chivalric
romances of the time broadened into a sweeping panorama of Spanish society; and it was this, the variety, the
liveliness, and the gibes at the famous, which won it
instant fame. Its larger claims, the subdued pathos, its
universal humanity, were slower to be appreciated. But
within months Don Quixote and Sancho Panza had
become legendary; the book was pirated by three separate
publishers and two more authorized editions appeared,
all in 1605. Before the publication of the second volume
the first had been printed in England, France and Italy,
and Cervantes was known throughout Europe. The
writing of the second part was stimulated by the publication of a spurious ‘second part’ in 1614; and it was an
even greater success. There is less knockabout, and Cer-
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The embodiment of his aged anti-hero on our presentday imaginations remains palpable. It is a testament o
our own prodigious digital abilities and cultural mindset
that some have even got so far as to virtually reconstruct
windmills from seventeenth century La Mancha… In
Don Quixote Cervantes illustrates the contrast between
a presumed golden age and the modern by using images
of windmills and machinery as well as the firearms
that maimed him in battle” Michael Anton Budd, in
: Cervantes, Stendhal and Tolstoy: Three RomanticRealist Soldiers Encountering Technology, ICOHTEC,
2008, vol. 14, pp. 84-105.

vantes had come to love and understand the two heroes,
whom he had at first introduced to ridicule. He died on
23 April 1616, on the same day as Shakespeare.
Don Quixote is one of those universal works which are
read by all ages at all times, and there are very few who
have not at one time or another felt themselves to be
Don Quixote confronting the windmills or Sancho
Panza at the inn.

«La presente edición es la mejor de las tres de Cuesta.
Sus notables adiciones y variantes hacen presumir que la
corrigió el mismo autor.» (Rius).
A very fine copy of this landmark of Western
literature and one of the most-translated books in
the world.
Tiny spot to front cover, joints very slightly rubbed,
glue traces to verso of front free endpaper, title page and
last leaf dusty, small hole to one leaf due to paper flaw
affecting three words, crease to one lower outer corner
also due to a paper flaw causing minor offset of a few
words on three lines, short closed tear to one outer
margin skilfully repaired, small light ink stain to two
leaves and rare light spots not affecting reading, contents
thoroughly washed.
Provenance : Kirkman Daniel Hodgson (1814–1879),
British banker, partner in the mercantile firm Baring
Brothers and Co. (Barings Bank), then governor of
the Bank of England and Member of Parliament; with
his bookplate. An inscription on the recto of the front
free endpaper indicates that this volume was gifted by
“R.K.H.”, highly likely Daniel’s son Robert Kirkman
Hodgson (c.1850-1924), to “J.B.”, presumably John
Baring, second Baron Ravelstoke (1863-1929), on
16 January 1895; from 1890, Robert and John were
partner-directors of Barings Bank. The dedication ends
with the Latin sentence: “A little book from the library
of the son”; The Newberry Library, with book plate
and deaccession label; Karl Tilden Keller (1872-1955),
American businessman, Harvard College graduate (AB
1894), and collector of rare books and objects relating to
Don Quixote; with his bookplate; Offered by Keller as a
gift to the Harvard College Library; with bookplate and
deaccession stamp of the Library ; privately owned since.
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118
The creation of the modern Roman
Catholic CHurch

THE COUNCIL OF TRENT

SARPI, Paolo. Historia del concilio tridentino
di Pietro Soave Polano. Nella quale si scoprono tutti
gl’artificii della Corte di Roma, per impedire che né la
verità di dogmi si palesasse, né la riforma del Papato, et
della Chiesa si trattasse. London, appresso Giovan. Billio,
Regio Stampatore, 1619. Folio (315 x 205 mm.), [8],
806, [10] pages, woodcut Royal arms on title, woodcut
decorated initials. Contemprary oak boarded black
fishskin gilt, spine in compartments with gilt title, blue
edges. 					 9 500 €

The Council of Trent, the turning-point in the CounterReformation, created the modern Roman Catholic
Church. It represents not merely one of the decisive
moments of the sixteenth century, but a moment whose
influence is still felt all over Europe.
Forced upon an unwilling papacy by the Emperor
Charles V, who was anxious to put an end to the dissensions caused by religious strife, the Council first met in

PMM 118; STC 21760; ESTC, S116701; Gamba 2080.
First edition of this pivotal work of Modern
historiography, containing a lucid and accurate
reconstruction of the history of the Council of
Trent. A fine copy printed on large paper.
The Tridentine Council (1545-1563), which proved
decisive in laying the bases for the Catholic Counter
Reformation, was considered by Sarpi the most relevant
event of his recent past and the event mainly responsible
for the political situation of his years. Precisely in light of
the dramatic consequences that it had on contemporary
politics and ideologies, it was epically defined by the
author as the “Iliade del secol nostro” (“Iliad of our
century”). The Historia is articulated in eight books,
without any further subdivision in chapters or paragraphs,
encompassing both the history of the Council and of
its preparatory phases in an annalistic form. Paolo Sarpi
(1552-1623) was a Venetian ecclesiastic, a diplomat
and a state theologian of the Republic of Venice, and a
polygraph.
During Venice’s struggle with Pope Paul V (16051621), which cost the city a papal interdict, Sarpi wrote
powerfully in support of the Venetian case, arguing that
the Pope was infallible only in matters of faith. Sarpi’s
basic tenet was that “princes have their authority from
God, and are accountable to none but him for the
government of their people.”With his work, Sarpi hoped
to assume an authoritative position in the European
debate questioning the religious and political primacy of
the Pope; in so doing, he proved to be one of the earliest
advocates in Italy of the separation of church and state
and, overall, a forerunner of Modern European thought.
Written in Italian for an European public, the work was
dedicated to James I Stuart, King of England. As a work
of polemic against the outcomes of the Council, which
strongly reasserted the Pope’s primacy over the Christian

1545. From the beginning, however, its proceedings were
under papal domination, and, so far from effecting a
reconciliation with Protestantism, its pronouncements on
undecided points of dogma and the bold front it thus put
forward gave its members the new confidence they
needed to resist the Evangelical threat. No compromise
was offered, and when, after numerous delays and evasions designed to frustrate the intentions and representations of the non-Italian members, the Council closed
at the end of 1563, an instrument had been placed in the
hands of the papacy which determined the evolution of
the Roman Church for the next three centuries, culminating in the pronouncement of the dogma of papal infallibility in 1877. Only now is some relaxation beginning
to take place.
The full force of the acts of the Council was not lost
either on those who desired a reconciliation between the
Church and the new schismatics or on those who distrusted the centralization of power in Rome. It was
both these motives which prompted the Venetian patriot,
scientist, scholar and reformer, Paolo Sarpi, to compile
his memorable ‘History of the Council of Trent’, which
was published pseudonymously in London. A member
of the Servite Order, hated yet never excommunicated
by the Papal See, Sarpi was the devoted and honoured
servant of the Venetian Republic. Like the author in his
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Church, Sarpi’s Historia was anonymously published in
London under the pseudonym of Pietro Soave Polano
(that is, the anagram of Paolo Sarpi Veneto), and was
immediately put on the Index by the Roman Church.

lifetime, so in later years his book formed a nucleus of

The manuscript was smuggled out of Italy with the
help of the British Embassy and was soon translated into
Latin, English and French; notwithstanding the early
condemnation, the work was widely read for at least the
next two centuries. Notwithstanding his anti-papal stance,
Sarpi proves to be an attentive and reliable chronicler,
carefully redacting his Historia after contemporary
documentary information. In a patent contrast with the
Italian production of his time, he intentionally adopted
an anti-literary, but easy-understandable style, preferring
a plain and rigorous syntax to the richly elaborated
Baroque period style of writing.

Paul of Venice’, as he was known to generations, is still

opposition to the papacy of Pius IV. Translated and reprinted over and over again, the masterpiece of ‘Father

read. Ranke (286) made a minute study of it and of the
papal counterblast by Cardinal Pallavicini and found not
much difference between the two in point of impartiality,
though he preferred Sarpi in point of style. Only now are
the issues debated between the two beginning to recede
from the forefront of theological controversy.

Large paper copies of the first edition are very rare.
A few spots, light foxing, joints cracking but a very fine
copy on large paper from the libraries of the Venetian
merchant Amadeus Svajer (ex libris) and Lord Amherst
of Hackney (ex libris).
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125
The father of international law

INTERNATIONAL LAW

GROTIUS, Hugo. De Jure belli ac pacis libri
tres. In quibus ius naturae & gentium : item iuris publici
praecipua explicantur, Paris, Nicolaum Buon, 1625. 4to
(241 x 170 mm) 18 un.l. (including last blank), 506 pp.
(pp. 389-392 with erroneous pagination, pagination pp.
461-464 repeated), 1 un.l. (blank), pp.553-786, 39 un.l.
including the errata leaf. Contemporary flexible vellum,
flat spine.
				 50 000 €

In a lifetime spent seeking to promote peace in an age of
controversy and war, Hugo de Groot, always known as
Grotius, could not claim any signal success. An infant
prodigy, he entered the University of Leiden at the age
of twelve, and early attracted the attention of the great
J. J. Scaliger (98). He took the degree of Doctor of Law,
and decided to practise as an advocate. He was successful

PMM, 125 ; Ter Meulen & Diermanse, 565.
First edition of the book that incorporated war
theory into international law.
Hugo Grotius’s De Jure Belli ac Pacis (1625) exerts a
vast influence on international law and politics. Grotius
did not openly display a revolutionary intent, which
leads some to include him in the tradition of Cicero,
Augustine, Aquinas, and the Spanish theologians. But
Grotius did not so much codify just war theory as
weaken it by recognizing the role of conflict in settling
disputes between nations.

De Jure Belli ac Pacis rejects religious bans on war. In
the first principles of nature there is nothing which is
opposed to war; rather, all points are in its favor.The end
and aim of war being the preservation of life and limb,
and the keeping or acquiring of things useful to life,
war is in perfect accord with those principles of nature.
Grotius relies on both ancient and biblical authorities
to defend his argument that nations could use force for
self-defense as well as the defense of others. At the same
time, however, Grotius limited the law of nature with
“right reason” and “the nature of society,” which “do not
prohibit all use of force, but only that use of force which
is in conflict with society, that is, which attempts to take
away the rights of others.”
Grotius went to greater lengths than any before him to
lay out the various just causes for war. He recognized
these went beyond self-defense to “the obtaining of that
which belongs to us or is our due, and the inflicting
of punishment.” Here, Grotius drew his grounds for a
just cause from the natural law right of an individual to
defend life and property. Nations could direct wars of
“punishment” against those whom the laws of nature
allow a sanction, those who have harmed the nation,

in his profession, but he was as much interested in its
theory as in its practice.
In 1604, at the age of twenty-one, he composed the
treatise De Jure Praedae, as a result of a case concerning
the ownership of a Portuguese galleon captured in the
Straits of Malacca; and this was to become the basis of
his most famous work. A diplomatic visit to England
followed, but on his return he found the religious and
political difference between the Calvinist anti-Spanish
party, under Prince Maurice, and the more moderate
Remonstrants, who inclined to peace with Spain and
were supported by the government of the States, raised
to such a pitch that strife was inevitable. Despite the
efforts of Grotius to find a formula of compromise, the
Calvinists were victorious. Prince Maurice, as Stadtholder, saw to it that his opponents were penalized and
Grotius was condemned in 1618 to life imprisonment,
from which he escaped to Paris in 1621.
In France he returned to his early work, and in a single
year completed his masterpiece, ‘On the Law of War and
Peace’, which made him famous thoughout Europe.
Naturally enough, his preoccupation was with the latter
part of his subject, and the questions which he put forward
have come to be the basis of the ultimate view of law and
society.This was the first attempt to lay down a principle
of right, and a basis for society and government, outside
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and those who injure mankind as a whole. Contrary to
traditional just war doctrine, Grotius permitted what we
know today as preemptive and preventive war.
Small occasional wormholes in lower margin of first
third of the book not affecting text, some quires toned,
some spotting throughout.

Church or Scripture. The distinction between religion
and law or morality is not clearly made, but Grotius’s
principle of an immutable law, which God can no more
alter than a mathematical axiom, was the first expression
of the ‘droit naturel’, the natural law which exercised the
great political theorists of the eighteenth century, and
is the foundation of modern international law.
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The most famous of all early

134

sea atlases

ATLAS OF THE SEAS

DUDLEY, Robert. Arcano del Mare. Diviso in libri sei.

This magnificent book is the most famous of all early sea

Impressione seconda. Florence, Giuseppe Cocchini pour Jacopo

Bagononi et Anton Francesco Lucini, 1661. Six parts in two

atlases. Sir Robert Dudley, natural son of Lord Leicester

volumes, folio (550 by 425mm), two printed titles with engraved

and self-styled Duke of Northumberland, began as a

vignettes, double-page plate of the author’s patent of nobility,

traveller, going to Trinidad in 1594, taking part in some

216 engraved plates (of which 66 have volvelles or moveable
parts), 146 engraved charts (of which 88 are double-page).

of Cavendish’s voyages and in the expedition of the Earl

Contemporary paneled calf, foliate roll-tool border, foliate

of Essex to Cadiz. In 1605 he left England and settled in

corner and central tool, spine in seven compartments separated
by raised bands. 				

1 000 000 €

Florence where he was employed by Ferdinand II, Duke
of Tuscany, to whom this work is dedicated. He was

PMM, 134 (1646-47 edition); Nordenskjöld, 266-277.
A superb complete set of ‘arguably the most sumptuous
[atlas] ever produced ... it was superior to any previous
work’ (Burden). It is celebrated as:

responsible for draining the marshes between Pisa and
the sea and created the great port of Leghorn.

The first sea-atlas of the whole world

His fame rests on this great sea atlas-The Mystery of

The first atlas with all the charts using Mercator’s
projection

the Sea’-which disseminated the new knowledge of

The first to give prevailing winds and currents

seamanship as developed by Mercator (100), Edward

The first to give magnetic declination

Wright (106) and others. In its six parts it deals with

The first to expound the benefits of ‘Great Circle Sailing’
‘The Arcano del Mare was a monumental and totally original
task, the charts, representations of instruments and diagrams all

longitude and the means of determining it, naval architecture and warfare, the principles of navigation, and nauti-

engraved on huge quantities of copper over many years with

cal instruments; and it includes charts of ports and har-

an exactitude incorporating the minutest detail and printed

bours, portolani and general maps rectified as to longitude

on the best possible paper. The whole surpassed anything
published before and not equalled in quality until fifty years

and latitude. Its principal importance lies in the fact that

later’ (Wardington).

all the maps and charts are drawn, for the first time in

Dudley’s great sea-atlas Arcano del Mare was first published

such a large sea atlas, on Mercator’s projection and that

in 1646-1647, and is an extreme rarity in itself. The present,
somewhat extended, edition was published in 1661 with the

it gives the prevailing winds and currents at all important

name of the Grand Duke of Tuscany on the titles as dedicatee.
Both are extremely rare in complete and fine condition.

harbours and anchorages and the magnetic declination of

The work is divided into six books (or parts): book 1 deals

circle sailing’—sailing along a great circle (all meridians

with Longitude; book 2 details errors existing in sea charts and

a large number of places. In Book v the principle of ‘great

includes the portolano for the Mediterranean and 15 general

of longitude of the earth are such circles) is the shortest

maps; book 3 covers discipline within the navy and military,

distance between two points—is greatly improved and

and includes a plan for the construction of a navy in five grades
of vessel; book 4 is devoted to naval architecture and describes
the method of designing and building ships of the ‘Galerato’
and ‘Galizaba’ types; book 5 deals with navigation and methods
of measuring the sun’s declination and the relative positions of
the stars; and book 6 is the sea atlas. No standard collation for
the second edition of Dudley’s atlas exists, but the present set is
extremely close to Wardington’s description. Detailed collation
upon request.

made practical by developing the earlier ideas of Nuñez
and Mercator. It was this principle which enabled modern
navigators to find out that the quickest route to fly from
Copenhagen to Tokyo is over the North Pole.

A magnificent copy in contemporary limp blind stamped
binding.
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155
The precursors of

THE FIRST MODERN ENCYCLOPAEDIAS

the Encyclopédie
MORERI, Louis. Le Grand dictionnaire historique,
ou Le Mélange curieux de l’histoire sacrée et profane.
Dix-huitième et dernière édition, revue, corrigée &
augmentée très considérablement. 8 volumes.

paedias which are either still worth consulting as repre-

[with:]

of contemporary thought, or deserve our respect as the

Nouveau Supplément. 2 volumes. Amsterdam, Leyde, La
Haye & Utrecht, Brunel etc., 1740 & 1749. 10 volumes
folio (400 x 246 mm) one engraved frontispiece, XXI,
808 pp. for volume I ; 1 un.l., 536, 358 pp. for volume
II ; 1 un.l., pp. [359]-760, 179, 216 pp. for volume III ; 1
un.l., 223, 271, 242 pp. for volume IV ; 1 un.l., 225, 51,
320, 110 pp. [additions aux lettres A-L] for volume V ; 1
un.l., 514, 131, 102 pp. for volume VI ; 1 un.l., 408, 27,
240, 214 pp. for volume VII ; 1 un.l., pp.[215]-430, 271,
205, 130 pp. for volume VIII ; 2 un.ll., 901, 59 pp. for
Supplément I ; 1 un.l., 135, 823 pp. for Supplément II.
Contemporary light brwon cal, gilt coat of arms in the
corners, red edges.			
4 500 €

roots out of which have grown the stately tomes of our

PMM, 155, a (1674 edition in one volume).

The age of enlightenment produced a spate of encyclo-

senting the range of contemporary knowledge and trend

present-day store-houses of universal knowledge, the
Encyclopaedia Britannica (218), Brockhaus (269),
Larousse, and the rest.
The first work of this kind to bear the term ‘encyclopaedia’ on its title-page was Johann Heinrich Alsted’s

Encyclopaedia Cursus Philosophici (Herborn, 1608; later,
1630, expanded to the seven-volume Encyclopaedia...
distincta). It was one of the last encyclopaedias written
in Latin and designed on a systematic plan, as had been
the custom from Isidore (9) to Bacon (119). The future

Very fine edition considerably augmented of the
first modern encyclopedia.
Moreri’s work is ranked, along with Bayle’s Dictionnaire
Historique et Critique, as one of the first vernacular
encyclopedias to make an impact on the European
world of letters. Moreri deliberately designed his
encyclopedia as an apologia and defense of the Roman
Catholic Church. It is also noteworthy for its emphasis
on biographical and historical entries which for a long
time were neglected by other compilers such as Harris,
Chambers and Bayle (whose own Dictionnaire was
composed as a direct response to Moreri’s work). It was
eclipsed by Diderot’s Encyclopedie (Paris, 1751-65).
Moréri’s Grand dictionnaire was a great success. It went
through 20 successive editions.

belonged to the vernacular and alphabetical type of
which Vincenzo Maria Coronelli’s Biblioteca Universale

Sacroprofana is an early specimen; of its intended forty
five volumes only seven were ever published (1701-6).
The first vernacular encyclopaedias to make an impact
on the European world of letters were two French works,
bringing into focus, as it were, the intellectual preponderance of the age of the Roi Soleil as well as its antithetical
aspects of nominal devotion to the Roman Catholic
Church and sceptical questioning of the very foundations of revealed religion.
The Abbé Moréri deliberately designed his book as an

Complete with the two volumes of supplements.
A few minor defects to the bindings but generally a very
fine copy from the Rohan-Chabot Library with their
coat-of-arms in the corners of the bindings.
Provenance : bibliothèque des Rohan-Chabot.

apologia and defence of his church. It is also noteworthy
for its emphasis on historical and biographical entries
which for a long time were neglected by other compilers
such as Bayle, Harris, and Chambers (1716). Moréri’s
‘Great Historical Encyclopaedia’ had by 1759 gone
through twenty editions before it was ousted by the
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BAYLE, Pierre. Dictionnaire historique et critique.
Rotterdam, Reiner Leers, 1697. 2 parts in 4 volumes,
folio (361 x 235 mm) 2 un. ll., 12, 712 pp. for volume
I; 1 un. l., pp. 713-1359 for volume II; 1 un.l., 710 pp.
for volume III; 1 un.l., pp. 711-1331, 28 un.ll. (table).
Contemporary calf, spine richly gilt with the dolphin
tool, marbled edges. 			
4 500 €

Encyclopédie (200): a useful reminder of the strength of
the traditional, anti-rationalist forces in the age of reason’.
Bayle, a Protestant philosopher, wrote his ‘Historical
and Critical Encyclopaedia’ in his voluntary exile in
Rotterdam as an anti-clerical counterblast to Moréri’s
work, in order, as he put it, ‘to rectify Moréri’s mistakes

PMM, 155; En français dans le texte, 129.
First edition of this innovative dictionary
considered a precursor of the Encyclopédie, due
to its structure as well as its content, and the
unusual points of view presented.
This first edition was an unexpected success. “The first
edition of the Dictionary is unique in that the first three
of four volumes were initially printed in 1000 copies;
the influx of subscribers led the bookshop to print the
last volume in 2000; the first three volumes had to be
reprinted, with corrections here and there” (Élisabeth
Larousse, in: En français dans le texte).

and fill the gaps’. Bayle championed reason against belief,
philosophy against religion, tolerance against superstition. In a seemingly detached way he posed arguments
and counter-arguments side by side, reserving his most
daring insinuations to the renvois (references) which supplemented the actual entries. For over half a century,
until the publication of the Encyclopédie,Bayle’s Diction-

naire dominated enlightened thinking in every part of
Europe .

First issue without the cartons announced by Élisabeth
Larousse, and with the preface dated 23 October 1696.
“Bayle’s Dictionnaire historique et critique is the supreme
achievement of one of the most eminent men of letters
of the 17th century. Based in Rotterdam, Bayle was at
the heart of the intellectual debate in Europe because of
his work as an editor, author and prolific correspondent.
Originally conceived as a response to the errors of Louis
Moréri’s Grand dictionnaire historique, his Dictionnaire
historique et critique came to represent an exemplary
work of critical methodology. The author painstakingly
compiled, compared and interrogated, always seeking
a degree of historical certainty, even in difficult cases.
Bayle’s Dictionary has been called the “Arsenal of the
Enlightenment”, plundered and republished throughout
the 18th century by believers and sceptics alike, who
found ammunition for their philosophical arguments
in the work’s sibylline notes. “ (Univ. of Chicago / The
ARTFL Project).
A nice copy, hinges slightly cracked.
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The first technical encyclopedia

171

Including Newton’s only chemical

THE FIRST ENGLISH ENCYCLOPAEDIAS

writings
HARRIS, John. LexiconTechnicum: or, an Universal
English Dictionary of Arts and Sciences: Explaining not
only the Terms of Art, but the Arts Themselves. London,
1704-10. 2 volumes folio, 463 un. ll. for volume 1, 386
un. ll. for volume 2, engraved frontispice portrait of
Harris and 14 engraved plates (some folding, one with
a short tear without loss) & numerous woodcut illus. in
the text. Title in red & black. Contemporary panelled
calf (extremities a little worn, some browning as is usual
with this book), red morocco lettering pieces on spines
(Vol. I label recent & sympathetically done). 			
			
25 000 €

PMM, 171a ; Lael Ely Bradshaw, “John Harris’s Lexicon
technicum” in Kafker, Notable Encyclopedias of the
Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries, pp. 107-19
“the first general encyclopedia to emphasise science.”
; Horblit 25a ; Wells, Circle of Knowledge (1968) 16 ;
Wellcome III, p.212; Norman 992.
First edition of the first technical encyclopedia
in any language and a landmark in the history of
technology.
“This was the first general scientific encyclopedia, and
for it Harris drew upon some of the greatest authorities
of the day. In physics, astronomy, and mathematics he
turned to Newton; in botany he consulted John Ray and
Joseph Tournefort; in other areas he drew upon Halley,
Robert Boyle, Nehemiah Grew, John Woodward, John
Wilkins,William Derham, and John Collins.”–D.S.B.,VI,
pp. 129-30.
“For its content Harris drew on the works of Newton,
Tournefort, John Ray, Halley, Robert Boyle, and others;
Newton is listed as a subscriber and the work contains
his only writings on chemistry” (Horblit).
This work contains about 8200 entries, it is also the first
English encyclopedia in alphabetical order.

John Harris, clergyman, mathematician, and (from 1709)
secretary of the Royal Society, produced the first English
encyclopaedia arranged in alphabetical order. He was the
earliest lexicographer to distinguish between a wordbook (dictionary, in modern parlance) and a subjectbook (encyclopaedia proper), thereby overcoming the
confusion which Isidore (9) had introduced a thousand
years earlier. His LexiconTechnicum appears to be the first
technical dictionary in any language. The most famous
of his contributors was Isaac Newton (161, 172).
Ephraim

Chambers

[...]

apprenticed

to

a

London cartographer, was seized by the idea that
Harris’s Lexicon needed bringing up to date and that he
was the man to do this ‘work so seemingly disproportionate to any single person’s experience’.A good French
scholar, he adapted Moréri and Bayle (155) to the common-sense climate of the English Enlightenment. [...]
Thanks to his editorial accomplishments the Cyclopedia
was revised, translated, and imitated throughout the
eighteenth century.The Encyclopédie (200) was originally
planned as a translation of it and Dr Johnson told Boswell
that he formed the style of his Dictionary (201) partly
on Chambers’s book.
The titles and subtitles of these two books reflect the
fluctuating conception, not yet completely resolved, of
the purpose of this kind of reference-book. For a long
time, France and Spain used the term ‘dictionary’,
Germany and Scandinavia ‘lexicon’, the United States
‘cyclopedia’, whereas Britain, the Netherlands, Italy and

Nice set, preserved in two boxes. While the bindings
understandably do not quite match (they were bound
six years apart), this is a very attractive set. Complete sets
of the first edition are hard to find, as the second volume
is normally found with the second edition of volume I.

Russia seem always to have preferred ‘encyclopaedia’
which has steadily been gaining ground and may now be
considered the internationally accepted term.
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The establishment of the

179

fundamental principles of the

FAMILY OF MATHEMATICIANS

calculus of probabilities
BERNOULLI, Jakob. Ars conjectandi, opus
posthumum. Accedit Tractatus de seriebus infinitis, et
Epistola Gallicè scripta De ludo pilæ reticularis. Basel,
Thurneysen brothers, 1713. 4to (197 x 148 mm)
2 nn.ll., 35 pp., 306 pp., 2 tables and 1 folding plate.
Contemporary calf-backed boards, flat spine.			
					 28 000 €

PMM, 179; Dibner, 110; D.S.B., II, pp. 46-51; Evans, 8;
Horblit, 12;
First edition of the “establishment of the
fundamental principles of the calculus of
probabilities” (Horblit).

“Bernoulli’s ideas on the theory of probability have
contributed decisively to the further development of
the field. They were incorporated in the second edition
of Rémond de Montmort’s Essai (1713) and were
considered by Abraham de Moivre in his Doctrine of
Chances (1718). Bernoulli greatly advanced algebra,
the infinitesimal calculus, the calculus of variations,
mechanics, the theory of series, and the theory of
probability… Bernoulli was one of the most significant
promoters of the formal methods of higher analysis”
(DSB).
A fine copy in its original condition.

This entry covers an erudite family of refugees from
Spanish persecution in Antwerp, who settled in Basle in
1622, and in three generations produced eight mathematicians.
Like their father, Nicolaus senior (1623-1708), his
three sons Jacob I, Nicolaus II (1662-1716) and Johann I
(1667-1748) all married the daughters of merchants with
large fortunes and all distinguished themselves brilliantly
in various scientific fields. All three were primarily
mathematicians.		
Jacob was among the first to develop the calculus
beyond the point at which it was left by Newton (172)
and Leibniz (160). His brother Johann and Euler (196)
between them perfected the calculus to a point which
made it of almost everyday use in Europe, while its
development was virtually neglected in England.
Jacob was both a Cartesian and a Newtonian and did
much to further the spread of Newton’s ideas in Europe.
Johann, however, felt his discipleship of Leibniz to be
inconsistent with approval of Newton. He was a man of
strong, if not always creditable character. He more than
once laid claim to achievements of his brother Jacob and
he turned his son Daniel (1700-1782) out of the house for
winning the prize in a competition in which his father had
unsuccessfully competed.
Jacob’s great treatise (conjectandi means literally ‘casting’, sc. dice) was published posthumously. It was the first
systematic attempt to place the theory of probability on
a firm basis and is still the foundation of much modern
practice in all fields where probability is concerned–
insurance, statistics and mathematical heredity tables.
Other researches by Jacob, once regarded as curiosities,
are now found to have practical application to the construction
of suspension bridges and in the transmission of
high voltages.		
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The second brother, Nicolaus, emigrated to Russia and
was given a state funeral by Catherine the Great. Johann’s
sons, Nicolaus III (1687-1759) and Daniel (1700-82),
were both appointed to the staff of the Academy of
St Petersburg. Daniel is also famous in mathematical
physics for his proposed dynamic model of a gas (Hydro-

dynamica, 1738).
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186
The Father of Modern Dentistry

MODERN DENTISTRY

FAUCHARD, Pierre. Le Chirurgien dentiste, ou
traité des dents. Où l’on enseigne les moyens de les
entretenir propres et saines, de les embellir, d’en réparer
la perte & de remedier à leurs maladies, à celles des
gencives & aux accidens qui peuvent survenir aux autres
parties voisines des Dents. Paris, chez Jean Mariette,
1728. 2 volumes 12mo (162 x 91 mm) engraved
portrait frontispiece, 24 unn.ll., 456 pp., 8 engraved
paltes (numberes 1 to 8), 16 unn.ll. (table and errata)
for volume I; 5 unn.ll., 346 pp., 12 unn.ll., 32 engraved
plates (numbered 9 to 40). Contemporary speckled calf,
spine gilt with raised bands, red speckled edges.		
15 000 €

Before Fauchard’s time the profession of dentistry was

PMM, 186; Heirs of Hippocrates, 785; One Hundred
Books Famous in Medicine, n° 40; David, p. 113;
Poletti, p.72; Norman, 768; Weinberger, p.48; GarrisonMorton, 3671; En français dans le texte, 142.
First edition, very rare, of the first scientific work
on this subject, modern dentistry begins with its
publication.
“No other individual in the history of dentistry
played a more important role in its development than
Fauchard... Publication of the present work in 1728
was immediately hailed as a major development in the
dental profession because it incorporated the entire
doctrine of theoretical and practical dentistry as it was
then known and practiced” (Heirs).
“Pierre Fauchard has been called the “father of
dentistry”; his comprehensive and scientific account of
all that concern dentistry in the 18th century is one
of the greatest books in the history of the subject”
(Garrison-Morton).
“[This work] inspired an immediate increase in the
number of important books by dental practitioners”
(Norman).
«Son livre le place définitivement parmi les ‘grands’ de
la médecine et de la chirurgie parisienne... Son livre est
en effet un livre pionnier de première importance. Il fait
de lui le père fondateur de la dentisterie moderne, car
c’est le premier ouvrage touchant une ‘branche de l’art
de guérir’ laissée aux charlatans ou à des empiriques
qui exerçaient dans de lamentables conditions. Tour à
tour anatomiste, pathologiste, thérapeute et hygiéniste,
Fauchard donne, avec les connaissances de son époque,
le tableau complet d’une spécialité que nous appelons

truly a ‘mystery’, for its practitioners had steadfastly refrained from publishing details of their technique and
equipment. Fauchard summarized in his pages with
numerous illustrations all that was best in the practice of
his day and disclosed what had been hitherto jealously
guarded secrets. Le Chirurgien Dentiste-The SurgeonDentist, or a Treatise on the Teeth, with instruction on
the means of maintaining them Sound and Healthy’–
is in fact the first scientific work on its subject, and modern
dentistry begins with its publication.
Fauchard describes in the fullest detail the procedure
in operative dentistry, in the filling of teeth and most
especially in prosthesis, which is that part of dental
surgery concerned with artificial dentures, bridge work
and the like. He was especially novel in his methods for
correcting irregularities and was the first, for example,
to describe the use of metal bands or braces for this
purpose.The illustrations he gives of the instruments used
in his practice show how advanced his methods were.
He used antiseptic methods in filling teeth long before
the germ theory of infection.
In the second edition, 1746, he gave the first description
of pyorrhoea alveolaris, a common affliction of the gums.
An English translation of this edition, by Lilian Lindsay,
was published in London in 1946.
Fauchard was followed by Philipp Pfaff, whose

Abhandlung von den Zähnen was published in 1756,and in
1771 by John Hunter’s magisterial Natural History of the

Human Teeth. These three books are categorized by Garrison as ‘the most important in the history of dentistry’ ;
and if Hunter was the first to apply medical science to the
structure of the teeth (introducing the classes cuspid,
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aujourd’hui
l’odontostomatologie»
(Marie-José
Imbault-Hurat, in: En français dans le texte).

bicuspid, molar and incisor), Fauchard was the true
pioneer of dental surgery.

Complete copy, with author’s portrait engraved
by Scotin after Le Bel and the 40 plates depicting
instruments and prosthetics.
Light water stain to outer margin of both volumes, one
fly-leaf partly restored, and one replaced. A good copy
of the rare book.
Provenance: Several old signatures on endpapers
including Jean Feletin (signature on the title of volume
II) and Dusieur (signature on the fly-leaf) .
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195
Alembert’s masterpiece on dynamics

DYNAMICS

ALEMBERT, Jean Le Rond d’. Traité de
Dynamique, dans lequel les Loix de l’Equilibre & du
mouvement des Corps sont réduites au plus petit
nombre possible, & démontrées d’une maniére nouvelle,
& où l’on donne un Principe général pour trouver le
Mouvement de plusieurs Corps qui agissent les uns sur
les autres, d’une manière quelconque. Paris, David l’aîné,
1743. 4to, 2 un.ll., xxvi, 1 un.l., 186 pp, 1 un.l. Engraved
vignette on title & four folding engraved plates.
Contemporary marbled calf, spine gilt, red morocco

Jean d’Alembert, mathematician and philosopher, friend

lettering piece on spine.

		 25 000 €

PMM, 195 ; En Français dans le Texte, 147 ;Roberts &
Trent, Bibliotheca Mechanica, p. 7–“A landmark in the
history of mechanics.”.
First edition of d’Alembert’s masterpiece on

of Voltaire and Madame du Deffand, devoted admirer of
Mademoiselle de Lespinasse, was the illegitimate son of
General Destouches and Madame de Tençin. Abandoned
outside the Church of St Jean le Rond in Paris, he was
found and brought up by the wife of a glazier named
Rousseau: this explains the name ‘Le Rond’, to which he
latter added ‘d’Alembert’. After graduating from the
Mazarin College, he lived for thirty years with his fostermother, despite tempting invitations from Catherine of
Russia and from Frederick the Great, who repeatedly
offered him the presidency of the Berlin Academy.

dynamics.

The “Treatise on Dynamics’ was d’Alembert’s first

“The Traité de dynamique, which has become the
most famous of his scientific works, is significant in
many ways. First, it is clear that d’Alembert recognized
that a scientific revolution had occurred, and he

major book and it is a landmark in the history of mechanics. It reduces the laws of the motion of bodies to
a law of equilibrium. Its statement that the internal forces

thought that he was doing the job of formalizing the

of inertia must be equal and opposite to the forces that

new science of mechanics…The Traité also contained

produce the acceleration’ is still known as ‘d’Alembert’s

the first statement of what is known as d’Alembert’s
principle. D’Alembert was, furthermore, in the tradition
that attempted to develop mechanics without using

principle’. This principle is applied to many phenomena
and, in particular, to the theory of the motion of fluids.

the notion of force. Finally, it was long afterward said

It has become useful in the practical solution of many

(rather simplistically) that in this work he resolved

technical and mechanical problems, and is as important

the famous vis viva controversy, a statement with just
enough truth in it to be plausible.”–D.S.B., I, p. 111

for the motion of bodies as is the principle of virtual
velocities for their equilibrium-the latter formulated by

Fine copy. From the library of Marchese Giulio Stanga

Johann Bernouilli in 1717 (see 179). It was left to

Carlo Trecco (d. 1832), amateur mathematician and

Lagrange to combine both these principles and to con-

physicist who formed a large collection of scientific
instruments, with his shelfmark label at head of spine.

struct mechanical equations applicable to the motions of
any system of bodies.
Among d’Alembert’s earliest works was a paper on
the calculus of variations by means of which Lagrange
unified mechanics. He cleared up the dispute between
Newtonians and Leibnizians on whether ‘quantity of
motion’ (momentum) or ‘vis viva’ (energy) is conserved in collisions, showing that this dispute was a
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quibble: either can be consumed, according to the circumstances. He also applied the calculus of differences to
the study of vibrations of chords and the oscillations of
the air, and published the first monograph on winds. In
astronomy he confirmed Newton’s theory of the precession of the equinoxes, the nutation of the earth’s axis and
the perturbations of the planets.
D’Alembert is also remembered for his close association
with Diderot in the founding and editing of the Encyclopédie (200). He wrote the Discours Préliminaire, a general
essay on the origin and relationships of the various
sciences, and contributed a number of articles, mainly
on mathematics.
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197
The true first edition

THE SPIRIT OF LAW

MONTESQUIEU, Charles de Secondat,

In many ways one of the most remarkable works of the

Baron de. De l’esprit des loix. Geneva, Barrillot
[sic] & Fils, no date [1748]. 2 volumes, 4to (248 x 183
mm) 4 nn.ll., XXIV, 522 pp. for volume I; 2 nn.ll., XVI,
564 pp. for volume II. Late 18th century speckled sheep,
flat spines gilt.				 25 000 €

eighteenth century, ‘The Spirit of Law’, owing in the

PMM, 197; Tchemerzine-Scheler, IV, 929 ; En français
dans le texte, 138. – On the publishing history of De
L’Esprit des lois, see : C. Volpilhac-Auger, G. Sabbagh
and F. Weil, Un auteur en quête d’éditeurs ? Histoire
éditoriale de l’œuvre de Montesquieu, Paris, 2011, pp.
24-146.

puzzled his contemporaries, and very diverse opinions

First edition of one of the fundamental works of
modern political science.

main to the high plane of generalization on which it is
written, defies easy classification and for that reason has
never enjoyed a great popularity. So, too, its author
were passed on him and his work even by the philosophes,
whose predecessor Montesquieu was.
Born in the Gironde, he inherited from his uncle the
title of Montesquieu and the presidency of the Parlement

of Bordeaux, an office which he held for ten years. During
this period he wrote and published his equally famous

Distinguishing, according to the degrees of freedom
they entail, three forms of government, the republic (democracy and aristocracy), the monarchy and despotism,
Montesquieu analyses the form of each government in
order to discover the laws that are proper, i.e. fundamental, to each one, and to deduce from them the positive
laws that each of these governments must adopt.

Lettres Persanes.Conveniently disguised as the correspon-

Montesquieu’s originality is to transform debates that
were strictly technical and erudite into a work that is
certainly difficult, but which is addressed to the cultivated public as a whole. He masters an enormous mass of
information and documentation through the rapidity of
a style that moves from breadth to epigrammatic brevity
and dominates the observation of the infinite variety of
human legislations through the conviction that a division must take place between the executive, legislative
and judicial powers. In the universal mobility of things,
this fragile balance constitutes an ideal that is constantly
being conquered or reinforced.

in 1721, and then none for nine years; it is not unreason-

This copy contains all the cancels as described by
Tchemerzine.
Some smaller stains, mostly in the margins and the occasional small tear; bindings slightly restored.

dence of two Persian noblemen travelling in Europe,
Montesquieu satirized, in an unforgivably witty style, the
absurdities and abuses of the contemporary social, political, ecclesiastical and literary scene. France was publicly
shocked and privately delighted. Four editions appeared

able to suppose that it was officially suppressed.This success brought Montesquieu into Parisian society, and after
publishing some more books of a slighter nature he
was, not without some intrigue and counter-intrigue,
elected a member of the Academy. He gave up his
Bordeaux presidency and embarked on an extensive tour
through Austria, Hungary, Italy and Germany, ending
in England, where he stayed for eighteen months and
developed an admiration for the English constitution and
character which never left him. He then returned to his
estate in La Brède, and pursued the life of a country
gentleman (rather in the English manner) while he
worked on his next book.
In 1734 Considerations sur les Causes de la Grandeur des

Romains et de leur Décadence appeared in Amsterdam.
Despite Montesquieu’s previous reputation as a wit, this
was immediately recognized as a major work, and it has
remained the most popular and widely read of his books.
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Its facts may have been superseded but neither its style,
a masterly succinctness, nor its matter–it is the first comprehensive philosophy of society–have lost their value.
Finally in 1743 he began De l’Esprit des Loix. It took
four years to write, and when it was finished almost all his
friends advised him not to publish it. Montesquieu paid
no attention and it was printed in Geneva in the autumn
of 1748. It consists of six main sections, the first dealing
with law in general and different forms of government,
and the second with the means of government, military
matters, taxation and so on.The third deals with national
character and the effect on it of climate; a subject of
peculiar originality and the one most discussed at the
time. The fourth and fifth deal with economic matters
and religion; the last is an appendix on law-Roman,
feudal and modern French.
The most distinctive aspect of this immense syllabus is
its moderation: a quality not designed to achieve official
approval in 1748. It is an always original survey which is
neither doctrinaire, visionary, eccentric, nor over-systematic. If it is at fault, it is that in its comparison of the
various kinds of constitution it is too prone to reflexion
upon the defects of the French monarchy. But the scheme
that emerges of a liberal benevolent monarchy limited by
safeguards on individual liberty was to prove immensely
influential.
In 1750 Montesquieu published a dignified Défense of
his work, but not long after he died while on a visit to
Paris. Curiously enough the philosophes, whose views
were much in sympathy with his, did not speak much
of him.This was partly due to the antagonism of Voltaire,
and partly to a feeling that on this subject there was nothing much to be added. Yet his theories underlay the
thinking which led up to the American and French revolutions, and the United States Constitution in particular
is a lasting tribute to the principles he advocated.
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200
«La Pomme Verte»

LES PHILOSOPHES

DIDEROT & D’ALEMBERT. Encyclopédie, ou
Dictionnaire raisonné des sciences, des arts et des métiers, par une Société de gens de lettres Paris, Neufcha-

A monument in the history of European thought; the
acme of the age of reason; a prime motive force in undermining the ancien régime and in heralding the French

tel [=Geneva], Amsterdam, Briasson, Rey, Panckoucke,
Panckoucke, 1751-1780. 35 volumes, folio (385 by
250mm) engraved allegorical frontispiece and 2795 engraved copper plates, 8 folding or double page tables (1
volume I ; 1 volume VIII ; 3 in Supplément I ; 1 in
Supplément 2 ; 1 in Supplément 3 ; 1 in volume Table
I). Some occasional staining to text volumes 12 and 17;
plate volumes 1, 7 and 8 with small stain. Several plates
in volume 9 mounted, and with some occasional small
tears. Contemporary light green morocco, gilt rule on
covers, spine gilt with raised bands, gilt edges.			
				
850 000 €

PMM, 200; En français dans le texte, 156; Grolier/
Horblit 25b; John Lough, Essays on the Encyclopédie
(London 1968); Schwab, Rex, and Lough, Inventory of
Diderot’s Encyclopédie, I (1971),VII (1984) [Studies on
Voltaire and the Eighteenth Century 80, 223 ; Adams,
Diderot, I, G-5.
A monument in the history of European thought;
the acme of the age of reason.This exceptional copy
of the Encyclopédie, possibly unique, is preserved
in its contemporary light green morocco binding.
Known affectionately as “La Pomme Verte” by a
small group of bibliophiles aware of the existence
of this example, it is almost certainly the finest example in private hands.
The Geneva edition (according to Adams) of this monument in the history of ideas. It is complete with the
allegorical frontispiece and all plates and tables called for.
The aim of the Encyclopaedists was above all to make
reason and modernity triumph, at a time when, after
centuries of obscurantism, there was a renaissance of intelligence. Diderot, who had been entrusted with the
direction of the Encyclopaedia, devoted 20 years to this
undertaking for which he made corrections, syntheses and wrote more than a thousand articles on subjects as diverse as philosophy, aesthetics, morality, and
the mechanical arts. In the early years he was assisted
by D’Alembert, who abandoned the edition in 1759 after the condemnation of the encyclopaedic enterprise.
From then on, d’Alembert only dealt with the mathematical part. Among the contributors to this prestigious
enterprise were Voltaire, Rousseau, and Montesquieu.

Revolution; a permanent source for all aspects of
eighteenth-century

civilization

and

a

classic

example of how not to arrange a work of reference:
thus may be summed up the serried row of twenty-one
volumes of text, twelve volumes of plates and two
volumes of indexes, which eventually, in 1780,
constituted the great French ‘Encyclopaedia’.
Its beginning gave no inkling of its future importance.
In 1745 the Paris publisher André-François Le Breton
was approached by the English agriculturist John Mills
and an otherwise unknown German writer, Gottfried
Selle, with a proposal for bringing out a French translation of Ephraim Chambers’s Cyclopaedia (171b); in fact,
the preamble to the first volume of the Encyclopédie still
refers to the dictionnaires anglois de Chambers, d’Harris,
de Dyche, etc.’ as its main sources. Meanwhile, however,
the plan had taken a different, far more ambitious shape.
Le Breton went into partnership with the publishers
Claude Briasson, Michel-Antoine David and Laurent
Durand, each of whom took up a sixth share in the
venture, while Le Breton had three-sixths. The royal
privilege they obtained was dated 8 February 1746.
Most important, the three partners introduced to Le
Breton the man who had just edited for them a Diction-

naire de Médicine, Denis Diderot (1713-84).This brilliant
young man, unknown to the public and in very straitened
circumstances, at once gained for the project the warm
support of his already famous friend Jean d’Alembert
(195), who not only wrote the Discours préliminaire, the
general introduction to the Encyclopédie,and contributed
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“Under the leadership of Diderot and d’Alembert, more
than two hundred well-known collaborators worked
on this enterprise, one of the most ambitious that the
French edition attempted under the Ancien Régime.
Doctors, writers, jurists, craftsmen, artists, great clerks,
officers, art lovers, priests or pastors, they had the common project of presenting to the cultivated Europe of
their time a picture as clear as possible of all the knowledge acquired since the Renaissance”. (translated from
the preface)

the articles on mathematics, but used his assured position

The work was published in 35 volumes, issued over a
period of nearly 30 years. It contains 17 volumes of the
primary text, 11 volumes of plates, 5 volumes of supplements, and 2 volumes of tables, the latter often missing.

sand, rose to four thousand. In 1759, the seven volumes

‘The greatest encyclopaedia of science, which had widespread effect in establishing uniformity of terminology,
concept, and procedure in all fields of science and technology’ (Grolier/Horblit).
Provenance : André Tissot-Dupont (book plate), Paris.

in society and the world of letters to obtain the moral
and financial support of the leading salons and the cooperation of the best scholars and philosophes.
Each volume as it appeared caused a sensation throughout Europe.The court, the church, the judiciary were outraged; the number of subscribers, originally one thou-

so far published were banned by the French AttorneyGeneral and condemned by the Pope. Frederic II of
Prussia and Catherine II of Russia offered to have the
work published in Berlin and St Petersburg. Le Breton,
however, carried on clandestinely and in 1765 completed
the tenth volume, the last according to the prospectus. But
a rising young publisher, Charles-Joseph Panckoucke
(1736-98), continued the work until 1780. By that time,
at least seven pirated editions of the Encyclopédie had been
published in Geneva, Berne, Lausanne, Yverdun, Lucca
and Leghorn. Panckoucke’s attempt to oust the Encyclo-

pédie by his own super-encyclopaedia, the Encyclopédie
Méthodique in 201 volumes (1782-1832), was a deserved
failure. The Encyclopédie of Diderot and d’Alembert
remained, and remains, unique.
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The prince of philosophical novels
The true first edition
Rare copy with the ‘Avis au relieur’
bound in at end

204
LE MEILLEUR DES MONDES POSSIBLES

[VOLTAIRE, François Marie Arouet,
known as]. Candide, ou L’Optimise, traduit de
l’allemand de Mr. le Docteur Ralph. [Geneva, Cramer,]
1759. 12mo (160 x 96 mm) 299 pp., 2 un.l. (one
blanc, one leaf ‘Avis au relieur’). Collation : A-M12 N8.
Contemporary Italian or Swiss (?) sheep, blind stamped
filet on covers, spine gilt with raised bands, decorative
printed floral endpapers and fly leaves, red edges.

It was Voltaire himself and his long career of disorderly,

45 000 €

unnoticed: his best-sellers made him a rich man; when

PMM, 204 ; En Français dans le texte, n° 160 ; Bengesco,
1434 & II, pp. XV-XVII ; Wade, 5 ; Le Petit, 548-550 ;
Pomeau, «Les éditions de 1759», in : Oeuvres complètes
de Voltaire, t. 48, Oxford, The Voltaire Foundation, 1980,
p. 86 ff.

he tried to right injustice, as in the case of Lally Tollendal,

Genuine first edition, first issue of Voltaire’s
Candide, one of the great classics of Western
literature, and a central text of the Enlightenment.
One of the very few copies with the ‘Avis au relieur’
preserved.

exiled for the first time for writing or being thought to

troubled and occasionally glorious opposition to established authority rather than his books which caught the
imagination and occupied the mind of his contemporaries
and succeeding generations.Whether writing frivolously
to amuse, or seriously to put right injustice, he was never

he was listened to.
Voltaire lived for a very long time and from his youth
on was always in some sort of trouble. In 1716 he was

have written lampoons against the Regent. In 1718 his
first tragedy, Oedipe, was produced, and the next year he
was exiled again. And so it went on, flattery, scribbling,
insult and trouble taking equal shares in his life. In 1726,

Ingeniously concealed by Voltaire himself, the identity
of the true first edition of Candide remained a mystery
for two centuries following its publication, and was only
uncovered in 1980.
At the end of February 1759 copies of Voltaire’s novel
Candide began to appear for the first time in cities across
Europe. It was to prove one of the most sensational
and mysterious literary events of the century. Candide
materialised as if out of thin air: superficially identical, all
copies bore simply a title and date, an obviously spurious
author ‘Le Doctor Ralph’, and no trace of any publisher
or place of publication. A literary equivalent of a hall of
mirrors, these anonymous copies thoroughly confused
attempts to trace the book back to its origins. It was
a strategy masterminded by Voltaire himself, a panEuropean conspiracy designed to defend both himself
and his incendiary book. Each of these first copies of
Candide had the same number of pages: 299. Line-byline, they appeared to be the same printing. But close
inspection reveals that concealed within these copies
are in fact four entirely separate editions. One of these

after some particularly bad trouble, Voltaire went to
London. Here he stayed for three years; it was one of the
most important visits of his life. The eighteenth-century
English were more different from the eighteenth-century
French than any two European nations can be imagined
to be now, and the piquancy of this difference had the
liveliest effect on Voltaire. Moreover, the English, unlike
the French, who regarded Voltaire as a writer of elegant
trifles, took him seriously, and paid him correspondingly.
Voltaire responded by behaving seriously and even gratefully. Much struck by the admirable English phlegm and
toleration of free thought and eccentricity, he wrote the

Lettres Philosophiques sur lesAnglais,the most sympathetic
of critiques.
Back in France, this only made more trouble, and he
took refuge at Cirey in Lorraine with the talented
Marquise de Chatelet. In the 1740s he was partially re-
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editions was the first.The others were decoys: clandestine
replicas of considerable sophistication, copying with
great skill even the woodcut ornaments. In one sense
at least,Voltaire succeeded entirely in his plans. The true
identity of the first edition, where it was printed, and by
whom, remained an enigma for more than two centuries,
resisting the efforts of the greatest bibliographers. It
was finally unmasked only in 1980. Voltaire’s Candide
remained one of the great bibliographical puzzles for
more than two hundred years. In 1959, writing in
the bicentenary of its publication, Ira Wade declared
Candide to be “very likely the most clandestine work of
the [18th] century” (Wade 1959 p. 63).
This copy has all the characteristics described by René
Pomeau: 299 pp., the trumpet on the vignette on the
title, the full stop after “Ralph.” on the title and the
typographical error on page 103 (the word “ce” repeated
twice). With the ‘Avis au relieur’ at the end of the
volume: the blanc leaf N7 which is, together with leaf
N8 (‘Avis’), part of the collation of the last quire (these
two leaves are missing in most copies).
It is also noted that the word ‘précisément’ on p. 125, line
4, is not corrected (in later editions this word is replaced
by ‘précipitamment’).

stored to favour and through the influence of Mme de
Pompadour he was made historiographer royal on New
Year’s Day 1745. He was soon back in hiding, and Mme
de Chatelet died. So in 1751 Voltaire yielded to the persistent invitations of Frederick of Prussia, and set out for
Berlin. There, despite his farcical quarrels with the King,
he remained for three years, until the breach became
total.Then he fled to Geneva where he found and bought
the ideal refuge, Ferney, four miles from the city. Here,
just on French soil, he could enjoy the political liberty
of Geneva with the social liberty of France. Here Candide,
the most perfect of the light-weight parables which were
his especial and peculiar forte, was written. Typically, it
was published anonymously, and many times printed and
pirated in its early years. Which of the editions of 1759
is the first is still open to doubt.
But what does it matter? Voltaire would be pleased to
know that his attempts to cover his tracks have been
successful and even more to contemplate the book’s continued popularity. For the optimistic, innocent Candide,

Fine copy, well preserved in its first, unsophisticated,
binding.

and his equally guileless if more worldly-wise mentor,

Provenance : Emmanuel Jeanbernat Barthelemy de
Ferrari Doria (book plate).

mand our attention.The folly of philosophic and religious

Dr Pangloss, and their delicious adventures, still com-

optimism is displayed with a vigour and wit that carries
the reader away. Irony without exaggeration, a perfect
restraint in its admirable humour, a gift for the ‘throw
away line’ (‘pour encourager les autres’ is a classic
example); all these show Voltaire’s style and originality
at their incomparable best.
In 1778, possibly piqued by the new success of Beaumarchais (230), he could not resist a visit to Paris. He was
fêted to an extraordinary degree and at the performance
of his latest tragedy, Irène, he was crowned with laurel.
It was too much for him and he died on 30 May. His
legacy of lively scepticism, perpetuated in the spirit of
the philosophes, lives on.
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205
Georg Hermann Quincke’s copy

THE MEASUREMENT OF LIGHT

LAMBERT, J. H. Photometria sive de mensura

Both Kepler (112) and Huygens (154) had investigated

et gradibus luminis, colorum et umbrae. Augsburg,

the intensity of light, and the first photometer had been

Detleffsen for E. Krafft Wwe., 1760. 8vo (205x145 mm).
8 un.ll. 547 pp., 6 un.ll., 8 folding plates. Contemporary
wrappers, uncut. 				

55 000 €

PMM 205; Horblit 62; Steck I.4; DSB VII, 599. Grolier
Science 62; Norman 1269.
First edition of the foundation for the exact

constructed by Pierre Bouguer (1698-1758); but the
foundation for the science of photometry-the exact
scientific measurement of light-was laid by Lambert’s
‘Photometry’ (Bouguer’s treatise, Traité d’Optique sur

la Gradation de la Lumière, appeared posthumously, also
in 1760).

measurement of light.

Johann Heinrich Lambert, born in Mülhausen (Mul-

The Mulhouse scholar and philosopher J-H Lambert
(1728-1777) is one of the most prolific and eclectic

house), Alsace, was the son of a tailor and almost entirely

authors of the Enlightenment. The quality of his

self-educated. He made his own instruments and with

scientific workplaces him among the best craftsmen

them embarked on a series of geometrical and astronomi-

of the exact sciences of the 18th century, even if his
reputation suffered in part from the brilliant work of his

cal observations. Lambert on the whole accepted the

contemporaries and successors such as Euler, d’Alembert,

wave theory of light of Huygens and Euler (196) rather

Lagrange, Laplace and Gauss.

than Newton’s corpuscular theory (172). In the Photo

In 1729, P. Bouguer (1698-1758) in his “Essai d’Optique

-metria he described his photometer and propounded the

sur la gradation de la lumière” laid the foundations of

law of the absorption of light named after him. He in-

the photometric technique, which relies on the eye’s

vestigated the principles and properties of light, of light

ability to appreciate with good precision the equality
of luminance of two luminous surfaces observed

passing through transparent media, light reflected from

simultaneously. Lambert knew this when he set about

opaque surfaces, physiological optics, the scattering of

writing the “Photometria...”. But in order to build the

light passing through transparent media, the comparative

mathematics of this new science on a solid foundation,

luminosity of the heavenly bodies and the relative in-

it is necessary to bring the main concepts up to date
and thus free us, as far as we can, from the subjective

tensities of coloured lights and shadows. His discoveries
are of fundamental importance in astronomy, photo-

character of light sensations.
This is what Lambert first endeavoured to do. Then,

graphy and visual research generally. Even in the modern

taking the Sun as an example of a light source, he

world of wave mechanics (see 417), the Photometria re-

formulated “his law”: light sources have a luminance

mains a significant book. Indeed there is hardly any

that is independent of the direction of emission (today

aspect of photometry that was not fully covered by

we know that only the black body follows this law).
The other important concept invented by Lambert

Lambert’s investigations.

and which follows from “his law” is that of the albedo

Lambert also made a notable contribution to the science

of a diffusing surface. He thus defined the notions of

of cartography. He first suggested the use of perspective

“integral scatterer” and “perfect scatterer”.

as a means of making maps, and proposed several systems

These simplifying hypotheses, which are still used today

of projection in his Anmerkungen und Zusätze zur Entfer-

as a first approximation, have the advantage of reducing

nung der Land- und Himmelskarten (forming part III of
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all photometric problems to problems of geometry and

BeiträgezumGebrauchederMathematikundderenAnwen-

analysis. As a skillful geometer, Lambert highlighted

dung, Berlin, 1772).Though much of this work has now

the other fundamental notion of photometry, namely
what we call “the geometric extent of a light beam”.

been superseded, his equal-area conical projection is used

The foundations of the edifice are then in place and will

to this day. It employs a cone represented as intersecting

allow Lambert to put into equations and solve the main

the sphere at two parallels known as the ‘standard

problems of lighting and partly those of instrumental

parallels’ for the area to be mapped. It is a system which

photometry.

compares favourably with gnomonic and Mercator

A very fine uncut copy, from the Library of Georg
Hermann Quincke (1834-1924), professor of physics
(his signature on front fly leaf). “Quincke devoted a
group of sixteen studies to problems in optics, basing his
work on theories that viewed light as elastic vibrations
in a mechanical medium” (DSB, XI, 241-242)

projection (100), because radio and visual bearings can
easily be plotted on it and it is widely used in aerial and
military maps.
Lambert also wrote on mathematics–his Theorie der

Parallellinien, 1766 (but not published until 1786), is an
early essay in non-Euclidean geometry, although its implications were probably not fully realized by the author
himself-on cosmology, and on rationalist philosophy.
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WINCKELMANN,

Johann

THE NOBILITY OF ANCIENT ART

Joachim.

Winckelmann was born at Stendal in the Altmark of

Histoire de l’art chez les anciens. Traduit de l’allemand

Brandenburg. At school he was befriended by a master

avec de notes historiques et critiques de différens auteurs.

Paris, Bossange, Masson et Besson, XI. - 1802. 2 parts in

who was blind. He there had the run of a fine library and

3 volumes 4to (266 x 193 mm), one engraved portrait

seems to have been especially attracted to Greek antiquity

after Mengs, 695 pp., 25 engraved plates for volume

even at this early age. As a poor student at the universities

I ; engraved frontispice, 2 un.ll., 192 pp., 37 engraved

of Halle, Jena and elsewhere he studied theology and

plates, 1 un.l.for volumes 2; engraved frontispice, 2 un.ll.,
405 pp., 1 un.l., 3 engraved plates gavées for volume

medicine. After graduating he spent some years of drud-

III. Contemporary tree calf, gilt fillets around sides, flat

gery first as a private tutor and eventually as an assistant

spine richly gilt, yellow edges.		

master in a Gymnasium at Seehausen.

2 500 €

PMM, 210 (1764 German edition) ; Brunet,V, 1463.

The turning point in his life came with his appointment

First complete edition in French of this important

in 1748 as secretary and librarian to Count Bühnau, at

work for the history of classical art.

Nötheniz near Dresden, for whose history of the Roman

Johann Winckelmann was German archaeologist and art

Empire he collected material. Opportunities to acquaint

historian whose writings directed popular taste toward

himself with the treasures of the Dresden Art Gallery and

classical art, particularly that of ancient Greece, and

to meet a number of artists nurtured a natural bent towards

influenced not only Western painting and sculpture but
also literature and even philosophy.
Winckelmann’s general Geschichte der Kunst des

Altertums (1764; “History of the Art of Antiquity”)

the history of art; and an acquaintance with the Papal
Nuncio in Dresden eventually inclined him to Catholicism.

is virtually the first work to define in ancient art an

In 1754 he published his first book, Gedanken über die

organic development of growth, maturity, and decline;

Nachahmung der grieschichen Werke in der Malerei und

to include such cultural and technical factors as climate,
freedom, and craftsmanship in explaining the art of a

Bildhauerkunst; and in the same year he entered the

people; or to attempt a definition of ideal beauty. This

Catholic Church. He also resigned his employment and

work inaugurated the division of ancient art into

travelled to Rome with a pension from Augustus III,

periods—a pre-Phidian (or archaic), the high or sublime

Elector of Saxony. In Rome, undoubtedly accompanied

style of the great Greek sculptors Phidias and Polyclitus
of the 5th century BC, the elegant or beautiful style of

by recommendations from the Nuncio, he was be

the sculptor Praxiteles and the painter Apelles (both

friended by several cardinals, to two of whom he was

flourishing in Greece in the 4th century BC), and the

appointed librarian. He also found employment at the

imitative period, corresponding to the Greek-tinctured

Vatican Library and was appointed a Controller of

Hellenistic and the Roman—that have passed into the
common parlance of Greek art history. But his fame
rests chiefly upon his descriptions of individual works
of art, combining meticulous, firsthand observation

Antiquities.
Italy became his second home, and when, in 1768, he
decided to revisit Germany, after a trying illness in the

with a warm and spontaneous style. His remarks on

Tyrol and a successful visit to the Court of Maria Theresa

the Laocoön, the Apollo Belvedere, the Niobids, and

in Vienna, he turned back. On the return journey, while

the Belvedere Torso have become landmarks alike
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in the history of German literature and art criticism.

waiting at Trieste for a boat to take him to Ancona, he

The study of art history as a distinct discipline and of

was murdered at an inn by an Italian who stole some

archaeology as a humane science may be said to date
from Winckelmann.

coins presented to Winckelmann by Maria Theresa.
Meanwhile, with the publication of his masterpiece,

A very fine copy on laid paper, complete with its 65
plates and the required frontispieces. The illustration

the ‘History of the Art of the Ancients’, his fame had

is complemented by a large number of vignettes

become widespread.This was indeed the first work in the

reproducing works from antiquity.

German language to achieve universal acclaim.Winckelmann had drawn attention for the first time to the importance of Greek ideals for the modern world, and, with
his unique acquaintance with the surviving examples of
classical art, amplified by wide and specialized reading,
his authority was unquestioned. It is now known that he
was sometimes led astray by late Hellenic or Roman copies
of Greek works; but this has not weakened the novelty
and importance of his thesis.
Lessing was an early and deeply impressed reader of the

Geschichte and the publication of his Laokoon (213) in
1766 was the first example of Winckelmann’s influence
on the thought of his time.
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225
A foundational work in the
History of modern psychology

MESMERISM

MESMER, Franz Anton. Mémoire sur la
découverte du magnétisme animal. Genève, et se trouve
à Paris, chez P. Fr. Didot le jeune, 1779. 8vo 1 un. l ,VI,
85 pp., 1 blank. Modern wrappers.		
3 500 €

German romanticism and mysticism of the eighteenth

PMM, 225 ; Garrison-Morton, 4992.1 ; Norman Cat.,
M-4 ; Norman (Grolier), 47 ; DSB, IX, pp.326-328 ;
Heirs of Hippocrates, 1013 ; En français dans le texte,
171; NLM, p. 302 ; Crabtree 10.
First edition of Mesmer’s Manifesto, his definitive
work on animal magnetism.
By the end of the 18th century, electrical and magnetic
phenomena amazed the public as well as Western
scientists and were a central area of experimental
science. Although electricity and magnetism had
occasionally been used for therapeutic purposes in
earlier times, it was during this period that explanations
of the functioning of living beings with the help of
these properties of nature began to multiply. Among
the various doctrines that advocated the unification of
the forces of Nature, one current deserves particular
attention for the importance of its cultural influence
on pre-revolutionary French society: mesmerism or
“animal magnetism”. Mesmerism, which asserted the
possibility of curing the sick through the action of a
magnetizer or magnetic substitutes, was indeed very
successful. However, it was eventually perceived by the
scientific and political authorities as a social danger,
calling into question the authority of science and
medicine.
In 1779 Mesmer published his major work in French,
the Mémoire sur la découverte du magnétisme animal
, which expresses his thoughts in twenty-seven theses
based on the existence of a very subtle fluid, invisible to
our senses, which penetrates the entire universe and is
the real cause of the various physical phenomena. Thus,
according to his thesis number two, “a fluid universally
spread and continuous in such a way as to suffer no
vacuum, whose subtlety allows no comparison and
which, by its nature, is capable of receiving, propagating
and communicating all impressions of movement, is the
means of this influence”.
“A foundational work in the history of modern
psychology. In this, Mesmer’s first and most influential
public presentation of his theory of animal magnetism.
Mesmer came to the conclusion that the human body

century provided a fertile soil for the achievements of
Anton Mesmer, an Austrian physician whose name is
perpetuated in ‘Mesmerism’, the manifesto of which is
his ‘Memoir on the Discovery of Animal Magnetism’.
Since the days of primitive and magic medicines, and
later those of the Royal Touch (for the cure of scrofula)
curative properties had been attributed to laying on
of hands. Mesmer practised a similar method. He maintained that a magnetic fluid pervades the universe, exists
in every living being, and affects the nervous system.
Experimenting with the use of this ‘magnetism’ he
found that there was a healing magnetic power in his
own hands and that he could obtain results in treating
nervous disorders without a magnet, a faculty he called
‘animal magnetism’. Mesmer induced sleep and did,
in fact, use hypnotic power (the term ‘hypnosis’ replaced ‘mesmeric sleep’ when coined by the Scottish
neurologist James Brain in A Practical Essay on the

Curative Agency of Neuro-hypnotism, 1842). Paracelsus
(110) had spoken of the influence of imagination in
curing diseases, and Helmont of the occult power of
magnetism, but this kind of treatment had never been
applied systematically.
Mesmer went to Paris, was patronized by the King and
Queen and corresponded with George Washington.
Fantastic scenes took place in his magnificent consulting
rooms, where patients sat round a special tub, while
Mesmer appeared, clad in lilac silk, waving an iron wand:
perfume, theatrical costumes and dramatic illumination
were all part of the treatment.
Louis XVI set up a committee, with Benjamin Franklin
as chairman and Lavoisier, Guillotin and Jean Sylvan
Bailly as some of the members, to investigate ‘animal
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itself is a magnet and that the physician, using his own
body magnetically, can produce the most effective
cures. Mesmer states that in this way animal magnetism
can cure nervous disorders directly and other disorders
indirectly.Although Mesmer lived and wrote until 1815,
he never significantly altered the outline of his theory
as it is presented in the ‘Mémoire’ of 1779. It contains
all the basic principles which were to be applied to
treatment of the sick by ‘magnetizers’ for decades to
come” (Crabtree).

magnetism’. Their report condemned mesmerism’

«Du somnambulisme provoqué à l’hypnose et à
la psychanalyse, l’expérience contemporaine de la
psychiatrie dynamique, la découverte de l’inconscient
et la guérison par l’esprit trouvent leur origine dans
l’audace autoritaire et maladroite des intuitions du
précurseur Mesmer» (cf. En Français dans le texte).

Mesmer himself was undoubtedly sincere, despite his

medically; but the idea had taken hold and spread all
over Europe, being exploited by such charlatans as
Count Cagliostro, and Elisha Perkins with his metallic
tractors in America. There were also many serious disciples such as Puysegur, who developed hypnotism on
scientific lines.

theatrics; but he never realized the implications of his
discovery and methods. Suggestibility on the part of the
patient can, without question, be the key to his recovery;
and having found this out Mesmer became, unwittingly,

«Sa pensée et sa doctrine mélangent à la fois des
courants liés aux influences maçonniques, alchimiques,
et illuministes. Son mérite est d’avoir attiré l’attention
sur les possibilités de l’hypnotisme que son élève
Puységur et par la suite Braid, Bernheim et Charcot
développeront, sans oublier Freud pour qui l’hypnose
devait faire le lit de la psychanalyse» (cf. J. Thuillier, La
Folie, Paris, 1996, p. 624).

a pioneer of psychotherapy. Since his time the investiga-

Fine copy uncut.

Charcot in Paris, and the development of psychoanalysis:

tion of how to release subconscious states through auto
and hetero-suggestion has continued, and the whole
field of extra-sensory perception and spiritualism has
affinity with mesmerism. Much more important scientifically were the experiments of Braid in Scotland and

Freud’s first experiments (389) were on hypnotic patients;
and Jung was particularly close to mesmerism in his
belief that consciousness could transcend time and space.
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229
The first ascent of a balloon

THE FIRST AERIAL VOYAGE

FAUJAS DE SAINT-FOND, Barthélémy.
Description des expériences de la Machine
Aérostatique de MM. de Montgolfier. -Première suite
de la Description des expériences... Paris, Cuchet,
1783-1784. 2 volumes 8vo (193 x 117 mm), XL, 299
pp., 1 un.l. (approbation), 9 engraved plates including
the frontispice and a large folding table for volume I;
title, 366 pp. (including leaf p. 24*), 1 errata leaf and
5 engraved plates for volume II. Contemporary sheep,
spine gilt, marbled edges.			
2 500 €

There are dual claimants to priority in ballooning, J.A.C.

PMM, 229; Dibner, 64; Norman, 769 (second issue);
Cohen de Ricci, 372 («on rencontre assez rarement la
seconde partie»); Tissandier, p. 21; Maggs, 65; DSB, IV,
548 et IX, 492; En Français dans le texte, 175.
First edition, first issue of the first full-length
account of the experiments with balloon flight
conducted by the Montgolfier brothers in 1783.

Charles and the Montgolfier brothers. Faujas de SaintFond, an eminent French scientist, was at once the sponsor of the Montgolfiers and their chronicler. He set on
foot a subscription to repeat an experiment conducted by
them in June 1783 when ‘a cloud enclosed in a bag’, in
fact a linen globe of 105 feet circumference in which the
air was heated by a straw fire, made a successful ascent at
Annonay. The subscribers preferred the hydrogen-filled
balloon devised by Charles. This was only 13 feet in
diameter and its ascent took place from the Champs de
Mars in Paris in August 1783.
This feat, however, was surpassed by the Montgolfiers

The geologist Faujas de Saint-Fond “will be for each
experience the privileged witness and the chronicler of
what was to be the epic, “the madness of the balloons”
(translated from En Français dans le texte).

in September when they successfully launched a balloon

Faujas de Saint-Fond relates with precision the different
stages of the conquest of the air, from the first balloon
launch in Annonay on 4 June 1783, to the first “manned
flights”, first by a rooster, a duck and a sheep, in front of
the king in Versailles on 19 September, then by the first
aeronauts, Pilâtre de Rozier and the Marquis d’Arlandes,
on 21 November of the same year; The second volume
contains the report of the aerial trips to La Muette, the
Tuileries, Lyon, Milan, the Champ-de-Mars, etc.

ments, Pilâtre de Rozier, accompanied by the Marquis

“Faujas de Saint-Fond was most interested in the
experiments of the Montgolfier brothers who had
constructed several air balloons of various materials.
[In his Description des expériences...] Faujas de SaintFond gave an account of their experiments, showing
the ascent of the balloons, their fittings, machinery, and
methods of inflation” (Dibner).
[with:]
MORVEAU, CHAUSSIER et BERTRAND.
Description de l’aérostate ‘L’Académie de Dijon’,
contenant le détail des procédés, la théorie des
opérations, les dessins des machines & les procès
verbaux d’expériences. Dijon, Causse, et se trouve à

carrying a sheep, a cock and a duck, and even more sensationally in November when, after some tethered experi-

d’Arlandes, made the first aerial voyage in history. They
ascended from the Château de la Muette in the Bois de
Boulogne, sustained their flight for five-and-a-half miles
across Paris and descended after twenty-five minutes on
the outskirts of the city.
Faujas de Saint-Fond’s ‘Description of the Aerial
Machine of MM. Montgolfier’ was the earliest record of
this flight, written and published in the very year of its
accomplishment. It is the first serious treatise on aerostation as a practical possibility.
In December 1783 Charles made a much longer ascent
in a hydrogen balloon of his own devising. He stayed up
for two hours. He is responsible for the main features of
modern balloon construction

.

The balloon was very soon used for scientific research,
the ascents of James Glaisher and his meterological
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Paris, chez Théophile Barrois, 1784. 8vo, V, 224 pp., 4
engraved plates.

observations being perhaps the most important early

Tissandier, 30; Maggs, 50.

French revolutionary army, made the first military re-

First edition. It is extracted from the reports of the
Academy of Dijon. “The printing of this volume having
delayed the printing of the Academy’s semestrial book
for the Sciences & Arts section, it will only appear at
the end of July”. A very complete treatise giving details
on the choice of materials, the chemical characteristics
of the gas used, the means of directing the balloon, etc.
The plates show technical details of the production and
examples of calculations to direct the balloon.

connaissance by balloon; and the balloon-post during

Spine skillfully rebacked using old spines. Nice set.

examples. In 1794 J. M. J. Contelli, a colonel in the

the Siege of Paris in 1870 is familiar. Protracted efforts
towards dirigibility culminated in the success of Graf
Zeppelin early in the present century; the Germans used
airships extensively in the First World War and the U.S.
Navy in the Second. But some spectacular disasters put
an end, seemingly for good, to the development of
dirigibles for civilian transport.
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238
The father of modern chemistry

A NEW EPOCH IN CHEMISTRY

LAVOISIER, Antoine-Laurent de. Traité
élémentaire de Chimie, présenté dans un ordre nouveau,
et d’après les découvertes modernes. Paris, Cuchet,
1789. 2 volumes 8vo (197 x 122 mm) XLIV, 322 pp.,
2 folding tables for volume I ; VIII, pp. 324 to 653, 1
un.l., 13 engraved plates for volume II. Contemporary
marbled sheep, spine gilt with raised bands, red edges
(expertly rebacked).		
8 500 €

This book accomplished a chemical revolution: but
Lavoisier’s achievement would have been impossible
without his knowledge of the works of his predecessors.
Priestley (217) had discovered oxygen; Scheele had also
found oxygen and proved that air consisted of two
different gases, now known as oxygen and nitrogen, and
discovered many other substances; Black had proved
that there were many kinds of gases differing from air,

PMM, 238; Duveen et Klickstein, 154; Horblit, 64;
Dibner, 43.

a fact first recognized by Helmont (135); Cavendish

First edition, second issue, of this is a fundamental
work in the history of modern chemistry. This
second issue contains ten tables and several
extracts from the registers of the Académie des
Sciences and other learned societies, not included
in the single volume issue - making this in fact the
first complete edition.

Hales (189) had even earlier found that . gases could be

established that water was not an element; and Stephen

The first “trial” issue was published as one volume and
is known in only three copies (the King’s, the Queen’s
and the Dolphin’s).
Lavoisier’s revolutionary work outlined in this book had
as much impact on chemistry as the French upheaval
of the same year had on politics. This is a fundamental
work in the history of modern chemistry containing
several foundational ideas necessary to the progress
of chemistry. Several critical ideas that appear in this
book laid the firm foundation for Lavoisier’s claim to
the title as “the father of modern chemistry”: (1) his
use of accurate measurement for chemical research
by using a balance with weight determinations being
made at every possible stage of chemical change, (2) his
experimental research on combustion which established
that oxygen was the component in air that combined
with metals during combustion and his naming of the
resulting substances “oxides”, (3) his exposition of the
law of the conservation of mass, proving that matter
remains constant thoughout all chemical change and
(4) his definitive reform of chemical nomenclature,
whereby every substance was named by an aggregate of
its component elements.
In addition, Lavoisier finally established the modern
conception of elements as substances which cannot be
further decomposed. In this work, he identified twenty
three such elements - all of which are still recognized

obtained from plants
Lavoisier made extensive use of the chemical balance
when investigating the results of the calcination of metals.
He proved that the increase in the weight of the calcined
metals was due to something taken from the air, and that
this effect was constant in all such processes. He named the
substance oxygen. He repeated Cavendish’s experiments
and concluded that water was a compound of oxygen
and hydrogen. Cavendish, still clinging to the ‘phlogiston’ theory (see 217), had named them phlogiston
and dephlogisticated air. Lavoisier perceived that respiration and combustion were similar processes, and, since
oxygen was that part of the air that combined with
metals in the process of combustion, he named the resulting substances oxides. He finally established the modern
conception of elements as substances which cannot be
further decomposed. His ‘Elementary Treatise on
Chemistry’ contains a list of twenty-three such elements,
which are still recognized today.Together with Morveau
and Berthollet he introduced a completely new system
of chemical nomenclature in the Méthode de Nomenclature
Chimique, Paris, 1787.Thus the great confusion as to the

actual number of elements and the very fanciful nomenclature which still included many alchemical terms were
finally swept away. Having proved the analogy between
combustion and respiration, Lavoisier was able to explain
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as such today. The broadest and most significant effect
of Lavoisier’s treatise was that it once and for all put to
rest the phlogiston theory (that had mislead scientists
for over a century) and destroyed any residual belief in
alchemy.

many cyclical processes in animal and vegetable life and

A fine copy in good condition.

vation of matter. Compound bodies were now found

to carry out the earliest biochemical experiments.
One of the most important consequences of Lavoisier’s
work was the establishment of the concept of the conserto represent the combined weight of the simple bodies
of which they are composed, while, when these simple
bodies are withdrawn, they have the same weight as was
put into them; i.e. matter remains constant throughout
all chemical change. Lavoisier’s book put an end to the
phlogiston theory and the surviving remnants of alchemy.
Lavoisier was one of the first great scientists to devote
much of his time to public service. He was trained for the
law, but in 1768 he became assistant Fermier Général of
taxes. In 1775 he was appointed to the Gunpowder Office,
and reformed the national supply and the manufacture
of gunpowder. He was a great believer in applying
scientific principles to agriculture and he conducted extensive experiments on his own estate. Many economic
reforms were either carried out or proposed by him;
these included a new system of public accounts and improved schemes of taxation; he proposed savings banks,
insurance societies and the building of canals to improve
economic and social conditions, and he was associated
with committees on hygiene, coinage, public education,
and the metric system.
Lavoisier recognized the urgent need for social reforms
in France, but he refused to support unconstitutional
means to bring them about.This attitude and his former
connexion with the Ferme Générale made him suspect to
the revolutionary régime and on 8 May 1794 he was
guillotined. Legend has it that the judge remarked in his
summing up: The republic has no need of scientists’.
Lagrange’s comment was: ‘It took but a moment to cut
off that head which a hundred years would be unable to
replace’. Lavoisier himself said, before his execution:
‘La revolution en chimie est faite’. He was right.
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252
Laplace’s masterpiece

CELESTIAL MECHANICS

LAPLACE, Pierre Simon. Traité de Mécanique

Laplace has been called the ‘Newton of France’. In his

Céleste. Paris, Duprat, Bachelier, An VII (1798)-1827.

monumental Treatise on Celestial Mechanics’, published

5 volumes 4to (244 x 182 mm) XXXII, 368 pp. for

over a period of twenty-seven years, he codified and

volume I; 2 nn.ll., 382 pp. for volume II; XXIV, 303 &
24 pp. for volume III ; XL, 347 pp., 1 nn.l., 65 pp., 1
nn.l., 78 pp., 1 folding plate for volume IV ;VIII, 419, 1

developed the theories and achievements of his predecessors, notably Newton (161), Euler (196), d’Alembert

nn.l., 35 pp. for volume V. Attractively bound to style in

(195) and of his contemporary Lagrange, whose Mé-

modern green sheep backed boards.

chanique Analitique had been published in 1788.

15 000 €

Laplace was the son of a small farmer in Normandy.

PMM, 252; Norman, 1277; Horblit, 63; Dibner, 14; En
français dans le texte, 201; Bibl.Mechanica, p.197.

Some rich neighbours recognized his talents and helped

First

with his education.Arriving in Paris at the age of eighteen

edition

of

Laplace’s

masterpiece,

his

fundamental work on celestial mechanics.

he met d’Alembert, who secured for him a position as

Published over a period of 27 years, Laplace’s Traité

professor of mathematics at the École Militaire, and he

codified and developed the theories and achievements

soon became a member of the Académie des Sciences.

of Newton, Euler, d’Alembert and his contemporary

He took a great interest in politics, and managed to re-

Lagrange.

main in favour with the governing powers through all

For more than a century this book was the bible of all

the political changes in France. He was honoured by

astronomers, and even today contemporary astronomers

Napoleon, became a Count of the Empire and a Marquis

use methods that for the most part appear in Laplace’s

after the restoration of the Bourbons.

work. The first two volumes - published in 1798 - of

Newton had observed in the movements of Saturn

the “Treatise on Celestial Mechanics”, divided into five
books, set out reminders of rational mechanics, the law

and Jupiter anomalies which he could not explain. He,

of universal gravitation, the figure of celestial bodies, the

like Euler, was doubtful whether the variable forces

theory of tides, the movements of bodies around their

acting in the solar system could be permanently main-

centre of gravity (as well as precession and nutation).The
third volume - 1802 - is divided into two books, book
VI on the theory of planetary movements and book VII

tained in an equilibrium. Newton therefore declared that
God must be present in the universe to correct such irregu-

on the theory of the Moon. The fourth volume - 1805

larities. Laplace took a different view. When asked by

- is divided into three books, book VIII on the theory

Napoleon, to whom he presented the first part of the

of the satellites of Jupiter, Saturn and Uranus, book IX

Mécanique Céleste, why in this survey of creation he had

on comets, and book X which deals with astronomical
refraction and other related matters. The fifth volume
- published in 1825 - is divided into six books mainly

never mentioned its creator, Laplace replied: ‘I had no
need of such a hypothesis’.

devoted to historical notes on subjects treated in the

Laplace maintained that while all planets revolve round

first four volumes, but also includes original research, in

the sun their eccentricities and the inclinations of their

particular on the attraction of spheres.

orbits to each other will always remain small. He also

In the tradition of Newton’s Principia, Laplace “applied

showed that all these irregularities in movements and

his analytical mathematical theories to celestial bodies
and concluded that the apparent changes in the motion

positions in the heavens were self-correcting, so that the
whole solar system appeared to be mechanically stable.
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of planets and their satellites are changes of long periods,
and that the solar system is in all probability very stable”
(Dibner).

The universe was really a great self-regulating machine

“Termed the eighteenth-century Almagest and a sequel

forward from the Newtonian uncertainties in this respect,

to Newton’s Principia, this work deals with general
laws of mechanics, gravitation and motions of celestial
bodies” (Horblit).

although it left out of account the possibilities of inter-

and the whole solar system could continue on its existing
plan for an immense period of time.This was a long step

ference by outside forces and assumed that the sun would
remain indefinitely in its present physical state.

A fine copy, complete with the three very rare
supplements.

Laplace also offered a brilliant explanation of the
secular inequalities of the mean motion of the moon
about the earth-a problem which Euler and Lagrange
had failed to solve. He proved that these irregularities
are connected with certain solar actions and changes in
the orbit of the earth. He also investigated the theory of
the tides and calculated from them the mass of the moon.
The Mécanique Céleste itself is an extremely difficult
and highly mathematical work. Laplace had earlier produced a more popular book, with most of the mathematics left out:the Exposition du Système du Monde, 1796.
This includes in a footnote his famous‘nebular hypo thesis’.
Laplace’s other mathematical work included the

ThéorieAnalytique des Probabilités,1812,and a treatise on
the attraction of spheroids. ‘Laplace’s co-efficients’ are
important in the theory of attraction, hydrodynamics and
electrical science. He made discoveries on the velocity
of sound in gases, found a formula for measuring heights
by the barometer and developed a new theory of capillarity.
The Mécanique Céleste was translated into English by
the American mathematician Nathaniel Bowditch and
published with an ample commentary in Boston, 182939, in four volumes; a German edition of the general
section was issued by Johann Karl Burkhardt, 1800-2.
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260
THE METRIC SYSTEM

a single system of measurement
DELAMBRE,

Jean-Baptiste-Joseph

&

For many centuries there were no general standards of

MÉCHAIN,

Pierre-François-André.

measurement: every trade and craft had its own peculiar

Base du système métrique décimal, ou mesure de l’arc
du méridien compris entre les parallèles de Dunkerque
et Barcelone, exécutée en 1792 et années suivantes. Paris,

units and they differed even in various regions of the
same country. Since the development of international

Baudoin for Garnery, 1806-1810. 4to (252 x 195 mm.),

trade in the Middle Ages this chaotic situation had be-

3 volumes, 2 un.ll., 180 pp., [II], 551 pages with 8 plates

come more and more tiresome, but all efforts towards

for volume 1; XXIV, 844 pp. with 11 plates for volume

standardization were strongly resisted by vested interests.

2; 2 un. ll., 2, 16, 704 pp., 62 pp. with 9 plates for volume
3. Later half calf, spines gilt. 		

25 000 €

The earliest books to advocate a universal system were
Stevin’s De Thiende, 1585 (99) and Mouton’s Observa-

PMM, 260; Norman, 1481; En Français dans le Texte,
212.

tiones Diametrorum Solis et Lunae apparentium, Lyons, 1670,

First edition of the seminal work which led to the

arc of one minute of a great circle of the earth, with

creation of the metric system.

which proposed to adopt as a standard the length of an

decimal subdivisions. Huygens (154) and others had pro-

In 1790, the French National Assembly decided to

posed to use the length of a pendulum beating one second,

establish a single system of measurement. A measure

or one-third of this length, as a unit.These proposals had

was needed “for all times and for all peoples”. Many
scientists were involved in this project. The Earth was
chosen as the reference and the metre was defined as the

to be rejected as they were not sufficiently precise; the
length of the pendulum would differ from place to place

ten millionth part of the quarter of the Earth’s meridian.

and the meridian arc would vary at different latitudes.

But it was necessary to measure it because the metre

We owe the introduction of an international metric

did not yet exist! Pierre Méchain (1744-1804) and
Jean-Baptiste Delambre (1749-1822), astronomers and
mathematicians, were entrusted with the task of making

system to the French Revolution. In 1790 the Académie
des Sciences, at the request of Talleyrand, set up a commission to consider the question; among its members

the first measurements, which began in 1792.
The new system, based on a measure, the “metre”, which
could be described as revolutionary in two respects, will

were J. C. Borda, Lagrange, Laplace (252), G. Monge
and Condorcet (246). In 1791 they reported that the

be the subject of a nomenclature which will eventually

fundamental unit of length should be derived from a

lead to multiples and sub-multiples obtained by adding

dimension of the earth: it should be the ten-millionth part

a prefix; the same will be true for the unit chosen for

of a quadrant of the earth’s meridian extending between

weight, associated with the mass of a cube of water with
sides of one tenth of a metre. But an exception will be
made in this case; the basic unit will not be the gram, but

Dunkirk and Barcelona. As this distance was already
approximately known, a provisional metre was at once
adopted.The new unit of weight was to be the gramme :

one of its multiples, the kilogram.
After the final return of the two astronomers to Paris

the weight of one cubic centimetre of water at 4° C.

in 1798, an international commission, European in fact

The Constituent Assembly set up a general commis-

at the time, examined the documents, studied them,

sion of weights and measures to carry these proposals into

undertook verifications and in 1799 fixed, among other

effect and in 1795 a law was passed introducing the metric

possible values, the length of the metre at 3 feet 11,296
lines of the “Academy height”. The standards of the

system into France with provisional standards. The
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metre and the kilogram were created, while the elements

astronomers Jean Baptiste Joseph Delambre and Pierre

of the new system of weights and measures were put

Francois André Mechain (1744-1805) were charged with

in place, the main quality of which was its decimal
character. Length and mass, through their standards

the task of measuring accurately the newly adopted

metre and kilogram, are well adapted to everyday life.

length along the meridian arc between Dunkirk and

Multiples and submultiples, in ascending or descending

Barcelona. Owing to the disturbances of the revolution-

powers of ten, apply to all areas of human activity.

ary period their work was much impeded, but in 1799

A very fine set bound in slightly later half calf, spines gilt.

their measurement was completed. The above work
‘Basis of the Metric Decimal System’-embodies their
report. The length of a metre (equalling 39.37 English
inches) was marked on a platinum bar, and the unit of
weight was also constructed of platinum, being the weight
of a cubic decimetre, or litre, of pure water at its maximum density. These original bars remained the basic
standards until 1875 and are still preserved in Paris.
The metric system was gradually accepted by most
nations-with the notable exceptions of England and (for
weights and measures) the United States; but optional
use was legalized in 1864 (England) and 1866 (U.S.A.)
and its general adoption in England was proposed in
1965. After meetings of an international commission in
1872 there was set up in 1875 the International Bureau
of Weights and Measures. It is now situated near Sèvres
and has since remained the international centre for all
questions of standards. New units made from a bar of
platinum alloyed with 10 per cent iridium were constructed, copies of which were distributed to the various
participating countries. In 1921 its scope was extended to
include the problems of electrical units based essentially
on the metric system-ampère, volt (see 255), ohm (see
289)—and in 1927 photometric units were added.
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262
the theory of evolution

THE DAWN OF EVOLUTION

LAMARCK,
Jean-Baptiste.
Philosophie
Zoologique, ou exposition Des Considérations relatives
à l’histoire naturelle des Animaux; à la diversité de leur
organisation et des facultés qu’ils en obtiennent... Paris,
Dentu and at the author, 1809. 2 volumes 8vo (207 x
130 mm) 2 un.l., XXV, 428 pp. for volume I; 2 un.l., 475
pp. for volume II. Old pink wrappers.
10 000 €

The ‘Zoological Philosophy’ of Lamarck is a classic in

PMM, 262; Garrison-Morton, 216; Sparrow, Milestones
of Science, 121; Norman, 1268; cf. En Français dans le
texte, 205.
First edition of Lamarck’s most complete
presentation of his theory of evolution.

“This work is considered the greatest exposition of
his argument that evolution occured by the inheritance
of characteristics acquired by animals as a result of the
use or disuse of organs in response to external stimuli”
(Garrison-Morton).
“The best-known and most comprehensive
presentation of Lamarck’s evolutionary theory of
species development” (Norman).
“The third part contains the most important additions
to the earlier theories... For Lamarck one of the most
important events in the evolutionary process was the
development of the nervous system, particularly the
brain, because, at that point animals began to form ideas
and control their movements” (DSB).
Good copy.

the literature of evolutionary theory. The concept of an
evolutionary development of the universe is as old as
Empedocles and Lucretius (87). In later centuries it was
bedevilled by theological preconceptions. Hutton (247)
had been the first to give a scientific basis to geology by
demonstrating that changes in the inorganic world were
the result of natural forces and not of a series of supernatural cataclysms. Lamarck observed that in the organic
world also the interaction of natural forces was an adequate cause and explanation of the vastly more complicated phenomena of the variation of species.
Taking the whole of organic life in one broad view he
demonstrated the possibility of ranging all living forms
in a single series, starting with the lowest and simplest and
progressing to the highest and most complicated. The
idea itself was as old as Aristotle (38); what was new was
Lamarck’s suggestion that this scale corresponds to an
order of historical development of the higher forms.This
he did by tracing the progression in the reverse direction
and observing the gradual changing, simplification and
ultimate disappearance of the features distinguishing the
higher forms as each lower scale is reached. From this it
followed that the history of development of the higher
forms of life was a continual and continuous process of
specialization with no gap or interruption at any stage.
This is a clear adumbration of the evolutionary theory ;
but when Lamarck attempted to outline the mechanism
by which changes come about he was less successful. He
suggested that the use of a part or an organ caused developments that were inheritable, founding this on the hypothesis that the most-used part attracted most nourishment. It was this prominent feature of Lamarck’s theory
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that caused Darwin (344) initially to dismiss his views as
‘veritable rubbish’; but in the ‘Historical Sketch’ prefaced to the third edition of The Origin of Species he
makes handsome amends in the following words: ‘He
first did the eminent service of arousing attention to the
probability of all change in the organic as well as in the
inorganic world being the result of law, and not of
miraculous interposition’.
Eminent disciples of Lamarck have included Oscar
Hertwig, Samuel Butler and Bernard Shaw. The possibility of the inheritance of acquired characteristics is
attractive to Marxists and was recently revived in Russia,
with unfortunate results. It has now been abandoned.
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276
cuvier’s most comprehensive work

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY

CUVIER, Georges. Le Règne animal distribué
d’après son organisation pour servir de base à l’histoire
naturelle des animaux et d’introduction à l’anatomie
comparée. Paris, Deterville, 1817. 4 volumes 8vo (205 x
127 mm) XXXVII, 540 pp. for volume I; XVIII, 532 pp.
for volume II; XXIX, 653 pp. for volume III; VIII, 255
pp. for volume IV; 15 engraved plates by Pierron and
Louvet after Laurillard. Contemporary calf, double gilt
fillet around sides, gilt flat spine, marbled edges.		
					 2 000 €

Cuvier is a curious example of great ability as a natural

PMM 276; Nissen, ZBI, 1013 ; Nissen, IVB, 213 (note)
; Ronsil p. 700 ; Garrison-Morton 327 (“Cuvier’s most
comprehensive work”).

tive anatomy, just as in ‘Researches on Fossil Remains’ ,

First edition of Cuvier’s Opus Magnum, the birth of
comparative anatomy.
Recognized as the father of comparative anatomy,
Cuvier published widely throughout his lifetime, but this
was his most famous and influential work, and contained
the results of all his previous research on the structures
of living and fossil animals. It was based upon his vast
knowledge of zoological anatomies, and in it he applied
Linnæus’ system of nomenclature and classification to
the whole animal kingdom, in the process establishing his
four great classes: vertebrate, molluscous, articulate, and
radiated. Cuvier’s work is a benchmark for many reasons,
not least for the third volume present here, which is
actually the work of Pierre André Latreille, Professor of
Entomology at the Paris Museum: Latreille’s contribution
was not only a significant contribution to his field, but
he had earlier been heavily involved in characterizing
the insects collected on the Baudin voyage to Australia
and the Pacific. In the present volume, Latreille sought
to update the foundation work of scholars including
Fabricius within Cuvier’s framework; as a result, Latreille
included here many Australian insects including two, the
‘Rhipcera’ and the ‘Heleus’, noted for the first time.
Cuvier, born in 1769, was invited by Geoffroy
Saint-Hilaire to come to Paris in 1795. He took an
appointment at the newly-formed Muséum nationale
d’histoire naturelle, where he remained until his death
from cholera in 1832. He had first publicly canvassed
his new quadripartite schema of the animal kingdom in
an 1812 presentation to the Academy of Sciences, but it
was in this work that he first detailed how this proposed
division worked in practice. Here, each of the classes is

historian coupled with serious shortcomings as a natural
philosopher.
His powers of observation, description and classification were considerable and provided indispensable data
for further investigation. By this means, notably in ‘The
Animal Kingdom’, he laid the foundations of compara-

1812, he had advanced the science of palaeontology. On
the other hand, his geological theories (for example, that
the extinction of certain species and the irregularity of
certain formations of strata were due to a series of supernatural interventions-the latest of which was Noah’s
flood-succeeded by re-creations) were the more disastrously misleading because the weight of his authority
caused them to be widely accepted. Nevertheless in the
geological field also posterity is his debtor; for the
exactitude of his observations was of service to Lyell,
who showed that the disturbances were easily explicable
on grounds of uniformity, and to Darwin (344), who
adduced the evidence of fossils in support of the theory
of evolution. The material provided by Cuvier gave
opportunity for greater theorists to produce better
answers.
It is in his classification of the animal kingdom into
four main groups, Vertebrata, Mollusca, Articulata and
Radiata, that he so notably succeeded in giving a lead
that has been followed by all his successors. In contradiction to the current view that the structure of an animal
determined its functions and habits Cuvier held that an
animal’s structure was due to its functions and habits.
Stomachs are required by mobile creatures: plants do not
have stomachs. A carnivore needs sharp teeth, powerful
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discussed in a separate volume, with volumes I, II and IV
by Cuvier himself; his organizations of fish families in
particular ‘were so soundly based that they have become
orders or suborders in present classification’ (DSB).

jaws, claws, etc.: a herbivore has flat teeth and hooves.

Throughout his career, Cuvier held to the premise of Le
Règne Animal that the four branches were fundamentally
different, and that any similarities between them were
due entirely to common functions rather than common
ancestry. He did not believe, that is, that there was any
evolutionary adaptation, a stance which put him in
open conflict with his contemporaries such as Buffon,
Lamarck, and Geoffroy. This led to the famous debate
between Cuvier and Geoffroy at the Académie Royale
des Sciences in Paris in 1830. Cuvier’s towering position
in the French natural sciences should be seen in the
context of a very cynical view of his ambitions towards
intellectual ownership of the science on Freycinet’s
voyage, an idea explored in correspondence between
Faujas de Saint Fond and Louis de Freycinet.

sons to the entire animal kingdom. He also saw that this

This kind of distinction is a commonplace today, but
Cuvier was the first to apply such analyses and compari-

homogeneity in an individual should enable a competent
naturalist to reconstruct a complete animal from any
significant part of its anatomy.

A very fine copy.
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280
The first adequate method for
diagnosing Diseases of the thorax
before the discovery of x-rays

THE STETHOSCOPE

LAëNNEC, R.T.H. De l’auscultation médiate ou
traité du diagnostic des maladies des poumons et du
coeur, fondé principalement sur ce nouveau moyen
d’exploration. Paris, J.A. Brosson & J.S. Chaudé, 1819.
2 volumes, 8vo (202 x 120 mm) XLVI (misnumbered
XLVIII), 456 pp., 4 nn.ll., 4 engraved folding plates for
volume I; XVI, 472 pp. for volume II; contemporary
calf-backed boards.		
5 000 €

The stethoscope is as familiar a symbol of the modern

PMM, 280; Garrison-Morton, 2673; Norman, 100
books famous in medicine, 57; Norman cat., 1253 ;
Heirs of Hippocrates 1364.
First edition, first issue.

“Laënnec’s invention of the stethoscope provided the
first adequate method for diagnosing diseases of the
thorax and represented the greatest advance in physical
diagnosis between Auenbrugger’s percussion and
Röntgen’s discovery of x-rays” (Norman).
“Laënnec was undoubtedly the most prominent French
internist of his day. His ingenious use of a roll of paper
as a first stethoscope opened an entirely new field of
physical diagnosis, and by this means he virtually created
the physical diagnose of pulmonary diseases, giving
clear, concise definitions of phtisis, pneumothorax,
emphysema, etc.” (Heirs of Hippocrates).
Good copy despite partly split hinges.

physician as was the urine-glass of his medieval predecessor. It was invented by the French physician R. T. H.
Laënnec and is described in his “Treatise on Mediate
Auscultation’.
During his early career, Laënnec, a pupil of Corvisart,
Napoleon’s physician, and indirectly under the influence
of Morgagni (206), studied morbid anatomy and sought
a more effective method of diagnosis. It had been known
for a very long time that strange sounds could be heard
in the chests of certain sick people. Laënnec also knew of
Auenbrugger’s epoch-making discovery of percussion

(Inventum Novum, 1761) which enabled doctors to determine whether the thoracic organs were normal or dis
eased by tapping the thorax. One day in 1816, observing
some children tapping a hollow wooden log at one end
and listening to the transmitted sound at the other,
Laënnec conceived the idea of the stethoscope. Originally
he used simply a roll of stiff paper, but soon he constructed
a tube of cedar wood about one foot long. Applying
it to the chest of the patient he listened to the amplified
sounds of the heart and chest generally. This simple invention effected the greatest advance in physical diagnosis
between Auenbrugger and the discovery of X-rays (see
380) and other modern instruments of diagnostic precision.
A true follower of Hippocrates (55) and Sydenham
(159), Laënnec applied himself to observation of his
cases at the bedside. Remarkable as his invention was,
what he did with it was even more important. While
listening to the movements of the heart and lungs, he
learned to understand the significance of the various
sounds, for which he created a terminology. In the en-
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larged second edition of his book (1826) he gives not
only the physical signs, but the whole pathology, diagnosis and treatment of the diseases of the chest and heart.
He virtually created the modern science of the respiratory organs and their diseases. His brilliant descriptions
of bronchitis, pneumonia, gangrene and oedema of the
lungs, emphysema, tuberculosis, cancer of the lung and
other diseases, have in many respects remained unsurpassed until today.
Unlike Auenbrugger’s, Laënnec’s discovery was very
quickly recognized and accepted. Nineteen editions were
published between 1819 and 1839 in French, English,
German and Italian; there was an American edition.
The English translation of 1821 was by John Forbes who
in 1824 also translated Auenbrugger.
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285
The beginning of modern
thermodynamics

CARNOT’S CYCLE

CARNOT, Nicolas Léonard Sadi.
Réflexions sur la puissance Motrice du Feu et sur les
machines propres à développer cette Puissance. Paris,
Bachelier, 1824. 8vo (193 x 123 mm) 2 unn.ll., 118
pp., 1 engraved plate. Early 20th century red-morocco
backed boards.				 35 000 €

Carnot’s genius was extinguished at the age of thirty-six

PMM, 285 ; Dibner, 155; D.S.B., III, pp. 79-84; En
Français dans le texte, 239; Bibliotheca Mechanica, pp.
63-64 ; Bibliotheca Mechanica p. 63; Norman, 404;

in a cholera epidemic. During his short life he published
only this one book ‘Reflections on the Motive Force of
Fire’. Using the fallible analogy of a water-wheel and the
language of the caloric theory the book was essentially
an attempt to calculate the mechanical equivalent of
heat; Carnot devised the type of apparatus afterwards

First edition. This landmark book anticipated both
the first and second laws of thermodynamics.

used by J. P. Joule to produce exact figures in 1841. His

The Reflexions of Sadi Carnot is his only publication
when he was only 28 years old.This text is considered as
the beginning of modern thermodynamics. The author
develops a theory based on the practical operation of
existing steam engines. He develops what will become
the second principle of thermodynamics, later formalised
by Clausius in 1850. He emphasised the fundamental
difference between the action of heat and mechanical
work. He also presents an ideal thermodynamic machine,
which carries out 4 transformations in the form of a
cycle that will become known as the Carnot cycle and
which is still the reference measurement for all thermal
machines, from steam engines to jet engines, including
internal combustion engines in cars, refrigerators, and
heat pumps.

conservation of energy by Helmholtz in 1847 (323). In

It is known that only 600 copies of this book were
printed.
Illustrated with one engraved plate. Some spotting,
generally a good copy.

work led directly to the enunciation of the theory of the

fact,in a reprint of the Réflexions in 1878 Carnot’s brother
included the contents of some notebooks which showed
that Carnot himself had formulated this theory, which
is now the first law of thermodynamics.
The second law of thermodynamics is also implicit in
Carnot’s treatise. Work is done only when heat passes
from a hotter to a colder body. It follows that when an
equilibrium of temperature is reached work ceases.
Rudolf Clausius, in Berlin, expressed this tendency by
what he called entropy, the entropy of a system being
‘the measure of the unavailability of its thermal
for

conversion

into

mechanical

work’. energy

Carnot’s ideas were elaborated by another French
engineer, C. B. E. Clapeyron (1799-1864) in the Journal

de l’École Polytechnique, 1832, and were later developed
by J. P. Joule and Lord Kelvin. His researches led also to
the absolute scale of temperature.
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289
One of the most important
discoveries in electrical science

MEASURING ELECTRICITY

OHM,Georg Simon. Die galvanische Kette,

The exact measurement of natural phenomena, though

bearbeitet. Berlin, T.H. Riemann,

less generally attractive, is just as vital to science, pure

mathematisch

1827. 8vo, one folding engraved plate. iv, 245, [1] pp.

and applied, as the record of their infinite variety.

Contemporary half-cloth, marbled boards, spine gilt. 		
In the field of electrical measurement Ohm was the

					 35 000 €

PMM, 289; Dibner, Heralds of Science, 63 ; Horblit, 81 ;
Sparrow, Milestones of Science, 154 ; Wheeler Gift Cat.

great pioneer. Coulomb, in a series of seven papers to
the Académie des Sciences between 1784 and 1789, had
measured the attraction and repulsion at a distance of

835.
First edition of this pioneering work which
contains one of the most important discoveries in

electrified bodies by means of his torsion balance, and he
did important work on insulators. Ohm’s great contribu-

electrical science — “Ohm’s law” — the basis of

tion–The Galvanic Chain Mathematically Calculated

the present system of electrical measurement. Ohm

‘–was to measure the rate of current flow and the effects

discovered the unit of resistance in an electrical

of resistance on the current. ‘Ohm’s law’ that the

current.

resistance of a given conductor is a constant independent

What is now known as Ohm’s Law appeared in the

of the voltage applied or the current flowing (that is,

book Die galvanische Kette, mathematisch bearbeitet

C = E/R, where C = current, E electromotive force

(“The Galvanic Circuit Studied Mathematically”) in
which he provided a complete theory of electricity. The
book begins with the mathematical basics necessary to

and R = resistance)-was arrived at theoretically by
analogy with Fourier’s heat measurements (1800-14).

understand the rest of the work. Ohm presented his

Ohm’s conclusions were either ignored or contradicted

theory as being based on contact actions, as opposed

at the time. Faraday’s researches (309) were completed

to the concept of action at a distance. He believed
that the propagation of electricity took place between
“contiguous particles”. The book is based on this idea,

without reference to his law and as late as 1883 Kelvin,
in an address On the Electrical Units of Measurement,

and in particular on the illustration of the differences in

could still refer to the ‘recent’ date at which anything that

scientific approaches to the work of Fourier and Navier.

could be called electric measurement had been introduced.

It is known that the publisher was forced to pulp most of

of 1881 when, incidentally, the term coulomb was

the copies of this book due to lack of sales
A very fine and fresh copy with the bookplate of Alfred
Schmid.

He was referring to the Paris Conference on standards

adopted for the practical unit of quantity and ohm for
the unit of resistance. In point of fact both Coulomb
and Ohm were proved to have been anticipated
by Henry Cavendish when the papers of that secretive
eighteenth-century recluse were
Clerk Maxwell (355) in 1879.
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published
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353
EXPERIMENTAL MEDICINE

probably the greatest classic on
the pinciples of physiological
investigation
BERNARD, Claude. Introduction à l’étude de
la médecine expérimentale. Paris, London, Madrid,
J.B. Baillière, 1865. 8vo (212 x 130 mm) 400
pp. Contemporary red buckram backed marbled boards,
flat spine, mottled edges (covers slightly discoloured).

In the mid-nineteenth century the Collège de France,
through its professors François Magendie (1783-1855)
and Claude Bernard, established a high reputation for research in scientific medicine. Through careful, ingenious

2 500 €

and systematic animal experimentation Magendie, and

PMM, 353 ; Norman, 208; Garrison-Morton, 1766.501;
En français dans le texte, 288.

even more Bernard, made major discoveries concerning

First edition, second issue printed by Martinet (as
indicated by Norman).

the physiology of digestion.

The Introduction was conceived as a simple preliminary
to a great work, never completed. Concise and
luminously clear, combining a personal adventure with
major philosophical and scientific questions, this book
marks a turning point in the history of science.

Medicine’ was intended as an apologia for such study,

“Probably the greatest classic on the principles of
physiological investigation and of the scientific method
as applied to the life sciences” (Garrison-Morton).

philosophers of science: he was an ardent but by no

Fine copy
Provenance : Maurice Bertelot (rubber stamp on title).

nervous physiology, the mechanisms of poisoning and

The ‘Introduction to the Study of Experimental

as well as an exhortation to it. Here Bernard presented
his own personal analysis of scientific method in a
manner which earned him commendation from the

means an uncritical devotee of experiment, while remaining keenly appreciative of the role of hypothesis.
His discussion of method is illustrated by examples drawn
from his own researches, such as led to his discovery of
the role of the pancreatic juice in digestion, the glycogenic
function of the liver, the mechanism of curare and carbon
monoxide poisoning, the production of artificial diabetes,
and so on. One sentence may sum up Bernard’s own
philosophy: ‘In living bodies, as in inorganic bodies,
laws are immutable and the phenomena governed by
these laws are bound to the conditions on which they
exist, by a necessary and absolute determinism.’
Bernard’s researches were first described in technical
papers and collections of his lectures, but the Introduction
was an important didactic work which biologists of the
last hundred years have found of great interest and value.
It has appeared in many French editions, and was first
published
the

in

English

instigation

physiologist

and

of

the

translation

in

distinguished

biochemist

L.

J.

1927

American
Henderson.

This translation has been several times reprinted.
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359
THE NEW RELIGION

the worker’s bible

MARX, Karl. Le Capital. Traduction de M. J. Roy, Only this first volume of Marx’s magnum opus appeared
entièrement révisée par l’auteur. Paris, Maurice Lachâtre,
in his lifetime, though in a letter to his friend Dr Kugel[1872-1875]. 4to (274 x 187 mm) 351 pp. Contemporary
half-sheep.				 4 000 € mann in the autumn of 1866, when he was working over

PMM, 359 (1867 edition); BNF, Utopie, 216 ; Einaudi, the manuscript, he described a four-book three-volume
3770.
work on lines identical with those edited after his death
First edition in French of the first volume of Das
Kapital, the definitive text as authorized by Karl
Marx, this being the first issue with Lachâtre’s
imprint.

by Friedrich Engels (see 326). Thus vol. I is the ‘Critical

The book was published in parts from August 1872
to November 1875, here bound on completion. The
first volume of Das Kapital was originally published in
German in 1867. This French edition was the second
translation, preceded only by the Russian translation
of 1872, but Marx felt that this translation was more
important than the Russian, and his extensive work on
the project means “Le Capital was not a mere translation,
but rather an original work, relevant from a textual point
of view” (Books that Made Europe, p. 248). The second
and third volumes of Das Kapital were published after
Marx’s death by Engels in 1885 and 1894 and were first
published in French in 1900 and 1902.

cess of circulation of capital; vol. II (1894) the process of

In December 1871, while revising the text for the second
German edition, Marx agreed to this French edition
with the publisher Maurice Lachâtre, an anticlerical
radical and friend of Proudhon, who had been exiled to
Spain after the Paris Commune. Marx initially approved
the translation to be undertaken by Joseph Roy, who had
already translated the works of the German philosopher
Ludwig Feuerbach, but “in spite of the expectations,
however, Roy did not render the text vivid enough and
the translation proved to be too literal and unsatisfactory.
At the beginning of Spring 1872, Marx started to rewrite full passages to make them more appealing to the
French public and continued to do so for almost two
years, eating up a lot of the time intended for the drafting
of his second volume of the work” (Books That Made
Europe, p. 248). Issued in parts and consuming much of
Marx’s time, it took 39 months to complete the project,
but Marx’s close attention and extensive revisions to the
text and galley proofs as the project progressed resulted
in a revised text that he felt was more definitive than the
German and Russian predecessors (including the second
German edition of 1872). In his notice to the reader
dated 28 April 1875, Marx wrote: “Quelles que soient

Analysis of Capitalist Production’ including the central
concept of surplus-value; vol. II (1885) discusses the pro-

capitalist production as a whole. Marx’s fourth section,
on the history of economic theory, exists only in the form
of a book, edited from his voluminous notes by Karl
Kautsky, entitled Theorien über den Mehrwert (‘Theories
of Surplus-Value’), 3 vols., 1905-10.
Marx himself modestly described Das Kapital
as a continuation of his Zur Kritik der Politischen

Oekonomie, 1859.
It was in fact the summation of his quarter of a century’s
economic studies, mostly in the Reading Room of the
British Museum. The Athenaeum reviewer of the first
English translation (1887) later wrote: ‘Under the guise
of a critical analysis of capital, Karl Marx’s work is principally a polemic against capitalists and the capitalist mode
of production, and it is this polemical tone which is its
chief charm’. The historical-polemical passages, with
their formidable documentation from British official
sources, have remained memorable; and, as Marx (a
chronic furunculosis victim) wrote to Engels while the
volume was still in the press, ‘I hope the bourgeoisie will
remember my carbuncles all the rest of their lives’.
Carbuncles, financial embarrassment and political preoccupations of many kinds hampered Marx’s work on
Das Kapital, which he would never have completed but
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les imperfections littéraires de cette édition française,
elle possède une valeur scientifique indépendante de
l’original et doit être consultée même par les lecteurs
familiers avec la langue allemande” (p. 348: “Whatever
the literary imperfections of this French edition, it has
a scientific value independent of the original and must
be consulted even by readers familiar with the German
language”). The format of the book was also changed,
divided into eight parts and 33 chapters rather than
the seven parts and 25 chapters of the second German
edition. Marx recommended this French text, with
its revisions and new theoretical reflections, for future
translations and editions, and it was used for the first
English translation of 1887 and thereafter.

for the material and moral support of Engels. At 2 a.m.

From certain indications found in the correspondence
of Marx, it seems likely that the French government,
who must have frowned upon the appearance of Das
Kapital in French, tried to prevent its publication, which
for a certain time was interrupted by the authorities.
When the publication was finally completed, rumours
abounded that its sale was to be forbidden and the
publisher Lachâtre hesitated to sell copies. Unsold sheets
were later reissued with the imprint of Librairie du
Progrès, with new preliminary pages removing Lachâtre’s
name, between 1878 and 1880; this first issue is therefore
distinguished by the presence of his imprint.

written ‘few people in Russia will read it, and still fewer

2 vignette title pages, 1 engraved portrait frontispiece
with facsimile autograph, facsimile autograph letter
from Marx to the publisher, dated 18 March 1872, with
Lachâtre’s printed reply to verso, engraved head- and
tailpieces.
[Bound with]

on 16 August 1867, when he had just corrected the final
proofs, Marx wrote to ‘Dear Fred’ that the first volume
was finished ‘thanks to you alone. Without your self
sacrifice for me I could never possibly have done the
enormous work... The £15 received with best thanks’.
By an odd quirk of history the first foreign translation
of Das Kapital to appear was the Russian, which Petersburgers found in their bookshops early in April 1872.
Giving his imprimatur, the censor, one Skuratov, had

will understand it’. He was wrong: the edition of three
thousand sold out quickly; and in 1880 Marx was writing
to his friend F. A. Sorge that ‘our success is still greater
in Russia, where Kapital is read and appreciated more than
anywhere else’.
The first French translation, issued in 10-centime parts
in 1872-5, was substantially revised by Marx himself;
and these revisions were taken into account when at
length the first English translation, by Samuel Moore
and Edward Aveling, appeared in London, in 1887,four
years after Marx’s death, under the editorship of Engels.
Aveling was the husband of Marx’s youngest daughter,
Eleanor, and Moore an old friend, an unwilling business

BOUVIER, Jean-Baptiste. Les Mystères du confessionnal.
Prologue, manuel des confesseurs, épilogue par le curé
X. Bruxelles, imprimeur-éditeur Carlier, s.d. 157 pp., 1
f.n.ch.

man (like Engels), who later turned to the law and ended
as a magistrate in Nigeria.

Bouvier (1783-1854) was bishop of Le Mans between
1834 and 1854. The title is adorned with a vignette
similar to the one on the frontispiece of Le Capital.
Corners slightly bumped, otherwise a very good copy.
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